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94TH CoNGREss } 
1st Session 

SENATE 

Calendar No. 98 
{ REPORT 

No. 94-103 

AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATIONS TO THE NATIONAL 
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

MAY 5 (legislative day, APRIL 21), 1975.-0rdered to be printed 

Mr. Moss, from the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, 
submitted the following 

REPORT 
[To accompany H.R. 4700] 

The Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, to which was 
referred the bill (H.R. 4700) to authorize appropriations to the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration for research and 
development, construction of facilities, and research and program 
management, and for other purposes, having considered the same, 
reports favorably thereon, with an amendment striking out all after 
the enacting clause and inserting the committee amendment, and 
recommends that the bill be passed. 

(1) 
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CONGRESSIONAL ADJUSTMENTS TO NASA REQUEST 
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1976 AND FOR TRANSITION PERIOD 
JULY 1, 1976-SEPT. 30, 1976-SUMMARY 

Fiscal year 1976 Budget request House action 

senate 
committee 

action 

Research and development: 
Space Shuttle •••.•.••••••..•.•• ------------------------- $1,206,000,000 $1,206, ooo, ooo $1,206, 000. 000 
Space flilbt operations ••••.• ----------------------------- 207, 100,000 203, 100, 000 203, 100, 000

0 Advanced missions _____________________ .---------------- 1, !lOll, 000 3, 000,000 
Physics and astronomy ____ --------.--------------------- 155, 800,000 156, 800,000 162, 800, 000 
lunar and planetary exploration •••. -------._------------- 259,900, 000 258,900,000 259, 900, 000 
Launch vehicle procuremenL .. -------------------------- 166,900,000 166,900, ooo 166,900, ooo 
Space applications.---------------- •• ______________ ----- 175, 030, 000 181, 530, 000 183,930,000 
Aeronautical research and technology ___________________ ... 175, 350, 000 175,350,000 175,350,000 
Space and nuclear research and technology ...... ------- __ .. 74,900,000 76,900, 000 74,900,000 
¥nergy technology applications ................ -----------. 5, 900,000 5, 900, 000 5, 900, 000 

racking and data acquisition ................ ------------- 243,000,000 240, 800,000 240,800, 000 
Technology utilization •••••• ___ ....••••• .:: ..... ____ .. ____ · _ __:7,~000_.:_, ooo __ -:-:-:9,-:-0~00-:-, 0:-:00:---:--:-::::-7,~00:-:0,-:-00:-::0 

Total .................................. _--------_____ 2, 678,380,000 2, 684, 180,000 2, 686, 580, 000 
Construction of facilities..................................... 84,620,000 125,693,000 82, 130,000 
Research and program management.. ......... ----------______ 776,000,000 776,000,000 776, 000,000 

Grand totaL ................. __ ••••••.• ----------- •.. 

Transition period 

Physics and astronomy •• :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: lunar and planetary exploration ________________________ __ 
launch vehicle procurement ....... __ .... __ ... _ ......... __ 
Space applications .... -------------------- ____________ __ 
Aeronautical research and technology _____________________ _ 
Space and nuclear research and technology ________ ..... ___ _ 
Energy technology applications ..... -------- ____ •..•. ___ ._. 
Tracking and data acquisition ••••• __ ...... ______ ... __ .•. __ 
Technology utilization ................................... . 

000, 000 3, 585, 873, 000 3, 544, 710, 000 

321, 000, 000 --------------------------------
55,100,000 --------------------------------

500,000 --------------------------------

~: ~~: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i~: ~: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
2f: ~: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
6~: ~: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

TotaL. .................................. ____________ 730,600,000 1 700, 600,000 '704, 600,000 
Construction of facilities .................. ------------------- 14, 500, 000 8, 050, 000 11, 500,000 
Research and program management..----------------------... 213, 800, 000 213, 800, 000 213, 800,000 

Grand total..--- ••••••••••••••. ________ ............ _. _--95-8-, 900-, 000---92-2-. 4-50-, 0-0-0 --92-9.-90-0,-0-00 

t $30 million reduction not allocated. 
• $26 million reduction not allocated. 

PURPOSE OF THE BILL 

The purpose of this bill is to authorize appropriations to the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration totaling $3,544,710,000 
for fiscal year 1976 and $929,900,000 for the Transition Period July 1, 
1976-September 30, 1976, as follows: 

Fiscal year 1976 Budget request House action 

Research and development.. .... __________ ---------------- ... $2,678,380,006 $2, 684, 180,000 
Construction of facilities ..... ____ -------------- ________ ...... 84,620,000 125,693,000 
Research and program management. ............ -------------- 776, 000,000 776,000,000 

Transition period 

Research and development.._ ............................... -
Construction of facilities •.•..••••••••.••••..•••• ----------·-
Research and program management.----···-------------------

730, 600, 000 
14,500,000 

213, 800, 000 

700,600, 000 
8, 050,000 

213, 800, 000 

Senate 
committee 

action 

$2, 686, 580, 000 
82, 130,000 

776, 000, 000 

704, 600, 000 
11,500,000 

213, 800, 000 
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

The budget request for fiscal year 1976 and for the Transition Period, 
July 1, 1976-September 30, 1976, for the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration wae introduced in the House under H.R. 2931, 
and in the Senate as S. 573. After holding hearings, the House Com
mittee on Science and Technology reported out a clean bill, H.R. 4700, 
which was passed by the House, with one floor amendment, and sub
sequently referred to this Committee. 

The Committee held hearings on S. 573 during February and March 
1975. During its consideration of the bill, the Committee determined 
amendments were required. 

The Committee has reported out H.R. 4 700 with an amendment 
striking all after the enacting clause and inserting the Committee 
amendment. 

SUMMARY 

The budget estimates for the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration are, for FY 1976, $3,539,000,000, for the transition 
quarter, $958,900,000, and for FY 1977, $3,625,000,000. 

At the request of the Administration, S. 573 was introduced on 
February 5, 1975, to provide program authoriz-ation in these amounts 
and additional legislative authority requested for NASA. 

In its actions on the authorization rl>,(}uest, the Committee recom
mends increases totaling $15,900,000 and decreases totaling $39,190,000, 
for a net decrease of $23,290,000 below the budget estimates for FY 
1976 and the transition quarter. 

Most sil!llificant among the Committee actions are: 
1. Removal from the bill of provisions authorizing a total of 

$3,625,000,000 for FY 1977. The FY 1977 authorization will be 
handled under normal procedures at a later date; 

2. Addition of $11 million to the requested amount for NASA 
research, development, and monitoring activities designed to 
further the understanding of the physics and chemistry of the 
upper atmosphere in general and the possible inadvertent modifi
cation of the stratosphere in particular; 

3. Incorporation m the bill of a legislative direction to NASA 
to undertake a program of research, development, and monitoring 
of the upper atmosphere and to coordinate its activities with other 
appropriate agencies of the Federal Government, with industry 
and the academic community, and with other governments; 

4. Specific reductions in the amounts requested for Space 
Flight Operations, Advanced Missions, Tracking and Data Ac
quisition, and a Lunar Curatorial Facilitv, and specific additions 
in numerous Space Applications proje{;ts including earth re· 
sources, communications and weather satellites; 

5. Approval of the ]'Y 1976 program estimates for Space 
Shuttle, Lunar and Planetary Exploration, Launch Vehicle Pro
curement, Aeronautical Research and Technology, Space and 
Nuclear Research and Technology, Energv Technology Applica
tions, Technology Utilization, an.'d Research and Program Man
agement. 
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As reported .by the Committee, the bill authorizes a NASA program 
for FY 1976 with these key features : 

-no new starts, for the first time in the history of the agency 
-total cost requirements equal to less than 1% of the Federal budget 
-an overall program plan more than $600 million below the "con-

stant level" bu~get approved by the Congress in 1972 
-agency purchasmg power less than one-third the level of the peak 

NASA expenditures in the mid-1960's 
-reduction of the NASA in-house workforce for the ninth consecu

tive year 
Despite these harsh fiscal restraints, the NASA program continues 

to produce invaluable benefits-both direct and indirect-to the people 
of the United States and all mankind. In the 1970's, we have moved 
from the era of the promise of space research to the era of actual and 
frequently quantifiable benefits. 

The program approved by the Committee strikes a balance between 
continuing work on the most challenging long-term goals and pro
ductive efforts to reap the harvest o:f past investments, meeting the 
pressing needs of today. 

Fiscal Year 1976.-The NASA budget request for FY 1976 was for 
a total o:f $3,539,000,000, of which $2,678,380,000 was for Research and 
Development, $84,620,000 was for Construction of Facilities, and 
$776,000,000 was for Research and Program Management. The House 
approved an authorization total of $3,585,873,000, of which $2,684,-
180,000 was for Research and Development, $125,693,000 was for Con
struction of Facilities, and $776,000,000 was for Research and Program 
Management. 

The Committee is recommending an authorization of $3,544,710,000, 
an amount $5,710,000 above the NASA request and $41,163,000 below 
that in the House-approved bill. Of the total amount the Committee 
recommends $2,686,580,000 for Research and Development, which is 
$2,400,000 above the House-approved amount and $8,200,000 above 
the NASA request for this appropriations category. The Committee 
recommends $82,130,000 for the Construction of Facilities, which is 
$43,563,000 below the House amount and $2,490,000 below the NASA 
request. Finally, the Committee recommends $776,000,000 for Re
search and Program Management, which is identical with the amount 
approved by the House and that requested by NASA. The reasoninl! 
accompanying the actions of the Committee is contained in this report 
under the various programs and items herein. 

Transition Perioa.-The NASA budget request for the transition 
period to the new fiscal year, July 1, 1976, through September 30, 1976, 
was for a total of $958,900,000, of which $730,600,000 was for Research 
and Development, $14,500,000 was for the Construction of Facilities, 
and $213,800,000 was for R~sea-rch and Program Management. The 
House approved an authorizatiOn total of $922,450,000, of which 
$700,600,000 was for Research and Development, $8,050,000 was for 
the Construction of Facilities, and $213,800,000 was for Research and 
Program Management. 

The Committee is recommending an authorization of $929,900,000, 
an amount $29,000,000 below the NASA request and $7,450,000 above 
the amount in the House·approved bill. Of the total amount the Com· 
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~ittee recommends $'704,600,000 for Research and Development, which 
ls $4,000,000 above the House-approved amount and $26 000 000 below 
the NASA request. The Committee is recommending $ll 500 000 for 
the Construction of Facilities, which is $3.450 000 abov~ th~ House 
amount and $3 million below the NASA request.' Finally, the Commit
tee recommends $213,800,000 for Research and Program Management 
an amount identical .wi~h that approved by the House and requested 
b:r NASA. The ~escr1pt10n of the programs and the activities, together 
;nth any Co:n:1m1ttee co~m~nts ~pplica:ble to the transition period are 
mtegrated w1th th<:se snnlla: Items .m the FY 1976 presentation. 

As noted, the maJor Committee acti~m on the transition period re
q~est was a reductiOn of $2~,000,000 m Research and Development 
with a lesser cut of ~3,000,000 m the Construction of Facilities. In view 
of the short ~~r_at10n o.f the ~ransitiol!- period and recognizing the 
need !or ~exibllity. dux:-ng this phase-In period; the Committee, in 
assessmg Its r~ductlon m Resea:c~. and Development, cut the total 
only an~ permits NASA t~e ;flexibility to apply the reduction against 
the various programs providmg the total of any one program as spe-
cified in Section 7 of the bill is not exceeded. · 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Fiscal year 1976 Budget request House action 

Senate 
committee 

action 

Research and development: 
Space s~uttle ____ -,- ____ ---------------- _______________ . $1, 206,000,000 
~~ace flight _op~ratJonL.________________________________ 207,100,000 

va_nced miSSions __________ ---- ____ -----_______________ l, 500, 000 
Phys1cs and astronomy__________________________________ 155,800,000 
Lunar and planetary exploration___________________ _ _ _ 259 900 000 
launch vehicl~ procurement_ _____________________ :_:_:_: !66, 900,000 
Space apphcahons ______ ---- ____ ---- ____ --------------- _ 175, 030 000 
Aeronaulical research and technology_____________ ___ _ 175, 350' 000 
Space and nuclear research and technology ________ : ___ :_::: 74, 900' 000 
Energy technology applications _____________ ,___________ 5, 900' 000 
Tracking and ~~Ia ~cquisltion __________________________ ::: 243, oOO: 000 
Technology utilization. ___ ---------______________________ 7, 000, 000 

$1,206,000,000 $1, 206,000,000 
203, 100, 000 203, 100, 000 

3,000,000 0 
156, 800, 000 162, 80V, 000 
258, 900, 000 259, 900, 000 
166, 900,000 166,900,000 
181, 530, 000 183, 930, 000 
175, 350,000 175, 350,000 
76, 900, 000 74,900,000 

5, 900, 000 5, 900, 000 
240, 800, 000 240, 800, 000 

9, 000, 000 7' 000, 000 ----
TotaL-------------------- ___________________ ------__ 2, 678, 380, 000 2, 684, 180, 000 2, 686, 580, 000 

Transition period 

Research and development: 
321, 000, 000 

!~~~~~f1i!~*Yi~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~: 55,~~: ggg ------------------ -------------
[unar :nd ~lanetary exploration. ________________________ _ 
S aunc ver1cle procurement__ __ -------- _______ ------ ____ _ pace app lcabOns ___________________________________ _ 
Aeronautical research and technology ___________________ :_: 
Space and nuclear research and technology ________________ _ 
Energy technology applications ••.• _______________________ _ 
Tracking and data acquisition 
Technology utilization. ______ ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

TotaL------ ____ --------- _______________________ _ 

: $30 m!ll!on reduction not allocated. 
• $26 mrlhon reduction not allocated. 

46, 600, 000 
73,300,000 --------------------------------
40,400,000 

~i: i~: ~~g ~~~:= :::::: :=:::: ::::::::::::::: 
si: ~: ggg :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

730, 600, 000 1 700,600,000 ' 704,600,000 

SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

$1,206,000,000 
321,000,000 
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OBJECTIVES 

The Space Shuttle is the key element of an economical space ~rans
portation system that will provide a wide variety of national and mter
national users with routine access to space beginning in the 1980's. The 
Shuttle will be the first reusable space vehicle and will be configured. t_o 
carry many different types of payloads-applications, scientific, m.Ili
tary, and technological-to and from low earth orbit. By ?ffermg 
versatility, economy, and ease of access to space, the Shuttle will open 
up new avenues of opportunity f?r expanding the returns ~rom sp~ce 
and advancing the frontiers of scwnce and technology. It w1ll provide 
an economical transportation system for paylo~d de:velopers an~ 
users from United States Government agencies, prJVate mdustry, um
versities, research organizations, and national and international 
organizations. . . . . 

The Space Shuttle's design features and. operational flex1b1hty are 
the key to reducing the cost af!.d complexity o~ payloads as well a~ 
space operations. The Shuttle will be able to retneve as well as deploy 
satellites to repair and redeploy them, to service or update them and to 
return them to earth for refurbishment and reuse. The Shuttle will also 
make rapid space rescue possible. In some instances, it may el.iminate 
the need for space rescue by providing a means for timely dehvery to 
orbit of replacement components. . 

The Shuttle system has four basic elements: the orbiter, the mam 
engines, an external propellant tank and twin solid rocket b?ost~rs. The 
orbiter, with its large payload bay 60 feet long and 15 f~et m d1~meter 
and cargo carrying capacity of up to 65,000 po~nds, will permit pay
loads to be built to less stringent design constramts .. Stan~ard lab~ra
tory equipment, much of it off-the-shelf and :elatlvely mexpens1_ve, 
may be used in the construction of a payload. This key factor, reductiOn 
of payload complexity, will be a signific~nt step i;n c~ecreasill:g costs. 
The varied types of payloads that the orbiter can hft mto orb1t range 
from automated free flying satellites and space telescopes to fully 
equipped space laboratories with facilities for scientists and technicians 
to carry out orbital experiments and manufacturing processes in a com-
fortable shirt-sleeve environment. · 

The Space Shuttle orbiter will be boosted into orbit by the thrust 
of its three liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen main engines, fueled by 
the external propellant tank, burning in parallel with the twin solid 
rocket boosters. Two minutes into the flight, at an altitude of about 22 
nautical miles, the solid rocket boosters burn out, are separated and 
descend by parachute to a soft splashdown in the ocean about 130 nauti
cal miles down range. They will be re~overe?, refu~bished. and reu~ed. 
The orbiter, powered by its three mam e;ngmes, will. contiD:Ue on mto 
space for another six minutes after whiCh the engmes will be shut 
down. At this point, just prior to orbital insertion, the external tank 
will be jettisoned and it will fall iD: a rem?te ?cean ~rea about 10,900 
nautical miles down range. The o~biter, fir:mg Its o~b1t~l ma;1e~vermg 
engines, will then enter earth orbit. Afte~ comp~etmg 1ts rrn~swn, the 
orbiter will again fire its orbital maneuvermg engtnes to deorbit and re
enter the atmosphere at a high angle (about 34°) in a shallow flight 
path to minimize frictional heating. ~t abo~t 7p,ooo feet altitude, the 
orbiter will begin the final maneuvermg, ahgn Its approach and land. 
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The Space Shuttle will have a flight crew of three: the commander, 
the pilot, and a mission specialist. On some missions a payload special
ist will be added to check out complete payloads and deploy them in 
space. In normal operations the Shuttlfl can carry up to seven people, 
including the crew, for per'iods up to seven days. They will experience 
forces no more than three times that of gravity during launch and land
ing and can perform their work in shirt-sleeve comfort. 

Su'YI'IItiU1ry of resourcee requirements 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

g~~e:nii'iie============:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $m: ~: ~~ $2~~: ~; ~~ Solid rocket boosters ________________ . ___ . _ _ _ _ __ ____ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ _ _ 76, 200, 000 18, 000, 000 
External tank •. ______________________________________ --- ___ . _________ .______ 66, 100, 000 15, 100, 000 
Launch and landing _____ -----------·--------------- ______ ------------- ------__ s_o,:_9_oo.:_, o_oo ___ 21_, o_oo_, o_oo 

TotaL ______________ -------------- ____________ --------··------------ 1, 206,000,000 321, 000, 000 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

The program schedule for the Space Shuttle is as follows : 

Rollout of Orbiter No. L---------------------
Approach and landing tests __________________ _ 
ll'irst manned orbital fiight_ _________________ _ 
Development 
Operational >:~muuJ:e __ 

System Development Status 

Calendar year 

3rd quarter 1976. 
4th quarter 1977. 
2nd quarter 1979. 
3rd quarter 1979-mid 1980, 
mid-1980. 

All Shuttle system elements are under contract and the development 
is proceeding as planned. Many components of the Shuttle system 
have already been completed and testing has been initiated. Funding 
for FY 1976 will permit the Shuttle prime contractors, the first and 
second tier subcontractors and their suppliers to continue ma.nufac
turing and testing components for the four basic elements of the Space 
Shuttle syst-em. Fabrication of the major test artif~les, design of the 
launch processing system, and design of the solid rocket booster com
ponents and the recovery system are planned for FY 1976. Twenty-one 
subcontracts, valued at more than $10 million each, are now in effect 
and sixty subcontracts between $1 and $10 million each have been 
definitized. Even larger numbers of suppliers and small subcontractors 
will be part of the overall effort for FY 1976. The Shuttle is well into 
the hardware development and testing phase. The Space Shuttle total 
system development is proceeding on schedule to meet the program 
milestones set forth above. 
Orbiter 

The orbiter will be a reusable airplane-like vehicle, about the size 
of a DC-9 transport aircraft, with a versatile capability for multi
purpose low earth orbital operations. It will have a payload bay 
measuring 60 feet in length with a diameter of 15 feet. 1Vith the two 
solid rocket boosters, the orbiter will be able to place up to 65~000 lbs. 
into a 100 nautical mile circular orbit, due east launch azimuth. 

Orbiter No.1 crew module fabrication has been completed and manu
facture of the aft and mid-fuselage structures is nearing completion. 
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Fabrication of the main propulsion test article was begun in .early F~ 
1975 and should be completed on schedule in FY 1977. Orbite~ No. 
will have its Preliminary Design Review in late FY 1975 to ':"erlfy t~e 
design approach and to establish the basis for proceeding with detail 
design and fabrication of ground test and flight hardware for the ~rst 
manned orbital flight. The Preliminary Design Review for the orbiter 
carrier aircraft modification was completed in FY 1975. Thermal p:o
tection system development has concentrated on obtaining high quality 
raw materials, such as carbon, for the leading edges and nose cap, sand 
for the silica tiles and frit for the protective outer coating, and methods 
of production and manufacturing procedures were also developed for 
the thermal protection syste~ i:f!- FY 197~. The environmental control 
and life support system prehmmary design has been completed and 
some development work and testing has been done on the components 
of this system. . . . 

During FY 1976 design, fabncat10n ~nd assembl:y: of Or _biter N ?· 1 
will continue and manufacture of Orb1ter No. 2 will begm. Orbiter 
No. 1 is being configured for the first approach and landing test to 
be conducted in 1977 at the Flight Research Center, Edwards AFB, 
California. Orbiter No. 2 will be configured for the first manned 
orbital flight, which is to be launched from the Kennedy Sp~ce Center 
in 1979. Fabrication of the mid-section, wings, vertical stabilizer, ca~go 
doors, landing gear, nose section, leading edges for wing and vertical 
stabilizer, and the tail fairing will be completed and these components 
for Orbiter No. 1 will be shipped to the assembly plant at Palmdale, 
California. 

The. Critical Design Review which is held when detail design is 
essentially completed to verify compliance with the system and tech
nical requirements for those systems required for the Shuttle approach 
and landing tests will be held in FY 1976. Ground support eqmpment 
and the test station at Palmdale, California, will be completed by the 
the last quarter of FY 1976 and ready for use in the checkout of 
Orbiter No. 1. Assembly of Orbiter No. 1 will be nearly complete 
by the end of FY 1976. The one-quarter scale model of the Shuttle 
will be completed in FY 1976 and subjected to ground vibration tests. 

Final assembly of the crew module and basic airframe ~f. t_he 
structural test article will be completed to allow test set-up activities 
and instrumentation installation to begin. In addition, fabncation and 
assembly will begin on the aft fuselage test article which will be 
utilized for vibro-acoustic testing. . . . . 

The thermal protection system (TPS) for the orbiter IS a maJOr 
subsystem and a key development activity. This system is designed 
to attenuate the aerothermal heating on the external surface of the 
orbiter during ascent and reentry. During FY 1976, material char
acterization of both the low and high temperature reusable surface 
insulation will be completed. Development test~ng of .representat~':"e 
pieces of the high temperature reusable surface msn]atwn from cntl
cal areas, and reusable carbon-carbon from the leading edges and the 
nose will be subjected to repeated reent:y heating and env~ronme_n~al 
testing in FY 1976. The thermal protectiOn system productwn facll.1ty 
for reusable tiles will become operational in early 1976 and productiOn 
runs of these materials will be delivered during that fiscal year. 
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Avionics provides the electrical power and electronics to guide and 
control the Space Shuttle. During FY 1976 the avionics hardware 
systems for the approach and landing test will be completed and 
installation will begin on Orbiter No. 1. These systems are: guidance 
and navigation, flight control, communications, display and control, 
instrumentation, data processing and electrical power distribution. 
Engineering integration of preproduction hardware and software 
will be performed in FY 1976. Software will continue to be developed 
and tested at Johnson Space Center and integrated with the avionics 
hardware systems for validation in the Center's Shuttle avionics inte
gration laboratory. 

In addition, FY 1976 funding will provide for developing software 
programs, modifying two Shuttle training aircraft and the Shuttle 
carrier aircraft, and updating automatic checkout equipment. Tech
nical design support will continue to be provided for the avionics 
systems and the ground testing of subsystems and components will 
be continued at Government facilities in those cases where the tests 
cannot be performed cost effectively at the contractor's facilities. 
Funding in FY 1976 will also be used for Government-furnished 
equipment, which includes the astronaut life support assembly and 
spacesuits for extravehicular activity, the orbiter aeroflight simulator, 
the Shuttle mission simulator, and the Shuttle procedures simulator, 
as well as testing of the orbital maneuvering system engine at the 
White Sands Test Facility in New Mexico; the accomplishment of 
systems management tasks and environmental effects studies; and 
contract administration to be performed by the Defense Contract 
Audit Service. 

During the transition period, installation and checkout of Orbiter 
No. 1 subsystems will be continued, leading to the rollout of the 
vehicle. Fabrication of the orbiter main propulsion test article will 
be continued, as will the structural fabrication and subassembly of 
Orbiter No. 2. Delivery of the Shuttle training aircraft is also ex
pected to take place during this period. 
Main Engine 

A cluster of three high chamber pressure hydrogen/oxygen engines, 
each with a 470,000 pound vacuum thrust level, will be used on the 
orbiter. The high chamber pressure at which these engines operate is 
a major technological advancement which allows the use of a higher 
expansion ratio nozzle and results in a more efficient operating engine 
without increasing size. In addition, it will be the first large liquid 
rocket engine specifically designed to be reusable. 

In FY 1975 the main engine fuel and oxidizer preburners were 
successfully tested at the Santa Susana, California test facility. Com
ponent testing of the turbopumps and thrust chamber are scheduled 
for the latter half of FY 1975. The integrated subsystem test activities 
to be performed at the National Space Technology Laboratories 
(NSTL), formerly the Mississippi Test Facility, wilJ begin near the 
end of FY 1975 and will continue in FY 1976. The rack-mounted 
engine controller will be utilized for the integration tests at NSTL. 
Fabrication work on major components of the main engine is the 
primary effort in FY 1975. · 
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During .FY 1~76 te~ting a!fd fabrication of the major subsystems 
of the ~am engtne. w1.ll. contmue. Subsystems being tested at Santa 
Susana mclude the 1gmtwn system, thrust chambers, fuel and oxidizer 
turbopumps and the preburners. The first engine firing at rated power 
level will take place at NSTL in mid-FY 1976 and will be followed 
by the ~rst throttli!lg tes~ over.the rat~d J?OWer level range. The main 
propu]swn test article will be m fabriCatiOn during FY 1976 to sup
P,Ort the integrated test a~tivity scheduled for FY 1977. Long le':d 
tune pr~c~r~ment.of material and hardware for the flight engines will 
also be 1mtlated m FY 1976 to allow manufacture to begm in FY 
1977. ~ 

In addition, FY 1976 funds will provide for logistics support for 
the main engine efforts. This support will include procurement of 
propellants for test firing the engine and its various components, such 
as preburners and turbopumps. 

In the transition period the fabrication of fli~ht engine compo
nents is scheduled to begin following the main engme Critical Design 
Review. 
Solid Rocket Boosters 

The booster element of the Space Shuttle system consists of two 
reusable solid rocket boosters approximately 12.2 feet in diameter 
and 149 feet long, attached to the external tank. The solid rocket 
boosters, burning in parallel with the orbiter's main engines, will 
provide .the combin~d thrust necessary from lift-off to booster staging. 
At stagtng, the sohd rocket boosters will be released to descend by 
parachute into the ocean some 130 nautical miles from the launch site. 
'l.'hey will be recovered and returned to land for refurbishment and 
reuse. 

The solid rocket motors are under contract and the remaining 
booster system elements, such as the recovery system, the thrust vector 
control system and the aft skirt will be procured separately. The 
Marshall Space Flight Center will perform designated systems 
integration tasks and has the responsibility for total systems integra
tion of the solid rocket booster effort. 

In FY 1975 the incremental Preliminary Desigii Review (PDR) 
of structural drawings for the nose cap, frustrum, forward skirt and 
aft skirt was completed as was the solid rocket booster PDR. A 
technical problem of plume impingement on the orbiter thermal pro
tection system during the firing of the solid rocket separation motors 
was corrected by moving the separation motors up on the frustrum, 
thus increasing their thrust and decreasing their firing time. Most 
of the tooling for fabrication of the solid rocket motor cases has been 
defined and procurement is underway. A prototype case segment was 
completed in mid-FY 1975 and has been used to demonstrate fabri
cation, heat treatment and machining processes for the production 
run. Selection of the subcontractors for the manufacturing of remain
ing components of the solid rocket booster will be completed in FY 
1975 with the exception of the recovery system. 

Fabrication of development motors will begin in FY 1976 to sup
port first firings in FY 1977. Manufacture, heat treatment and ma
chining of the solid rocket mot<>r cases will proceed. A prototype 
flexible bearing for the thrust vector control (TVC) system will be 
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fabrica~ed and tested in FY 19~6, a;nd the desigii of the TVC actu
ators w1ll also be completed. Fabncatwn of actuator development hard
ware and development testing will be initiated. Hardware fabrication 
for the separation motors will begin in FY 1976. Fabrication of major 
st~uctural components, including the nose cap, forward skirt aft 
skirt and attach system will begin in FY 1976. Separation ~otor 
testing will be conducted near the end of FY 1976. 

Funding dur~ng the transition per~od wi.ll provide for continuing 
work. on the s?hd ro~ket mo~or cases, mcl~dmg propellant processing, 
bondmg studies, gram shapmg and fabncation of structural compo
nents for the solid rocket booster. 
External Tank 
. T~e external tank is a single assembly approximately 27.5 feet 
m diameter, and 154 feet long. It contains liquid oxygen and liquid 
hydrogen tanks and is mounted below the orbiter and between the 
solid r?cket boosters in the la~ch ?onfiguration. Other major ele
ments mclude propellant pressur1zatwn, external thermal protection 
and attachment hardware. The external tank will contain all the 
liql~id ox:ygen and liqui~ hydrogen .propellants consumed by the 
mam engtnes of the orbiter from hft-off to main engine cut-off 
just prior to orbital insertion. Following main engine cut-off, the 
external tank will be separated from the orbiter and will coast through 
a ballistic trajectory to impact within a desigtmted remote ocean area. 
The exter:r:al tank is the only expend~~~~ element in the Shuttle system. 

The design and development activities are conducted in the Gov
ernme:r:t-owned Michoud Assembly Facility, New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Early m FY 1975, NASA conducted the external tank Preliminary 
Desigii Review and the th<lrmal protection system was chanO'ed to 
meet the higher ascent temperatures predicted for the latest launch 
envelope .. Several tests of the spray-on foam insulation applied to a 
10-foot diameter test tank were completed to verify the application 
process. Procurement of tooling for the major test article was initi
ated and installation at the Michoud Assembly Facility is to begin 
near ~he end o; FY 1975. Procurement of selected long lead time 
materials for flight tank production was also initiated. 

The Critical Desigii Review for the external tank will be held in 
mid-FY 1976. Fabrication and assembly of the structural test articles 
(th~ i~tertank and the l_iquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks) will 
begm m FY 1976, leadmg to dehvery of the test article to the Mar
shall Space Flight Center testing facilities in mid-FY 1977. Fabri
cation of the main propulsion test article tank wi1l begin during FY 
1976 for subsequent integration and testing with the orbiter aft fuse
lage and the three propulsion test engines at the National Space 
Technology Laboratories. Welding facilities and equipment will be 
procured and installed at Michoud in the first half of FY 1971'). 
Long lead time procurement of selected materi~tls for the first in
crement of flight tanks wi11 be continuPd during FY 1976. Tooling 
required for the fabrication and assembly of the flight tanks will be 
completed and certified before the beginning of fabrication in FY 
1977. Funding for FY 1976 ·will also provide for the restoration and 
modification of existing fabrication equipment at the Michoud As-
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sembly Facility and activation of structural test facilities at the 
Marshall Space Flight Center. . . 

In the transition period, assembly of the intertank and the hq.md 
oxygen tank for structural article tests will be completed. Fabnca
tion and assembly of the main propulsion test article will also be 
continued. 

Launch and Landing 
New launch processing equipment and operati(;mal techniques .are 

required ~o assure t~at the Sh~ttle groul!d ope_ratwns are comp~tible 
with vehiCle operatiOnal reqmrements, mcludmg turnaround times, 
launch rates and launch cost objectives. The launch processing system 
(LPS) will consist of two major subsystems, the checkout, control 
and minor subsystem ( CCMS), and the centr;al data subsystem (CDS). 
The CC:MS will utilize a distributed processmg scheme where consoles, 
each containing a small computer, _will pe~form in parallel within 
their assigned function. The CDS will provide ~upport to the CCMS 
and will consist of two large scale computers (pnmary ~nd.secondary) 
with shared access storage devices and relatt\d commumcabons proces-
sors, interface and peripheral dev~ces. . . . 

Design of the LPS that began m. FY 1975 will be contmued ~n FY 
1976. The Preliminary Design Review will be conducted .e~rly m ~y 
1976 and will be followed later in the fiscal year by the Cntlcal Design 
Review. . . 

System engineering and integration for the LPS will be a maJOr 
effort during FY 1976. Programming of computers and program 
validation will be conducted in the last half of the fiscal year. Pro
curement of software, mini-computers for the cc~s, periphe~al 
devices such as cartridge disc systems, p~ocess. data d~sc systems, hne 
printers and readers, and consoles for this eqmpment IS scheduled for 
FY 1976 as is the initial procurement of maJor components of the 
CDS large scale computers. . . . . 

Fiscal year 1976 funding will also provide for.accomplishmg maJOr 
engineering support services tasks including ?esign, procurement and 
installation of unique ground support eqmpment (GSE) for the 
approach and landing tests; design and procurement of umque GSE 
for support of the first manned orbital flight; preparation of Space 
Shuttle launch and landing engineering specifications and standar?s; 
field surveys and field liaison engineering at the launch and landmg 
site; preparation of preliminary engineering reports and col!cept~al 
engineering reports and other engineering data; systems engmeermg 
and integration support betwe~n ground. support systems a~d other 
identified Space Shuttle operatiOnal reqmrements; an.d establishment 
of an engineering documentation. ce~ter where technwal documenta-
tion will be prepared, stored, and distriht~ted. . 

During the transition. period, .work w1l~ be contmued on the lau~ch 
processing system, the mstallat~on ~f umque grou~d support eqmp
ment and operations of the engmeermg documentatiOn center. 

SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS PRoGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

$203,100,000 
55,100,000 
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OBJECTIVES 

The Space Flight Operations program includes the developmental 
and supporting activities conducted under development, test and 
~ission operations; space li-fe sciences ; mission systems and integra
tiOn; and the Apollo Soyuz Test Project scheduled for completion 
in July 1975. 

~evelC!pment, test and mission operations encompasses the basic 
engmeermg, research and test operations conducted at the Johnson 
Space Center, the K~nnedy Space Center, the Marshall Space Flight 
Center, and the N a~wnal Space Technology Laboratories in support 
of mann~~ space flight prog~ams, together with the provisions for 
crew tramir:g, and.l11;unch, flight, .and operational support required 
for space flight miss~o~~· Space life sciences complements ongoing 
and planned space activities through ground-based and flight research 
projects involving studies of man as an operator and controller of 
hardware in space. Space life sciences provides for the requisite ad
vanced tech~ology development of systems designed to support and 
protect the li!e of m11;n or to extend his capabilities in space. Mission 
systems and ~ntegratwn encompasses work essential to the planning 
and p~e-paratwn for future manned space flights. The principal areas 
of a?tlvity are: pay loa~ int~gration and mission analysis, Spacelab 
studies a~~ concep.t verificati~::m testing, advanced development, and 
the defimtwn studies for an mterim upper stage and Space Tug to 
meet NASA requirements. 
. The United States and the USSR agreed in May 1972 to jointly 
Implement t~e Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP) to develop and 
test a compatible system for rendezvous and dockin()' of future manned 
spacecraft and stations that would be suitable fo;' use as a standard 
international system: The ASTP is a flight experiment involving the 
rendezvous and dockmg of a manned Apollo spacecraft with a manned 
Soyuz spacecraft. The Soyuz spacecraft will be launched from the 
USSR. The Apollo spacecraft will then be launched from the United 
S't.ates and will ren?ezvo_us wit?- the Soyuz spacecraft in orbit where 
JOmt do~ked operatw~s, mcludmg crew transfer and in-flight experi
ments Will be accomplished. The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project requires 
no FY 1976 new obligations authority. 

Summary of resources requirements 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

~~~~!o1~1~;~)~~~~~~~~-~ission operations_____________________________ $166, 100,000 $43,200,000 

Mission systems and integration.-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~; ~g~; g~~ ~; ~~~; ~~~ 
Total ________________________________________________________________ ----:-,-::-:20-:-3,-10:-o.-co:-oo--s-s-. 1-oo-. o-oo 

I 
1 

The C.Ommittee cut t.he re9uest for this program $4 million, however, allocation of the reduction to project e ements rs left to the drscretron of NASA. 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

Development, Test and Mission Operations 
~evelopment, ~est and mission operations (DTMO) provides the 

eqmpment, supphes and contractor support to maintain the basic capa-

47-396 0 - 75 - 2 
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bilities necessary to condud manned space flight research and develop· 
ment at the Johnson Space Center, the Kennedy Space Center, the 
Marshall Space Flight Center, and the National Space 'Fe.c~nology 
Laboratories. The nucleus of all Manned Space Flight activities re~s 
in the Centers with their complement of civil service perso~nel. Thrs 
complement has been held to the minh~mm required to.~r?v1de essen
tial technical and management expertise. These capab1ht1eS are aug
mented through the use of more than 30 research and development 
support contractors, employing about 6,000 personnel in fiscal year 
1976, to provide critical skills not otherwise !1-~!l:ilable. 

In-house research and development capabilities are those common 
to all Manned Spa-ce Flight progr~ms J;eing ~onducted or propo~ed, 
and provide early project defimt10n, mcludmg conceptual design, 
project specifications, advanced ~evelopment,_ and re~earc?- and tech
nology. These skill~ are also ~equ.1red to provide engmeermg support 
for in-depth techmcal exammatwn of the work performed by the 
prime and major subcontractors on rr;ajor pr<?grams, such as _th~ Sp!lce 
Shuttle, and to provide backup design, testmg an~ _analysis m high 
technology areas of design and development. In add1t10n ~o these basic 
overall c~apabilities, in-house efforts also support specific program 
needs such as providing end ~terns that have not been pl3;ced under 
prime contract but are essential to the successful completion of the 
program. 

Research and test operations.-------- ... ----------------------------------.-
Data systems and flight operations •...•• --------------------------------------

e~:~~~0s~~t:~~~~erations::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total. _____________ •• _. ___ . ___ - •. __ -_.-. __ .---- .. -----.- •• -----------

Fiscal year 
1976 

$55, 400, 000 
40,000,000 
44,300,000 
26,400,000 

166, 100, 000 

$14, 500, 000 
10,400,000 
!1, 500,000 
6, 800,000 

43,200,000 

Research and Test Operation,s.-Research and test operations sup
port a broad spectrum of technical engineering, scientific, I!ledical, re
liability and quality assurance and safet:y support operatwns. These 
activities complement the work of the ma]or developm~I?-t. contractors 
located in contractor-owned plants and Government facilities. FY 1976 
funds will support the rapidly increasing Space Shuttle development 
activities, the efforts complementing the European Sp3;c~lab. develop
ment and continued Space Shuttle and Spacela;b ut:hzabon plan
ning. Support will also be provided to the space l~f~ ~c1ences, concept 
verification testing, and advanced development activities, as well as the 
advanced missions studies. . 

Specific examples of FY 1976 Space Shuttle support ~o be provided 
at the ,Johnson Space Center include: (1) the contm~1ahon of Shutt~e 
orbiter technology and definition testing for propul~Ion systems, atti
tude control and translation systems, therma~ pr.ote?twn sy~tems, str~c
tural systems and materials, and Shuttle avwmcs mtegr3:ti?n; (2) .m
housc support to the Space Shuttle co~trt~etor by proVId~ng orb1ter 
antenna test and evaluation, commumcatwns and. trackmg syst~m 
ground testing, selected components test !lnd eyaluat10n, sensor studieS 
and evaluation, and development of orbiter d1~plays and controls, m;
biter data processing system hardware, and orbiter performance mom-
to:r-ing systems. 
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At the Mar~hall Space Fli.ght Center, FY 1976 :funding provides 
for ( ~) analysis of the dynamics of re-entry of the solid rocket booster 
studymg recovery pa~achute ae_rodynamics, performing structurai 
anal~ses/tra~e-off studies :for ~esign optimization, establishing proce
dur~~ for sohd rocket motor fa1l~re mode and effects analysis, and sup
portmg the development of solid rocket motor desio-n requirements· 
(2) support ~o the Shuttl_e main engi~e development through prepara: 
h<?n and testmg of matenals1 evaluatiOn of ground handling and oper
a~lOn procedures, and establishment of a hybrid simulation of the en
gme cont~oller/~ctuator system; and (3) support of the external tank 
program mcludm.g p~rfor~i~g stress analysis of structures, conduct
mg .tr~de-?ff stud1es to opt1~1ze structural design, and performing cost 
optlm1zatwn trade-off studies of the propulsion systems 

In addition, the FY. 1976 funds :for the Johnson Sp~ce Center and 
the Marshall Space J!hght qenter will support (1) in-house efforts to 
demonst~ate and verify yarwus manned. and a_ntomated shuttle pay
load dmngns ~nd operatwnal. concepts, mcludmg Spacelab oriented 
t~ade-off studies, and performmg man/systems integration and opera
tions systems analyses; (2) biomedical activities related to shuttle 
spacecraft design, operational support to manned space flight opera
twns su_ch as fhght crew .health care, developing and implementing 
spa,ce ~Ight me~ICal. studies, and conducting primary and basic re
search m space hfe sCiences. 

Tr::nsition period funding will provide continued engineering and 
techmcal sup~ort to Shuttle development analysis and testing, as well 
a~ supp?r~ ~om-house Spacelab aud payload development and utiliza
tion activities. 

Data Sys~e;n,B and Flig.ht OperationB.-This project, :formerly titled 
Cr~w and F hght, OperatiOns, has been reconfigured to support the re-
9mrements of the ~pace Shuttle at the Johnson Space Center. It now 
mcludes the reqmrements definition, design, implementation, and 
checkout of hardware and softw~ue modifications for the Mission Con
trol Center (~~CC) and the Real Time Computer Complex (RTCC) 
a!ld the operat10~ and mainte.nance ?f ~hese :facilities during prepara~ 
twns for and dupJ?-g actual flight miSSions; the operation and mainte
nance of :full-miSSIOn and part-.task simulations for flight procedures 
dev~lc;>pmen~, ~ well ~s operatiOn of the Central Data Computation 
Fac1hty wh1ch IS reqmred to support center-wide activities in mission 
analysis, systems engineering, development and test :functions for the 
Shuttle program; the development of Shuttle flight control and re
covery plans and procedures, production of flight plans, flight data 
files, ere':' J?~oce~ures, and ?ther elements of the data base required for 
c~ew actrv!t1es m ~p.ace ~Ight; operation and maintenance of space 
fl1~,ht rea,? mess traHJ_Ing aircraft; an.d ~elated flight data management. 

I Y 1916 funds will support prehmmary definition of operational 
eoncepts an~ related MCC and RTCC requirements for the flight sup
P?rt and fl1g~t data management functions during the operational 
fl1~ht test. periOd of the Space Shuttle program. This will include oper
ati.on of the Sofhyare Development Laboratory, which is comprised 
pr1manl~ of ex1stn~g RTCC systems and is used to develop and vali
date the Shuttle orbiter flhrht software. 

\)ther operation~ act~ vi ties which. will .be supported in FY 1976 are 
mamtenance, modificatiOn, and engmeermg support services relating 
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to the T-38 space flight readiness training aircraft and the KC-135 
zero-G aircraft. . 

Durin(}" the transition period, the funding will cover reqmrer_ne~ts 
for Spa~ Shuttle support, including data processing plan~, m1~S1on 
and systems desi!ITl and performance studies, software modificatiOns, 
and flight simulation activities. 

Operations Support.-:-Operatior.ls support provides the ~ont~actor 
effort and related supphes and eqmpment to operate and mamtam on
site technical services at the Johnson Space Center, t~e :Ylarshall Space 
Flight Center, the Kennedy Space Center, the ;N'_ at10nal S~ac,e Tech
nology Laboratories, the Wfiite Sands Test Fac1hty, the MIChoud As-
sembly Facility, and the Slidell Computer Comple~. . 

Fiscal year 1976 funding will prov1de !or the m~mtenan.ce of _highly 
technical facilities and equipment, chem~cal cleamn~, engmeermg de
sign, technical documentation, pr~pa~atwn of techmc~l reports, teld 
communications. component fabrication, photographicb suppo;rJ d~ 
logistics support. A cross-section of spec1fic ser~ICe~ to e prov1. e. m 
FY 1976 includes: ( 1) preparing for final pubhca~wn of th~ miSSIOn~ 
related documents for ASTP flight contro~ o~eratiOnal.r~qmreme":lts, 
(2) OJ?eration of shops to do met~ furb1s~mg, anodlzi~g, platmg, 
strippmg, and etching of selected Items of 1~-house fab~1cated hard£ 
ware· (3) engineering installation, operation and mamtenance o 
closed circuit fixed and ~obile telev~sion rt;quir~d for .support and sur
veillance of tests; ( 4) photograph1c services I~ch!:dmg film process
ing and photographic mission support; ( 5) fabrication of breadboards, 
scaled replicas of flight items and selecte~ hardw!lre for Shuttle t~ch
nical efforts; ( 6) technical d?cument~tloi_t serviCes, telecommumca
tions and ctraphics · (7) techmcal serviCes m support of center opera
tions: incl;:ding re~cipt, storage, issue ?f resea!'ch and development 
supplies and equipment, and transportati<?n ser.vices;.and (8) manage
ment services in support of Center operat10ns2 mcludmg data. manage
ment, microfilming, and distr~bution of te~hmcal d~cumentatwn .. 

Fiscal Year 1976 funds will also provide a basic level of mai_n!e
nance, operation, and support services at t~1e "White Sa_nds Test Fac1l.1t~ 
involving materials and components testmg and orbit:tl maneuvepn, 
systems test support for the Shuttle program; operatiOn and mamte
nanre of the computer systems at ~he Slidell Comput~r Complex; and 
a basic level of operation and mamtenance of the MJChoud Ass~mbly 
Facility where the external tanks of the Shut~le are to be fabriCat~d 
and assembled. In addition, the FY 1976 opera~wns support funds w1ll 
provide t~e basic.lev~l of suppo~t to th~ NatiOnal Space Technol<?gy 
Laboratones, which IS engag~d m th~ mtegr3;ted compone";lt test:ng 
of the Space Shuttle main engme, st';ttlc test fir~ng of the mam engme, 
and qualification ?f the main p;ropuls10.n test artiCle. . . 

Transition period funds will provide for a contmuat10n of these 
technical support services. . ·a 

Lau,nah Systems Operatiom.-Launch system~ ?~erat10ns provi es 
for the operation of the checkout and launch faCihtws,.complexes ~nd 
associated ground support equipment as well as the highly techmcaJ 
services required to support the test, checkout and launch of space ve
hicles and payloads at the Kennedy ~pace Center. . 

Fiscal Year 1976 funds will provide for. mec~amcal ground system 
activities involving maintenance and modificatiOn of launch complex 
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facilities and related equipment such as mobile transporters, mobile 
launchers, converter compressor facility, mobile service structure, alti
tude chambers, propellant loading systems, pneumatics, and V chicle 
Assembly Building mechanical systems. In addition, launch related 
services, such as propellant "handling, life support, technical shops, 
and che!fiical cleaning labs, will be maintained in an appropriate mode 
of readmess to support reconfiguration activities to meet the Space 
Shuttle requirements. Fiscal Year 1976 funds will also provide :for the 
maintenance and modification of electrical/electronic and launch in
strumentation systems such as automatic checkout equipment, opera
tional voice and TV communications, computation, measurements, tele
metries, and other electrical/electronic systems. 

Transition period funding will be devoted to maintaining, reconfig
uring, and preparing launch facilities and systems to accommodate the 
Space Shuttle flight hardware and payload systems, including the 
installation of newly designed ground support systems. 
Space Life Soien(;e8 

The Space Life Sciences program provides the understanding 
and technology necessary to determine human capabi1ities and 
limitations in the space environment and to develop a technology 
base for the various types of systems which will permit people 
to live and perform efff)ctively in a space environment. With the advent 
of Space Shuttle operations and the inclusion of scientist passengers 
in the Shuttle/Spacelab program, new personnel selection criteria are 
necessary. Biomedical data to support these criteria must be obtained, 
as well as methods for the prediction of potential medical changes 
during flight. This multi-science and engineering technology program 
is a continuum which starts from ground-based research and is carried 
into flight experiments and verifications. Biomedical problems are 
studied in those organisms appropriate for each task which range from 
tissue cultures to the human body. Specialized instrumentatiOn and 
unique accommodations necessary to conduct this work are developed 
and tested. 

Life sciences also provides advanced technology and development re
lated to life support, protective, and other systems required to support 
men and women and to extend their capabilities in space. Major pro
gram emphasis is directed toward the development of information 
which can be translated into design data and criteria for advanced 
space systems and mission operations. These data are to provide the 
criteria for choosing Shuttle crew members and scientist passengers. 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Space life researcl!................................................................... $8,900,000 $2,400,000 
Life support and protective equipmenL •................ ---------------------- 6, 000,000 1, 500,000 
Bioinstrumentation and man-machine technology _______ ... _________ ----··-·....... 3, 100, 000 I, 150,000 
life sciences dedicated Spacelab mission common operating research equipment 

(CORE) ____ ...... __ . ________ .. ___ .. ______ . _____ ._ .• ____ .... __ ..... __ .. __ •. 1, 000, 000 450, 000 

TotaL-----------------------·---------···-----····-- ............ ______ --19-, 00-0-,00-0---5-, 5-00-,00-0 

Space Life Researoh.-Space life research activities focus on ground
based and space flight research designed to enhance the ability to 
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function ~ffectively. and saf~ly during space flight and to conduct re
search usmg the umque environment of space to support and advance 
earth-based science. This multi-disciplinary research program encom
passes medical, behavioral and biological research, as well as definition 
of space flight biomedical experiments. The primary objective is to 
maintain a research base investigating all pertinent aspects of known 
and anticipated problems of human response to space flight and to pro-
vide rapid response to new pr<?ble~s as they arise. · . 

During FY 1976, emphasis will be placed on ground-based, life 
sciences research related to the Space Shuttle. Studies of human beings 
and small animals will be conducted under various stress environments, 
including parabolic aircraft flights and centrifugation. These studies 
will include investigation of semicircular canal and otolith organ inter
actions and their relation to vertigo and motion sickness; bo.dy fluid 
shifts in response to different gravity forces; and loss of calcmm and 
the structural integrity of bone under conditions of disuse or .Joss of 
gravitational force. Fiscal Year 1976 funding will also provide for 
the definition and evaluation of animal and plant experiments for 
flight in the Spacelab. . . . . . 

The transition period funds will support contmued mvestlgatwns 
in these key life sciences research areas. 

Life Su,ppm·t and Protective Equipment.-The life support and pro
tective equipment effort is designed to enhance the safety and perform
ance of the crew and scientist passengers during Shuttle/Spacelab 
missions. Major areas of emphasis range from development and test
ing of improved life support and safety systems ~o ~e.velop~ent .of 
more effective life support equipment. Improved rehabihty, mamtam
ability, and operational characteri~tics a~e key goals .in th~se efforts. 

FY 1976 life support and protective eqmpment fundmg wlll support 
work in several critical areas: improved spacesuit joints and b~ari~gs 
to provide more m?bili~y and comfort; new ma~erials and fabr1eat1o~ 
techniques to provide mcreased strength and life at decreased costs, 
definition of a low-cost life support and waste management. system !or 
animal and specimen-holding facilities in the Spacel~b; mtegr~twn 
and testing of components of a Spacelab atmospheric contammant 
sensor; and completion of testing of advanced concept breadboards of 
water 'reclamation and oxygen generation subsystems. Based on the 
results of this work, flight experiments will be prepa~ed for future 
Shuttle payloads to demonstrate that these concepts will operate effi-
ciently and reliably in space.. . . . . . 

Funding during the transi~Ion period will be us~d for contmuabon 
of research test and evaluation efforts for those hfe support subsys-
tems and co'mponents approaching the.design phase. . . 

Bioimtru,mentation and J.l an-J.I aehwe Teahnology.-Bwmstrumen
tation and man-machine technology provides for the ?evel?pment ~f 
technology and procedures for the measurement of physiological, medi
cal and performance re~ponses of human ~eings and otper selected life 
speeies in the space environment. It a]so.mcludes stu~Ies for advance
ment of technology in the use of pe?J?l~ Ill man-machme systems; ~nd 
for augmentation of human capabilities, through the use of devices 
such as teleoperators to service ?rbiting space vehicles, and to support 
experiments and space exploratiOn. 
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FY 1976 bioinstru~entation program funding will emphasize the 
dev~lopment of a urme V?lume measurement and sampling system 
eq.mpme~t for e~ergency mtravenous injection of fluids and micro~ 
rmmaturtz~d eqmpme_nt to m~asure heart dynamics. Instrument design 
conc~pts will be ~tud1ed and prototypes will be produced to measure 
cardiOvascular,. circ_ulatory, ~etabolic, respiratory, musculoskeletal 
and other ~hysiOlogieal functiOns where the data are important to the 
understandm.g of the body's adaptation to the weightless environment. 

Man-machm<: ~echnology activities to be supported in FY 1976 in
~lude the defimtwn and e~~a_ncement of the human's role in payload 
suppo!t related sp~ce ac~r:'1~1es. Conceptual designs of mobility and 
restramt systems will be Initiated for activities in the Shuttle payload 
bay and Sp~,tcelab. Teehnol~gy efforts will continue on the remote con
trol of mampulators. Also mcluded. w~ll be th~ development of image 
enh~ncement, and touch and proximity sensmg devices essential in 
the mter~ace be~ween the human and the remotely controlled machine. 
Syste~ simulation of a ~onceptual teleoperator mission will focus on 
resolutiOn of J?~n-mac~une problem.s asso_ciated :vith servicing tasks. 
. In the transitiOn period, the fundmg will provide for the continua

tion of ~he .evaluat~on of. breadboard bioinstrumentation technology 
f_or apphcatwn to biOmediCal studies and flight experiments to be con
sidered for Spacelab. 

Life S,cier;ees Dedicated Spacelqo i11is~ion O,ommon Operating Re
search E .qu~pment ( 0 0 RE) .-Th1s proJect will provide the labora
t?ry ~qmpment n~eded to outfi~ the ESRO-~evelop~d Spacelab for 
hfe SCien.ces expe~Imenters. In th1s manner their experimental require
men~s :viii be ~atisfied except for research specimens and any unique, 
~peCiahzed eqm~ment. The lab~ratory will be outfitted and integrated 
m m?dular !asluon Ofl: racks With essentially off-the-shelf equipment. 
It will consist of ~qmpment commonly used by all life sciences re
sear~hers, alo~g With. ?t)'ler laboratory support capabilities, such as 
speCI~~n-holdmg ~acihties,. storage, power, and surgical operating 
cap~b1hty. The ?esign pro.VIdes for easy and rapid change of research 
eqmpment, routme refurbishment, and easy transfer from one Space
lab to anothe_r. The proposed experiments will utilize subjects which 
:ange fr<?m t1ssu~ cult_ures to human beings, and are required to gain 
Ifl:fo~atwn on hfe SCiences questions aassociated with manned space 
miSSIOnS. 

With FY 1976 funds, two parallel contractor definition studies will 
be undertaken to pr?vide more indepth engineering data and refined 
cost data as the baSIS for management decisions on final design and 
de.velopment. During the transition period, funds will be used to main
tam an orderly completion of sequential engineering and study efforts. 
llfission system..<? and integration 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Payload integration and mission analysis 
Spacelab/concept verification testin -------- ··---- -----··· ••·• ·- ------ · $6,000,000 $1, 80D, 000 
Advanceddevelo m t g_ -----------------------------··--------- 6,100,000 1,900,000 
Interim upper stfte (rus")/·S-ace"r··. ------ --·- --·--·--- ------·-···---- ·------ 6, 500,000 2, 000,000 

P ug ________ -------------.------.----------... 3, 400,000 700, 000 

TotaL _________ ·-------·-··------------·-·- •••.....•• --··---·------- .--2-2,-00-D-, 00-0---6-, 4-00-,0-00 
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. Payload Integration and Mission AnalyBis.-This .P~~ject is de
signed (1) to assure hardware and operational compatibiht~ be~ween 
payloads and the Space Transportation System (STS), wh1ch mcor
porates the Space Shuttle, the Spacelab and the IUS/Space Tug, (2) 
to obtain the most effective utilization and economical operatiOn. of 
the STS; and (3) to provide low cost, standardized and reusable equrp
ment to interface with the wide range of payloads to be transported, 
deploved and serviced by the STS. The following principal task a_reas 
have been identified to achieve these ob1ectives: defining and proJect
ing user payloa.ds to determine the requrrem~nts ill!posed on payload/ 
carrier vehiCle mterfaces and on the manner m which the STS accom
modates the payloads; coordinating with users to incorporat£ new 
payload design a~d operations conc~pts; ~ormulating procedures and 
systems for handlmg payloads both m orbit and ~n the gro~ndi exam
ining hardware design .varia~io~s and schedulmg .combmatwns to 
achieve the most economical miSSion plans; and d~finu~g and develop
ing multiuse mission support equipment for use with diverse payloads 
during all phases of STS operations. 

In FY 1976, study effo:r;ts to be suppor~ed will be concentrated on 
defining payloads operat;ons and handlmg pr?C~dures to support 
Shuttle missions. Effort will be devoted to formahzmg the early Sh.ut
tle missions plan developing agency mission models and conductmg 
co!;Jt tradeoff analyses to support the plannin15 ~fforts. Ne~ approaches 
for mission planning will be developed, miS~Ion .plannmg .c?I?puter 
capabilities expand~d an~ :payload cost es~Imatwn capabilities ex
tended. In the multmse m1sswn support equrpment area, FY ~976 ac
tivities will include conducting cost tradeoff analyses and startmg defi
nition and design of selected items. A :portion of the FY 1976 effort 
will be used to analyze the compatibility of payloads a?? the STS 
launch and recovery facilities resulting from furthe~ detailmg of P!_I·Y· 
load requirements and propos~~ ~hanges to the design and operation 
of the launch and recovery faCilities. By the e~d of FY 1~76, .the ~hut
tie reimbursable policy will be defined to a pomt where It will a1d the 
early STS users in esiimat~ng their STS .fl}ght costs. Con?epts ~or r_e
ducing the cos~ o.f space miSSions by serviCmg spacecraft m or~1t will 
be refined burldmg on the operations and cost tradeoff studies. per
formed du'ring FY 1975. The ~y 1976 effory will focus 01.1 the choice of 
a design approach for the various mechamsms and deviCes that com
prise. the servicing system and the development of plans and proce-
dures for their use. . . 

During the transition period, the following task. areas will con!mUE' 
to be supported: (1) definition of payload processmg and operat1.o~al 
concept procedures, interf~ces ar:d .hardware syst~ms; (2_) defimh~m 
and design of selected multmse m1sswn support equrpment, (3) stud~es 
to reduce the cost of space missions by servicing spacecraft I~ ~wb1t; 
(4) refinement of STS mission model planning; and (5) defimtwn of 
the reimbursable policy. . 

Spa.eelab/Ooncept TTerifi.eation J'esting.-The Spacela_b will be a 
versatile payload carrier to be flown ~o and from space m the ca:rgo 
bav of the Space Shuttle. Spacelab will allo'! researchers a;nd scien
tists to conduct their experiments personally m a space env!ronme~t, 
and, in some cases, to use their ground-~ase?- labor~tory equrpm!lnt m 
space to save additional cost. Spacelab IS bemg designed and burlt for 
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NASA by the European Space Research Organization (ESRO). Ten 
European nations (of which nine are members of ESRO) have agreed 
to fund Spacelab hardware development and to deliver flight hard
war~ and associated grou!ld su~port equipment a;nd softw~re toN ASA. 

F1scal Year 1976 fundmg will be used to contmue ongomg engineer
ing studies in support of Spacelab development and to define new ap
proaches to operating the Spacelab system with its variety of experi-
mental loads including experiment integration, mission .Planning, 
payl specialist training, and payload operations. In addition, new 
studies will be initiated to determine the best logistics and ground op
erations procedures and to minimize on-board contamination which 
could be detrimental to the achievement of the scientific objectives of 
some experiments. Fiscal Year 1976 funds will also be used to initiate 
development of the crew transfer tunnel and procurement of a Space
lab high fidelity mockup. Transition period funds will be used to con
tinue engineering and logistics studies, and to continue the develop
ment of Spacelab support hardware nad software. It is also expected 
that during this quarter the definition of the software and hardware 
necessary to operate the Spacelab with its planned payloads will be 
completed. 

Spacelab Concept Verification Testing ( CVT) is a ground simula
tion activity supporting the planning for effective utihzation and op
eration of the Spacelab. Through breadboards and simulators, CVT 
provides the means for development of effective interfaces, testing of 
experiment payloads, and conducting total systems simulations, in
cluding software, so that final flight experiment hardware can be de
signed for effective research and applications at low cost. 

Fiscal Year 1976 funds will be used for simulation activities in the 
CVT Data Management Subsystem Simulator, procured in FY 1975, 
and for partially equipping the CVT Spacelab Simulator and the 
CVT Shuttle Interface Simulator. Fiscal Year 1976 funding will also 
be used for testing key experiments in support of Spacelab operations 
development and for testing additional commercial equipment for 
Spacelab use. The transition period funds will complet£ the acquisition 
of the equipment and software for CVT, allowing the full system to be 
brought into operational capability in FY 1977. 

Advanced Development.-This program is designed to develop and 
test new technology concepts, components and systems, and advanced 
operational software techniques for future program applications to 
reduce program costs and technical risks; and to initiate critical long
lead component and subsystem developments. Development activities 
are directed mainly toward future systems having multiple program 
application and a potential for high cost savings through increased 
reliability, longer life, and improved performance. Substantial savings 
or cost avoidance are achieved by early resolution of technical prob
lems or substitution of alternative systems in critical areas before the 
pro~rram development phase. 

Fiscal Year 1976 funds will support activities in the following areas: 
(1) Tug related design criteria; definition of cost and performance 
effective subsystems; breadboard testing to demonstrate high risk tech
nology areas; and testing of components for advanced liquid oxygen
liouid hydrogen and storable engine propulsion systems. (2) Long lead 
subsystem developments for use with the Space Transportation Sys-



tern, including improved on-board con~a!Dinati<~n evaluation and con
trol techniques, thermal control of sensitive eqmpment and structures, 
and payload support subsystems. (3) Ad':anced c?m_Pute_r software,t~ 
handle the increased number and complexity of missions m t~e 1980 s, 
software development work on high speed data base J;tandh~g; ~om
puter aided mission planning and payload. integration; simplified 
logistics support and automatic ground and fbght checkout. ( 4) Te.ch
nical requirements of future mission options, such as manned orbital 
systems, assembly of large structures in space and geosynchronous 
stations of the future. . 

These activities will be continued during the transition period with 
particular emphasis on the design and testing of low cost, l?w power 
output fuel cells; light weight stru~t~res for stage.s that w1ll handle 
high energy orbital place~en~, serviCmg, and r~trieval of payloads; 
advanced liquid oxygen-hqu~d hydrogen e1_1gme ~o~ponents ~nd 
improved radiator systems; mertlal measurmg umt mcorporatmg 
laser gyros; electronically steerable ante~na systems; rend~zvous a:nd 
docking systems; non-flammable materials; non-des~ruchve .testmg 
techniques; data management systems and computer aided des1gn. 

Interim Upper Stage/Space Tug.-The S_Pace Shuttle UJ>per s~age 
is an integral part of the Space TransportatiOn System. It IS requ~red 
to provide the capability to deploy Shuttle launched payloads to high
energv and escape orbits not attainable by the Shuttle alone. The 
NASA' and DoD have agreed on a two-phased upper stage develop
ment program. In the initial phase, tpe U:S. Air Forc.e 'Yill develop the 
Interim Upper Stage (IUS), a modificatiOn of an existmg expendable 
stage, in time to fly during the early Shuttle missions. It will be able to 
deploy, but not retrieve, payloads and may or may not be reusable, 
depending on the results of IUS definition studies which the Air Force 
currently has under contract. In the second phase, NASA will define 
and prepare for the development of a Space !ug, with increas~~ per
formance which will be fully reusable and will have the capabihty of 
deploying. retrieving and possibly servicing, on-orbit payloads. 
NASA's c;1rrent efforts consist of defining NASA and other non-DoD 
requirements for input to the IUS .system defi_nition ~tudi~s being con
ducted by the Air Force; conductmg an engme verificatiOn program 
for the Space Tug; identifying the IUS NASA-unique hardware and 
software requirements for earth orbital missions and aut<?mated plan
etarv missions; and defining the NASA ground systems mter:face. 

Flinding for NASA activity in FY 1976 will be used ~o support 
the Air Force evaluation of the current IUS system studies for the 
selection of a concept for t~e validation and development. phases. 
Studies to define NASA-umque IUS/Tug software reqmrements 
will be based on the operations studies currently in progress. NASA 
ground facility requirements and· operation plans ~or. use of th.e .IUS 
will be determined. For some outer planetary miSSions, add1twnal 
propulsion units-called auxiliary or "kick" stages-may be nec~s
sary. Specific characteristics of NASNs automated planetary mis
siorls will be investigated to determine the requirements for auxiliary 
stages. Spacp, Tug activities will concentrate on potential long-lead 
time problem areas identified in previous studies, such as spacecraft 
rendezvous and docking, interface attachments, vngine two-position 
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nozzle, and checkout procedures. These problem areas will be pursued 
in a simulation and demonstration program which will conduct candi
date compo_nent testing and systems analyses of. ~ritical subsystems 
and operational procedures. Software and auxiliary stage studies 
for the IUS will also consider Tug requirements to insure an orderly 
transition from the IUS to the Tug. 

In the transit~~n. period,, definition ?f NASA-unique IUS software 
and ground faCilities reqmrements will be continued and a study to 
define crew training req_uirements will be initiated. Preparations for 
the Tug Phase B defim~ion effort will also be underway. Develop
ment of support documentation and verification of IUS and Tug 
Interfaces with the Shuttle Orbiter will commence in support of the 
Shuttle Critical Design Review. 

COMMI'ITEE COMMENT 

In a:nticipation of the com~letion of the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project 
e~rly I~ FY 1976, the Cm_nmittee expects NASA to use this opportu
~nty to mtroduce the max!mum effi_ciency ~l!d economy while organiz
mg to support the essential on-gomg activities conducted under this 
prog~a:r_n. In vie": of .this expectation, the Committee agrees with the 
$4 m1lhon reductiOn .m ~he NASA request for this program made by 
the House. The apphcahon of the cut to various program elements is 
left to the discretion of NASA. 

ADVANCED MISSIONS PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

0 
0 

The o~ject~ve of the Adv~nc~d Missions progra~ is to examine the 
future directiOn of the n!ltion-s manned space flight program. New 
s~ace systems, new opera~wnal concepts and ad':anced uses of existin.g 
~Jst:ms evolve fr?l_ll st_ud1es con_dt~cted under this program. Emphasis 
1s given to tp~ ~ltihzatw~ ~f ex1stmg systems to advance the Nation's 
space capab1htles at a mm1mum cost. 

COMMITI'EE COMMENT 

The .C?mmittee recommends the deletion of this line item. for which 
$1.5 ~1lhon was requested by NASA. , 

In Its report on the FY 1975 authorization bill the Committee ex
pressed tJ:e view that. the activ~ti~ encompassed by this program 
should be mtegrated With those similar and related functions in other 
N~SA programs. This view was considered most appropriate with the 
advent of the shuttle era and the need to consider the shuttle in its 
proper r~1e-;-that of. a. transportation system to support space science 
and apph.catwns actiVItieS: The Committee reiterates this view. 
. Accordmgly, the Committee does not agree with the House action 
ll_lCreasmg this program amount to $8 million. Overall advanced mis
Sion planning should be consolidated and enhanced, and the Commit-
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too supports studies of the type proposed ~y NASA ';\nd the _House. 
However the maintenance of separate fundmg categon~s f~r differ~nt 
types of ::Uissions increases the risk of inadequate co~rdmat10n a?d In
efficient use of available planning resources. The tlme for ~rb1trary 
distinctions between "manned" a.nd "unmanned" space flight has 
passed. PHYsiCs AND AsTRoNOMY PROGRAM 

FiscAL YEAR 197'6 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$162,800,000 
46,600,000 

The major objective of the Physics an~ Astronomy pr~gram is to 
increase man's knowledge and understandmg ?f the ~arth s spaee ei?-
vironment the sun stars and other celestial bodies. Under th1s 
program, ;esearch i~ cond~cted to investigate the Ear~h's upper at
mosphere and ionosphere, t~e 11?-agnetosphe!e, and the mterplanetary 
medium. Space-based investigations of cosmi? ray,_ga_mma ray, X-r~ys, 
visible light, ultraviolet, infr~red, and rad1o emiSSIOJ:?-8, not possible 
from ground-based observatories b~cause of the o?scurmg effect of the 
Earth's atmosphere, provide a u~1que ?PP<;wtumty to study the ~un 
and other eelestial bodies. These mvest1gabons are the bas1s for. Im
proved understanding of the fundamental laws of nature, espeCially 
those- which control the environment of the Earth. 

To achieve the objectives of the Physics and Astr?nomy program, 
NASA uses theoretical and laboratory research; aircraft, balloon, 
and sounding rocket flights; small Explorer spacecraft, lar~e auto
mated observatories; and manned spaeecraft. Research teams mvolved 
in the program are located at NASA field centers, ~ther Gov_ernment 
laboratories, universities, and industr;i~l la_boratones. Fore~~ p~r
ticipa.tion is encouraged with the part1c1patmg country prov1dmg Its 
share of the costs. 

The information obtained and the technology developed in the P!O-
g~am are made available to the scientifi~ a~d technical commu~Ity 
f9r applications and advaneemen~ of sc~ent1fic researc?-, educ.aho?, 
and technology. Major. advances m speCial purpose mlCI:oelectromc 
devices and photoelectric sensors have been made under th1~ program 
since 1965 · these have significantly enhanced the cost effectiveness of 
spacecraft'and have found broad-based applications outside the space 
program. 

The Physics and Astron~my mi~sions undertaken to d.ate have been 
highly successful. These miSSions mclude: (1) the relatively low cost 
Explorer series of satellites commencing in 1959, which have made 
a number o:f very basic discoveries including the discovery of the 
Earth's radiation belts; (2) automated observatories sue~ as the Or
biting Solar Observatory (OSO) series. and the H1gh Energy 
Astronomy Observatories (HEAO) to be launched in 197'7-7'9; (3) 
the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM), launched on Skylab in 1973, 
the fir~t of a new "second generation" of space observatories: ;vhere 
the skill of an on-board manned observer enhanced the cq.pabihty of 
the largest observatory yet placed in orbit. 
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During 1974, ~here w~re four missions, all successful: Hawkeye, 
a Magnetospheric Physics Explorer launched in June and three 
international cooperative astronomy Explorer-class spadecraft: San 
Mar?o C-2 (I~aly) launched in February, the Netherlands Astro
nomiCal Satellite (ANS) launched in August and United Kingdom 
5 (UK 5) launched in October. ' 

Calendar 'year 197'5 will be a particularly active one with five 
launches sc?-edule~ as follows: Orbiting Solar Observatory I ( OSO 
I), Dual Air Density Explorer, Atmospheric Explorer D and E and 
Small Ostronomy Satellite C. ' 

'York is continuing on the High Energy Astronomy Observatories 
designed~ explore the X-ray, gamma ray, and cosmic ray emissions 
of the t~mverse; most of the radiations in these regions of the electro
magnetic spectrum are stopped by the earth atmosphere and so cannot 
be oJ;>served :f:r;om the surface of the earth. These investigations will be 
earned out w1th three _launches of HEAO in 1917', 1978, and 1979. 

Advanced technological development and mission planning com
menced on a Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) to take advantage of 
the next peak of the solar cvele. 

Initial definition st~diesvare underway~ define a variety of Astron· 
omy and Space physics payloads to capitalize on the capabilities of 
the Spac~ Shuttle. One of these, the Atmospheres, Magnetospheres, and 
Plas~as-m-Space (AMPS) payload, would provide a large "labora
tor_:y m space;" to cond~c.t _experiments utilizing the large volume and 
we1ght-carry1~g capabilities of the Shuttle. Advanced technological 
development IS underway for a Shuttle-launched Large Space Tele
scope (LS~'), a multiple ~urpose telescope between two and three 
meters m d1ameter whwh will be able to observe galaxies at distances 
up to ten times farther than those which can be observed :from the best 
ground-based observatory. 

Summary of resources requirements 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

d
' The Co

1 
ft!mlttee added $7 million to this program for an expanded upper atmo&pherle research tecllnolo~ 

an mon lortng program. ' "'' 
2 The ~mmlttee designated an additional $4 million of transition period funding to be applied to the up""r 

atmospheric research activity. "" 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

Large 0 bservatories 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Orbiting solar observatories $2,600, 000 $500,000 

ar:~~~~e~i~r~~~~~~~~bej~~f!~is~~==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: s~; ~~: ~~ ~~: ~: ~ 
Total •• ·- ••• ··-•••••••••••••••••••• -••••••• -· •••••••••• -· •••• ·-•••••• --6-:2-, 000-, 0-00---,3-, 500_;_, 000-
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The launch schedule for the Large Observatories is: Clalen.dar 
year 

Mission: 1975 
OS0-1 1977 
HEAO-A 1978 
~w~ 1m 
HEAO-C · t 

Orbiting Solar Obervatorie8 ( OSO).-The ~un plays a domma~o 
role in the creation and maintenance of an envuon!fien~ necessary _ 
sustain life on Earth. The obje~tive of the OSO proJect IS a :t~e~hcir 
derstanding of the basic ~hysiC;:tl processes of the Sun an o 
interactions with the Earth's environment. . f h S 

Th OSO missions have provided for a systematic study o t e un, 
both its cyclic variations and of specific phenomena observed on pre· 
vious missions. · · ·n tt k the OSO-I to be launched in 1975 near solar mimmum, WI a ,ac 
puzzle of 'the very large temr.erature difference between the outeh at
mos here of the Sun (one million es) and th~ lo:ver atmosp ere 
(tel thousand degrees). OSO-I ~ill . ave ~ubstantlal mcrea;sed capa~ 
bilities over previous spacecraft m this senes, for exa~ple, Its lesolv 
able field of view will be better by a factor of 900 and I~S spectra reso· 
lution by a factor of 100. A comprehensive Guest. Inves.tigator Progra~ 
has been initiated for OSO-I with about 50 mvest1gators from SIX 
countries including the USSR. . 

Fiscal Year 1976 and transition period funds will be. used to su~-
port the orbital operations of OS0-1, and for the ~eduction and ana· 
ysis of the scientific data returned from the expenmen~s. 
· Orbiting A8tronomical Observatories (qAO).-Smce 196~,. the 
OAO project has provided astronomers with. accurately stabilized, 
automated spacecra;ft ~bservatories for teles~op1c observat~ons of cele~
tial objects primarily m the u1travwlet region ?f the electromagnet~c 
spectrum. The last of this senes of observatones, OA0-3 (Coperni-
cus), was launched in August 1972. . . 

One of several totally unexpected results of these ~Issions was the 
discovery of a high tempera.t~r~ componen~ ~f the mterstel~ar gas 
whose temperature is in the vicimty of ~ne m1lhon degrees. This. com
ponent may occupy up to 90 percent of mterstellar space. Th~ discov
ery will have a significant impact on the theory of star formatiOn from 
interstellar clouds. . 

Fiscal year 1976 and transiti~n period funds will~ used for OA.0-3 
in-orbit operations and ~o provide for: data processmg and analysis of 
data obtained by the Prmceton expenment. Support to the Guest Ob-
server Program will be continued. . 

High Energy Astronomy Observatorf:e8 (I!EAO).-Accord~ng ~o 
the best current theories, nearly one-th1rd o£ the energy exis~mg m 
the universe is in the form of X-rays, gamma rays, and cosmic rays. 
The basic scientific objective of the ~AO project is to further explore 
the universe through 'these emissions, most of which cannot penetrate 
the earth's atmosphere and therefore cannot be observed from the 
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ground. Using these observatories, scientists will study newly discov
ered energy processes and the creation of matter which might lead later 
to practical appli9ation~ o£ ~hes~ processes. . . 

Specifically, this proJect IS .directed to obtammg better understand
ing of observed phenomena such as quasars, pulsars, novae, and 
supernovae. Various !1dvisory bo~ies, including th~ President's Scien
tific Advisory Council, th~ Physics Survey Cof!lmittee and the Space 
Science Board of the N atwnal Academy of SCiences, and the NASA 
Space Program Advisory Council, have' given this project the highest 
priority. 

The program consists of two segments or "Blocks". Block I consists 
of three satellites, currently under development, to be launched o~ At
las/Centaur rockets from the Eastern Test Range. Block II will be 
considered as a future new start to be launched by the Space Shuttle 
and will carry heavier and larger instruments which Block I cannot 
accommodate. 

About 80 percent of the HEAO subsystem components use existing 
flight hardware designs from ongoing projects such as OSO, ATM, 
SAS, and the Fleet Satellite Communications system. The first launch 
in 1977, HEAO-A, will be an X-ray survey mission. The second mis
sion, HEAO-B, will carry a grazing incidence X-ray telescope and 
will make detailed studies of specific sources identified by HEAO-A. 
The third, HEAO-C, will carry a combination of gamma ray and 
cosmic ray instruments. 

The FY 1976 and transition period funds will be used to complete 
the fabrication of the ~AO-A experiments and spacecraft. Subsys
tems testing will take place and the overall systems vertification will 
begin after integration of the observatory. Design o£ the HEAO-B 
observatory will be completed and fabrication will begin. The grazing 
incidence telescope mirrors will be polished. The HEAO-C design ef
fort will be completed during FY 1976. Mission operation efforts will 
include preparation of software as well as preparation of the mission 
control center. 
Orbiting E wplorer8 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Space physics explorers _______________________________ • ___________ ••• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $22, 547, 000 $6, 600, 000 
Astronomy and astrophysics explorers _______________________ ------------------ 10,453,000 4, 400,000 ----------------Total, explorers _________________ •• ____________________________________ 33, 000, 000 11, 000, 000 

';rhe Explorer:s pro':'ide .the capability to con.duct relatively low c9st, 
qmck resp~nse mvestigatwns fr:om Earth orbit. As the name imphes, 
these satellites are exploratory m nature and have made a number of 
b.asic contributions beginning with the discovery of the Earth's radia
tion belts. 
. T!te Explorer satelli~es normally focus on a specifi;C problem o.r dis

Ciplme a;:-ea. Pr~blems m ~-ray, ~amma ~aY. and radio astronomy, a~
mospher:c and I~nospherlC phySics; ra:dHttio~ be!ts, m.agn.etospher~c 
boundanes, and mterplanetary space are bemg mvestigated in this 
way. This project also provides a means for cooperative missions with' 
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other government agencies and other countries, where mutua] pro
gram objectives can be met with the cooperating party paying its own 
costs. 

Explorer spacecraft have been launched at a rate of about two to 
four missions per year, using both Delta and Scout launch vehicles. 

Space Physics Explorer8.-These Explorer satellites provide the 
means for conducting studies of the Earth's near-space environment. 
The activity requires a variety of satellites to investigate the lower 
reaches of the upper atmosphere, such as the Atmosphere Explorers, 
and the interplanetary medium beyond the Earth's magnetosphere, 
such as the Interplanetary Monitoring Platforms (IMP). 

This activity is in transition between the early discovery and map
ping phase conducted over the past decade to a phase in which the 
cause and effects of the solar wind on the Earth's environment will be 
studied by means of simultaneous measurements at different locations 
by projects such as the International Sun-Earth Explorers (ISEE). 

The AtmotJphere ExploPers (AE) are launched by the Delta launch 
vehicle into elliptical earth orbits of different inclinations for the pur
pose of investigating the photochemical processes and other energy 
transfer mechanisms which occur as a result of solar energy absorption 
by the earth's upper atmosphere above 120 kilometers (about 7 4 miles). 
There are three Explorers in this series: AE-C was launched on De
cember 16, 1973; AE-D and AE-E was scheduled to be launched 
during 1975. 

The earth's upper atmosphere is an area of increasing concern rela
tive to the earth's environment but has a substantial day-to-day varia
bility. Therefore, it is essential to measure incoming solar radiation, 
the constituents of this part of the atmosphere, and the ionized parti
cles resulting from the chemical and physical reaction between the con
stituents nnd the solar radiation. 

The AE missions will make the first systematic investigation of this 
region which has previously been investigated only by sounding roc
kets. To do this each Atmosphere Explorer is equipped with an on
board propulsion system that permits variation in orbital altitude and 
to counteract air drag; this permits the AE on command to dip lower 
into the atmosphere than any previous satellite. 

The Dual Air Densit1; (DAD) Explorers are a continuation of the 
Magnetospheric Exploi·er series used to study the magnetosphere; 
which includes the uppermost layers of the earth's atmosphere, the 
Van Allen radiation belts and the electric and magnetic field surround
ing the earth. The purpose is to study questions such as how charged 
particles enter and leave the earth's atmosphere and how changes in the 
energy output of the sun affect the near earth environment. The Dual 
Air Density Explorers consist of two spacecraft that will be launched 
by a single Scout launch vehicle during 1975 into co-planer elliptical 
earth orbits of 400 to 1500 kilometers and 700 to 1500 kilometers to 
obtain global density measurements and the vertical structure of the 
upper atmosphere as a function of latitude, season of the year and local 
time and to make composition measurements using a unique mass 
spectrometer system. 

During 1974 a cooperative program was initiated with the European 
Space Research Organization (ESRO) which has been designated the 
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Inte:natir:nal Sun-F(arth E'xplorers (ISEE). These Explorers are a 
eontmuatl?n of the mterplanetary and magnetospheric boundary Ex
plo!er s~r~es formerly ~ailed Interplanetary Monitoring Platforms. 
Thr.s activity wa~ estabhs~~d fo_r the purpose of observing over a long 
perwd the earth; sun relationship at the boundary of the earth's mag
netosphere and the interplanetary medium and the interplanetary 
medium itself. -

The ISEE project will consist of two launches in 1977 and 1978 of 
t~ree spacecraft~ an~ w!ll usher ir; a ne!v pl;ase of investigations. Spe
crfically the ISEE rs directed to mvest1gatmg the real 6me cause and 
effect relationships between the ineomina solar wind and its influence 
on the earth's environment. The first lau'i;ch planned for October 1977 
of ISEE-A 3;nd -B (!requently identified as mother/daughter space
cra!t, res:(>ect~vely) Will place these spacecraft into a highly elliptical 
ear~h orbrt wrth an apogee of 18 to 23 earth radii. ISEE-C :planned 
for launch in July 1978 will be placed into a heliocentric orbit about 
1 million miles from earth. In this orbit ISEE-C will measure the 
solar wind fluctuations whieh are the input functions for some of the 
measurements by ISEE-A :md -B. In addition, ISEE-C will continue 
the investigation of cosmic waves and solar flares. Together these three 
Explorer satellites will therefore provide the data necessary to under
stand the cause and effect rdationships between the solar wmd and the 
earth's magnetosphere. 

The joint effort between NASA and ESRO is divided as follows: 
NASA >vill have responsibility for ISEE-A and ISEE-C, for selected 
U.S. experiments, will provide the launch vehicles and launch services 
and have respon~i~i~ity for tracking and data acquisition; ESRO will 
have the responsibihty for ISEE-B and selected ESRO experiments. 

With respect to future Explorers, NASA issued during the fall of 
1974, two Announcements of Opportunities, and a number of candi
date experiments have been selected for inclusion in conceptual studies 
of spacecraft (to be conducted under Supporting Research and Tech
nology). These include an Electrodynamic Explorer designed to sys
tematically investigate the Earth' electric field for the first time and 
a ~fes?sphe~ic Explorer ~o investigate this very critical region of the 
Earths environment as It affects the transport of pollutants and the 
creation and stability of ozone layer. 

During fiscal year 1976 and the transition period, the funds will be 
used for (1) in-orbit operation of AE-C and D, and analvsis of data 
from AE-C and D experiments, and completion and launch of AE-E; 
(2) for the procurement of hardware, subsystem fabrication, assem
bly, and test of the U.S. ISEE spacecraft; ( 3) integration and launch 
of. the DAD Explorers; ( 4) in-orbit operation of Hawkeye and anal
.Y.SlS of data fr?m Hawkeye experiments; (5) the continued opera
bon and reductiOn of data from the IMP-.J and II launched in 1972 
and 1973, r~sp~cti vely; ( 6) the analysis of data from other previously 
launched nuss10ns; and (7) definition studies of proposed missions. 

Astronorny and A8trophysics ExploPer8.--These Explorers provide 
the means f~r carrying out exploratory astronomical studies in various 
spec~ral regwn~ of the sun, stars, galaxies, and planets which do not 
reqmre, a~d priOr to, the development of large, complex astronomical 
observatones. Included here are the Small Astronomy Satellites 
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(~AS)_; the Radio Astronomy Explorers (RAE); the International 
lJ ltravi?let E~plorer ( IUE), an international cooperative effort 'vith 
the Umted. K_mgdom (UK) and ESRO; and other cooperative as
tronomy _miSSIOns. The most recent cooperative missions, UK-5 and 
ANS (with the_UK and The Xetherlands, respectively), were success
fully launched m October and August 1974, respectively. 

The Sm:aZl Astronomy Satellite-0 (SAS-C) is scheduled to be 
launched m the Spring of 1975. The purpose of this satellite is to 
make measurements of the diffuse soft X-ray background in the spec
tral range :from 0.2 ke V to 80 ke V. Earlier SAS Exnlorers nrovided 
sky surveys of celestial X-ray sources; however, SAS-C will have a 
greatly enl~3:nced pointing capabilitiy so it will be able to locate X-ray 
source position~ more. accurately and provide very accurate measure
ments of X-ray mtens1ty as a function of time. 

_The _Jnter:tational U?traiJiolet E;;nplorer (IUE) is designed to ob
tam w1th ln~h resolutlm! the ;:iltravio]et spectra of a 'wide variety 
?f astronomical sources mcludmg galaxies, stars, comets and other 
mterstelle:r: C?bjects so that the ,-a.rious processes occurring within and 
near the VICim.ty o:f these ultraviOlet emitting objects can be studied. 
The IUE proJect has some unique :features includinrr international 
agreements under which the United Kingdom a~d the Euro-
11ean. Space Research Organization will provide respectively the 
1m~gmg ~ystem and the solar panels for the NASA-built spacecraft. 
This eqmpment ylus a planned ESRO ground station represents a 
European eomm1tment of more than $18 million to the IL"E project. 
The IUE also is being used to evaluate the performance of some sub
systems and components that are being considered for the Large 
Space Teles~ope. ~urther, the H:TE is being planned for extensive 
use by guest mvestigators as a precursor for operations with the Large 
Space ?'elescope operations. Consequently it will be operated very 
much hke ground based observatories. It will he the first scientific 
satellite to operate in a facility mode and in which a large number 
of observers use the facility for a few days at a time. The IUE is 
scheduled for launch during the last quarter-of 1976. 

As in the case <;>:f SJ?ace Physics Explorers, a number of experi
ments have bee;n Identified as candidate payloads for inclusion in 
conceptual ~tud1es of several future Explorers bein~ studied under 
!h~ Supportmg Research and Technology Program. During FY 1976, 
It Is planned to proceed with fletni1ed design of the Energetic Gamma 
Ray Explorer Telescope (EGRET). planned for flight on an early 
Shuttle mission. The spacecraft wi11 be a large step forward in the 
field of gamma ray astronomy. including the abjJity to study the stru~
tnre of our galaxy with a high statistical accuracy and structural 
resolution. The definition phase of EGRET will be completed during 
FY1975. 

~iscal Year 1976 and transition neriod funds will support the anal
ysts of data from SAS-C experinwnts; the continnecl acquisition, 
processing-. and analysis of data from onerational ::;ntellites nreviouslv 
l~uncherl (SAS-C and B. RAE-B. ANS. aund TTK-n): the integra
tion and test of the ITTE nreparatory to a mid-FY 1977launch: the 
detailed design of EGRET: and the' conduct o:f definition studies of 
proposed missions. 
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Suborbital Programs 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

~Y~b~~~"f {~s~~~~ii~~~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $l~: ~: ~~~ ~: fi~: ~~ 
Balloon programs.-------- ••• ------------_---------------------- ______ ------ 1, 000,000 300,000 

Total, suborbital program .. --------------------------- ______ ---- _______ --2-4,-800-, 0-00---7-,50-0-,0-00 

Sounding Rocket8.-Sounding rockets provide a low cost and ver
satile tool for scientific research in the suborbital space environment. 
TheJ: support all o~ the scientific disciplines, including the study of 
cosmic dust and mterplanetary matte::-, magnetospheric physics, 
stellar astronomy, s~Ia;r a~tronomy, .and high energy ast;rophysics. The 
current lev~l of a~ti~Ity Is approximately 65 rocket flights per year. 

The specific obJectives of these Sounding Rockets are as follows: 
1. To conduct a coordinated research program utilizing experiments 

wit~ flight requirements .which cannot be met by lesser performance 
vehicles and do not reqmre long duration satellite observation. Spe
cific areas of study include: 

a. the nature, characteristics, and composition of the upper atmos
phere, magnetosphere, and near space; 

b: t~e effects of incoming energetic particles and solar and stellar 
radmtwn on the upper atm?s:rhere and magnetosphe:e; 

·C. the nature, charactenstics, and spectra of radiation of the Sun 
stars, and other celestial objects. ' 

2. To support the basic objectives of the Physics and Astronomy 
pr<?gram by providing the means for obtaining measurements at 
a~tltudes ~oo l_ow for satellites but t~o high fo_r balloons or airplanes; 
flight tes_tmg mstrumen~s and experiments bemg developed for flight 
on s~t~lhtes, o~servatones, a!ld space probes; and for calibrating or 
obtammg vertical profiles m correlation with currently orbiting 
spacecraft. 

3. T? support personn~l in space science experimentation both on a 
domestic and an mterna~IOnal C?operative basis at minimu~ expense. 

In the magn~tospherw. physics area, continued emphasis will be 
pla~ed on lower IOnospheriC measurements (low altitude measurements 
whiCh ca~ only be done with sounding rockets) and vertical scans cor
related with Atmosphere Explorer measurements. Correlative meas
urem~nts of auroral phenomena are also beinrr made with ATS-6 
satelh!e. Increasing emphasis will continue o; the coordination of 
near-simultaneous launching of several rocket payloads. 

In the stellar astronomy area, continuing emphasis will be placed 
on measu.r:ement of stars and extended sources in both the UV and 
X-ray regwns. )Many Observations will follow up the earlier measure
ments on_satelbtes suc_h as ~JHURp, OAO-A2, and OA0-3. Special 
types of mstrume_ntatwn will contmue ot be flown in order to make 
measurements wh1~h cannot _be made with existing satellites. 

The Solar P~ys1cs _Soundmg Rocket program will continue. How
eve~, .after the mtens1ve. actiyity related to· Ap_ollo. Tele~cope Mount 
(earned on Sky lab) calibration and collaborative mvestigations, the 
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emphasis has shifted to similar activities in support of the OSO-I 
mission. In addition, new instrumentation for studies of both quiet 
and active solar features will be developed and tested. 

The Gravity Probe-A project, which i~iti~ted in F~ 1972 to 
confirm with improved accuracy the gravitational redshlft (rela
tivistic frequency shift) predicted by Einstein's Theory of Relativity, 
has proceeded through the design stage, and hardware is now under 
development and test. During FY 1976 and the transition period, 
environmental testing for the Gravity Probe-A will be completed, the 
flight performed, and data analysis initiated. 

A.irborvne Researoh.-Research with' instrumented jet aircraft has 
been an integral part of the overall NASA program in physics and 
astronomy since 1965. Aircraft provide a large payload capacity and 
facilities for extended observations and can easily be used at opera
tional altitudes, near 15 kilometers (Km) ( 50,000 feet) to provide a 
cloud-free site for geophysics experiments and astronomical observa
tions. Conductin~ experiments at this cloud-free altitude has been 
essential in opemng to astronomy the infrared region of the electro
magnetic spectrum from 10,000 Angstroms to one mi~limet~r. ~he 
airborne platform has the further advantage of enablmg scientists 
to participate directly in the space experiment. 

Efforts have been concentrated in the infrared astronomy program, 
although geophysical investigations such as auroral studies and meas
urements of motions and fields in the upper atmosphere using photo
graphs of chemicals released from rockets have been included. 

The 91 centimeter (em) IR telescope on the C-141A aircraft began 
operational flights in 1974. This Airborne Observatory is a full scale, 
maimed facility. The 91-cm, f/13.5 telescope operates through an open 
port, with a pressure bulkhead giving the astronomers a comfortable, 
shirt sleeve environment in which to work. 'fhe telescope floats on a 
large air-bearing that permits hours of accurate stabilization within a 
few arc seconds. The weight of this observatory is about 16 tons (14.5 
metric tons). 

Infrared astronomers also have actively participated in Airborne 
Research for over three years utilizing a 30-cm telescope carried on 
a Lear Jet. The Lear Jet program involves, at present, about ten astro
nomical groups. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period funds provided for Air
borne Research will be used mainly to continue operations of the 
C-141A Airborne Observatory and the Lear Jet facility. 

Balloon Program.-For some purposes balloons provide the easiest, 
cheapest and most efficient method of flight. Some altitudes are not 
accessible to satellites nor for more than short periods to aircraft or 
sounding rockets. Nevertheless, there is important scientific research 
to be done at these altitudes; moreover, in the development of hard
ware and experiments for scientific space flights it is sometimes desira
ble to test the hardware in the hostile environment of the upper at
mosphere. In these instances it is useful and efficient to fly these pay
loads on balloons. In particular, the new "super pressure" balloons 
offer unique opportunities for long duration missions. 

Approximately $1 million has been spent annually to support 40 
to 50 balloon flights per year. These funds provide for the balloons, 
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the helium gas, launch and other services. Funding for the experi
ments flown is provided from Supporting Research and Technology 
projects. 

For FY 1976 and the transition period NASA plans a level of effort 
about equal to that of FY 1975. However, there probably will be a 
decrease in the total number of balloon flights due to the emphasis 
on more complex payloads, higher altitude requirements and cor
respondingly larger balloons, and perhaps most important because 
of the effects of inflation. 
Supporting Activities 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Supporting research and technology (S.R. & T.)........ ... . . .. . .. .. .. . .......... $14,400,000 $4, 000,000 
Oala analysts............................................................... 5, 000,000 1, 300, 000 
Skylab data analysis......................................................... 6, 000,000 1, 500,000 
Large space telescope (LSD advanced technological development................. 5, 000,000 3, 000,000 
Solar maximum mission (SMM) advanced technological development.............. I, 000,000 1, 300,000 

----~~--~~-~ 
TotaL................................................................. 31,400,000 11,100,000 

S11,pporting ReseaTch and Technology (SR&T).-This effort en
hances the overall scientific and technological return from NASA 
flight projects an~ helps assure the continu~d ':iability _of the future 
program m Physics and Astronomy. The obJectives are m the follow
ing three broad categories: ( 1) enhancement of the value of current 
space missions by supplementary, simultaneous ground-based observa
tions; (2) development of theories to explain observed phenomena 
and predict ne'v ones; and (3) optimization of the return expected 
from future missions by problem definition, development of advanced 
ex.pe_riments and concepts, and careful definition of proposed new 
miSSIOnS. 

The SR&T effort in space physics is largely devoted to support of 
research related to physics of the earth's environment. It includes 
study of the sun-earth environment factors, as well as extrasolar 
factors such as cosmic rays. Research supported in the field of 
astronomy involves the study of the sun and objects outside the solar 
system. Specific tasks related to the sun include studies of the SO'lar 
atmosphere and the influence of the sun on interplanetary and 
planetary environments, instrument development, and laboratory and 
theoretical studies of basic physical processes peculiar to the sun. 
Research tasks related to objects outside o.f the solar system include 
observation by ground-based and balloon-borne telesco:{'eS; theoretical 
studies of stars, galaxies, interstellar and intergalactic matt~r_; and 
advanced development work on experimental tests of the vahd1ty O'f 
Einstein's Theory of Relativity. About 225 tasks are being supported 
at universities, nonprofit and industrial research institutions, NASA 
centers, and other Government agencies in 26 states and the District 
of Columbia. · 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, NASA is planning con
tinued support for those tasks which are critical to maintaining a firm 
base for a viable Physics and Astronomy program. Of special signifi
cance is the continuation of studies for advanced instrumentation 
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involving image tubes and solid state devices whic? will increase ~ensi
tivity and resolution of detectors. Superfluid he~m~ re~earch ~·Ill be 
continued for -cryogenic systems for future apphcatlC~n m cosmic ray, 
relativity, and infrared astronomy. Other technological problems m 
pointing and stabilizat~on, onboard pr_?cessing, m;~oard da~a sto~age, 
and background detectiOn will be studied. In additiOn, studies will be 
made of advanced techniques for releasing tracers into the upper 
atmosphere and for introducing controlled perturbations into the 
space environment for study with such instruments as spaceborn~ 
radio transmitters and lasers. Basic stqdies will be continued to define 
future scientific objectives in astronomy and physics that will utilize 
the capabilities of Space Shuttle miss~ons. . . . 

Data Analysis.-The purpose of this effort Is to obtam the ma~Imum 
return on the investment represented by the data gathered m the 
Physics and Astronomy program. . . . 

Controlled operation of spacecraft_, beyond the. ti~es or~g~n!"'lly 
planned, has made additional data avail!lble for.speCifi.c mvestigatw~s 
with preference being given to correlative studies designed to Illumi
nate physical problems, and to the exploi.tation of unusual oppor
tunities such as unexpected encounters with comets. Further data 
analysis using existing data is also supported with emphasis on 
correlative studies. 

The operation of the National Space Science Data Center is sup
ported under this project. Further, under this project investigators 
prepare data, complete" with calibrations, in a form suitable for deposit 
in the Center. . 

The funds provided for Fiscal Year 1976 and the transition period 
will support about 100 principal investigators at approximately 46 
institutions, including NASA field centers. 

Skylab Data Analysis.-Under this project the integration of data 
from ATM and other Skylab experiments, the ATM Guest Investiga
tion Program, and the symposia and workshops on ATM results aro 
supported. 

The data acquired by the six major ATM instruments, together 
with that obtained by the worldwide program of complementary 
ground-based and rocketborne observations form the most comprehen
sive set of simultaneous high resolution solar data ever collected. 
Analyses of these data promise to advance man's knowledge of the 
structure and dynamics of the solar atmosphere, and of the coupling 
between the solar atmosphere, the solar wind and the terrestrial at
mosphere, far beyond its present state. Studies of transient events 
such as flares are proving particularly fruitful. Not only is there 
evidence of possible precursors to these events but, for the first time, 
the interaction between this activity and solar wind structure can be 
studied. These results will prove "invaluable in obtaining a better 
understanding of the earth's environment. 

The preparation of atlases and high quality film copies for the 
National Space Science Data Center, the determination and applica
tion of instrument calibrations and the preparation of specialized 
computer software are important activities in this time frame. Pre
liminary analyses of the data obtained are also underway. 

During Fiscal Year 1976 and the transition period, it is planned to 
shift the emphasis from the basic data reduction and preparatory tasks 
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to analysis. Also, the primary support for this activity will shift from 
the Office of Manned Space Flight to the Office of Space Science. The 
quantity of data and the complexity of its processing will require 
several years; it is expected that this period will be one of the most 
productive and exciting ever known in solar physics. 

Large Space Telescope (LST) -Advanced Technological Develop
ment (ATD).-The LST, now under study, is a multi-purpose tele
scope, between two and three meters in diameter, that would be 
launched by the Space Shuttle. Its purpose is to provide the capability 
for making major advances in astrophysics. 

It is expected that the LST would contribute significantly to the 
study of little-known energy processes in heavenly bodies, especially 
the early stages of star and solar system formation; to the observa
tion of such highly evolved objects as supernova remnants and white 
dwarf stars; and to other studies related to the origin and physical 
extent of the universe. The LST would assist in the determination of 
whether or not our solar system is unique, whether there are other 
earth-like planets orbiting "suns" similar to ours and many other 
questions involving the nature and structure of the universe. Knowl
edge gained from such scientific investigations could well contribute 
to our continued preeminence as a high technology society. 

In a new priority study just completed by the Space Science Board 
of the National Academy of Sciences, the LST was considered to be 
the highest priority new program in astronomy and was recommended 
for implementation starting in FY 1976; however, because of fiscal 
constraints, the hardware phase is not planned to begin before FY 
1977. 

During its consideration of NASA's FY-1975 budget, the Congress 
asked NASA to look at lower cost options for the LST and to investi
gate the possibility of international participation. In response to this 
request, the contractors who have been studying the Optical Telescope 
Assembly were directed to investigate and to recommend methods of 
reducing the total cost of the LST project. 

In November 1974, three aerospace companies were selected to pro
vide the definition studies. These three companies will examine LST 
primary optics ranging in size from 1.8 meters ( 5.91 feet) to 3 meters 
( 9.85 feet). 

Initial results from NASA in-house trade-off studies indicate that a 
telescope in the middle of this range appears to represent an appro
priate compromise between performance and cost. The optical tech
nology is well in hand and no new facilities are required to handle the 
primary mirror. The smaller overall spacecraft and the relaxation in 
pe:rformance means that lower cost subsystems can be used. While a 
mirror smaller than three feet means some reduction in performance, 
a telescope with a mirror on the order of 2.4 meters (7.9 feet) clearly 
would represent a significant advance in space telescopes. 

Another way to lower the cost of the LST is to reduce the number 
o.f instruments. To help NASA examine this option, instrument defini
tion teams have been established to examine the requirements andes
tablish a priority list of candidate instruments. 

NASA has reported to the Committee that in response to the desires 
of the Congress for lower cost options, ESRO and individual Euro
pean countries have been contacted to explore the possibility of their 
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participation on the LST. A practical area identified for their partici
pation is the scientific instruments and such definition studies are 
underway in both ESRO and the United Kingdom. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, NASA plans to select 
the specific size and concentrate on the preliminary design for the LST. 
Studies to examine the requirements and establish a cost estimate will 
be made to insure that the LST can be developed, built and put into 
operation with use of only minimum resources and on the time schedule 
selected. Long-term development items such as the sensors and other 
advanced technological development will be continued to avoid costly 
problems later. All of the information necessary to provide a sound 
technical and financial basis on which to proceed with the implementa
tion phase of the program will be available by the end of this period. 

Solar M amimum Mission (SMM) -Advanced Technological Develop
ment (AT D).-The Solar Maximum Mission ( SMM) is being planned 
to conduct specific problem-oriented solar scientific research during 
the next period of maximum solar activity, projected to occur near the 
end of this decade. The major scientific objectives of SMM will be to 
investig~te s?lar ;flares and related ph~nomena over a broad spectral 
range with high time, spectral and spatial resolution. 

The solar flares are perhaps the most dramatic and elusive of the 
observa~le solar phenomena. _They have a profound impact on the solar
~errestnal system, but are difficult to study because they are transient 
m nature. 

The SMM will provide the capability to make simultaneous measure
ments ~cross the electromagnetic spectrum for the first time. The in
formatiOn to be developed will provide the potential for forecasting 
flares and their effects on Earth. 

The S¥M will ~lay a pivotal role in a coordinated national program 
of satellite, soundmg rocket, and ground-based observations of flares 
an_d their effects and is the most important solar mission proposed for 
this decade. The SMM will provide opportunities for international 
cooperation on the basis of mutual interest and benefit. 

Mission definition studies were initiated in the spring of 1973. In 
1974 NASA completed the co~ceptual design studies of the supporting 
spa~ecraft systems and associated ground operations facilities. The 
design concept provides for a spacecraft which capitalizes on common 
components and standardized.subsystems ~o achieye ~lower cost space
cr~ft sys~em capable of meetmg the reqmred pomtmg; accuracies for 
this miSSion. T~e spacecraf~ will be Shutth~-compatlble, capable "of 
rendezvo~s,_ retnev~l, refurbishment, and return to orbit. 

A prehmmary sci~nce payloa_d has ~een selecte~ based on proposals 
from the solar p~ysics commumty. Tlus payload mcludes instruments 
for the observ~ti?n and study of n~clear reactions in flares through 
gaml!la-ray emisswns; the acceleratwn dynamics of charged particles 
to high (sometimes relativistic) energies through hard and soft 
X-rays; the tempe_rature a:1d. density in flar~ng _regions through soft 
X-rays and ultraviOlet emissiOns; and the eJectwn of material from 
the sun through X-rays. It is planned that the final selection of the 
scientific payload will be made in mid-1975. 

During FY ~~76 and the ~ra?sition p~riod, N~SA plans to com
plete the defimtwn and prehmmary design studies of the scientific 
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experiments and of the supporting spacecraft systems in preparation 
for the implementation phase of the program. 
Spacelab Science Program. 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Spacelab science payiPad definition............................................ $3, 500, 000 
Spacelab science payload development......................................... I, 100, 000 

Total................................................................ 4, 600, 000 

Transition 
period 

$900, ~00 
2, 600,000 

3, 500,000 

The Shuttle-launched Spacelab will offer new space flight 
opportunities to conduct Physics and Astronomy research with 
instrumentation and operations similar to those used in ground-based 
observatories. It is the purpose of this project to prepare for these 
opportunities building upon the experience and accomplishments of 
both previous and ongoing flight projects, including the extremely 
successful Skylab mission. 

Spacelab Science Payload Definition.-To prepare for the scientific 
investigations to be undertaken during the Shuttle, era, Spacelab Sci
ence Payload studies are being conducted that will provide the 
information on which to base decisions for these future investigations. 
NASA believes that good planning now should lead to lower costs for 
pa~l?ads flown on Space Shuttle. Initial studies are being directed to 
facihty-class payloads that would be flown from one to several times 
per year and would have an operational life comparable to traditional 
ground-based facilities. For example, NASA is studying a payload 
called Atmospheres, Magnetospheres and Plasmas-in-Space Spacelab 
(AMPS). The objective of AMPS is to help scientists understand the 
near earth ~nv~ronment and it is hoped that this space facility will be 
able to capitalize on the commonality of instrumention required for 
the several disciplines represented. 

In Astronomy, similar definition studies have begun for a meter
cl_ass, cryog~nicall:y: cooled, infrared telescope facility; a meter-class, 
~Igh resolutwn optiCal/u_l~ravwlet telescope facility; and a solar phys
Ics t~lescope cluster facihty. For each of these studies, a scientific 
work:~g group ha:s been formed to provide the study with scientific 
defimtwn appropriate to the objectives of the facility. To capitalize on 
the economy of common usage in ~he astronomy fields, a study to define 
~he systems and subsystems reqmred for astronomy-type payloads is 
m progress . 

. During Fiscal Year 1976 and transition period the funding pro
vided will be used to comi?l~te ~he definitio~ of the AMPS Space 
Laboratory and ~elated facility mstrumentatwn; for definition of a 
complement of HI~h ~nergy Astrophysical instruments for the second 
Spacelab; for. prehmmary definition and design of a national Infra
red Astro~omical Spacela~ Observatory and a national Solar Physics 
Spacelab I? accordance with recommendations by the National Acad
e:ny of Scien~e:"; a_nd for the continuing study of the scientific objec
tiVes and specificatiOns of a one-meter-class high-resolution ultraviolet 
telescope. 

_Spacela_b _Science Payload Development.-The first Spacelab flight 
Will be a JOmt effort with the European Space Research Organization 
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and will c~rry a multi-disciplinary payload, with the emphasis on 
Atmospheric an.d Spac~ Physics. It is expected the selection and de
vel~pn;ent of smentlfic mstruments for the first Spacelab mission will 
beg1~ m FY 19~6 and extend through the transition period. A flight 
readmess date of ea!lY FY 1980 is planned. Also, the incremental de
velopment of such mstrument,s as an Eledron Accelerator used for 
controlled excitation of ionospheric and magnetospheric phenomena, 
and a laser radar (LIDAR) system for excitation and observation of 
the neutral atm?sp.here, will be in~tiated during FY 1976. These devel
opments are bmldmg blocks for mstruments that will be needed for 
the AMPS payload to be flown later. NASA expects that thev will 
provide an early scientific return while building up to the mor~ com
prehensive AMPS flight. 

COMMITI'EE COMMENT 

T~e Committee is ~oncerned, ~s is the scientifi? community and the 
pubhc, about the possible depletiOn of the protective ozone laver in the 
earth's upper atmosphere. Accordingly, the Committee held a hearing 
on January 29, 197:>, to: (1) learn more about the upper atmosphere 
generally and the strat?sph~r~ ozone problems specifically; (2) ex
plore what pro~rammattc aet1v1ty should be undertaken to understand 
~he stratosphenc ozone problem, and (3) identify corrective actions 
If a!ly, that sho~Ild be initiated. These matters were further explored 
~urmg the hearmgs on S. 573. The hearings demonstrated that there 
IS much to be learned about the upper atmosphere and the problems of 
the stratosphere and that .gathe:ing and analyzing the data to provide 
the necessary understandmg will be a complex and demanding task. 
As there are substantial variations in the ozone content of the strato
sphere between the equator and the poles, and between the southern 
and northern hemisph~re,, it is cleat· that the task requires worldwide 
dat~ so that NASA, with Its space and related capabilities, is uniquely 
.eqmpped to carry out a program to enhance our understanding of this 
Important part of the earth's environment 
. Du_ring the hearings NASA informed the Committee that it can 
Identify. about $7 million in its FY 1975 budget plan that relate to 
researchu:g the suspected stratospheric ozone problem. No increase is 
proposed 111 the NASA level of effort for FY 1976 · moreover the total 
~ederal R&_D funding in this area. is. actually dedre!lsing. Yet this is 
clearly an Important problem, as It mvolves a possible threat to life 
on earth. 

The urgency t~ enhll:n?e the state of our knowledge on this problem 
deman~s that this achv_1ty b~ purs~ed vigorously by a lead agency. 
4~ccordmgly, the 9ommittee_, m Sectw!l 8 of the bill, provides legisla
tive authonty which authorizes and directs the National Aeronautics 
and Space Adm~nis~ration to undertake a program of research, tech
nology and momtormg of the earth's upper atmosphere. 

The language of the amendment requires that NASA proceed in 
!luch l!lan!ler that full coordination is maintained with other federal 
age!lcies T mvolved in this activity, including those agencies which. 
unhke, NA~A, l1ave ~egulato~y respon.sibility, that the expertise of 
the academiC commumty and mdustry m upper atmosp~eric research 
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and technology is integrated into the planning for and carrying out 
of the program, that every effort be made to obtain international co
operation in this important reS(>arch, technology and monitoring effort, 
and that all results of the program be made immediately available to 
the appropriate regulatory agencies and given the widest practicable 
public dissemination. Finally, the amendment requires that NASA 
submit to the President annually for transmittal to the Congress a 
report on the activities being carried out pursuant to the amendment, 
together with a description of the accomplishments achieved. 

It is the intent of the Committee that the program authorized and 
directed to be carried out by the amendment have the long-term ob
jective of clearly understanding the earth's upper atmosphere with 
near-term objectives centered on the problems of the stratosphere. 
Moreover. it is the intent of the Committee that this effort be effec
tively consolidated and organized within NASA and that it be prop
erly coordinated with the NASA planetary atmospheric research 
activity. 

For this new research, technology and monitoring activity on the 
upper atmosphere the Committee recommends adding $7 million to 
the Physics and Astronomy Program. This recommendation is $6 mil
lion above the amount approved by the House. For the transition 
period behveen FY 1976 and FY 1977 the Committee recommends 
that an additional $4 million be allocated to this activity. 

LuNAR AND PLANETARY ExPLORATION PROGRAM 

FISCAL yEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$259,900,000 
73,300,000 

The objective of the Lunar and Planetary Exploration program is 
the scientific exploration of the moon, the planets and their satellites, 
asteroids, comets, and the particles and fields of interplanetary space. 
The goal of this exploration is to understand the origin and evolution 
of the solar system, the origin and evolution of life, and the dynamic 
processes that shape man's terrestrial environment. The program em
ploys automated spacecraft which fly by, orbit, enter the atmosphere 
of, and/or land on other bodies, as well as ground-based observations to 
investigate our solar system. The lunar program utilizes ground-based 
observations, laboratory studies and data from the Apollo, Ranger, 
Lunar Orbiter, and Surveyor missions to investigate the composition 
and nature of lunar materials and phenomena. 

The planetary and interplanetary fight missions undertaken to date 
have been highly successful, beginning with the first visit to another 
pl!lnet--the Mariner 2 fiyby of Venus in 1962. The latest planetary 
m1ssion, Pioneer 11, launched in April1973, has completed its mission 
to Jupiter and is at present on its way to Saturn. 

Two cooperative US/German spacecraft, Helios A, launched in 
1974, and Helios B, to be launched in1976, will investigate the proper
ties in interplanetary space in close proximity to the sun. 

Knowledge of Mars and its environment, including the possibility 
of life there, will be greatly advanced by the two Viking spacecraft, 
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to be launched in 1975, which will orbit and land on the Martian sur
face in 1976. 

In 1977, two Mariner spacecraft will be launched to fly by Jupiter 
and Saturn and their satellites, thereby further extending man's solar 
frontier. 

The heavy veil of the planet Venus will be penetrated by instru
ments carried on two Pioneer spacecraft scheduled to be launched in 
1978. The probe and orbiter missions will investigate the nature, dy
namics and evolution of the Venusian atmosphere and will provide 
useful data to Earth meteorologists and atmospheric scientists. 

Summary of resources requirements 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 0 0 
Viking_____________________________________________________________________ $39, 500, 000 $14, 000, 000 
Outer planets missions (Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977)_____ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ ___ _ 82, 400,000 22,600, 000 
Pioneer/Helios___ ______ __ ____ __ _ _ _ __ __ __ ___ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 62,600, 000 16, 300, 000 
Supporting research and technology/advanced studies___________________________ 14, 300, 000 3, 600, 000 
Planetary astronomy_________________________________________________________ 4, 200, 000 I, i~~·. ~~~ 
Planetary data analysis______________________________________________________ I, 400, 000 
Planetary quarantine_________________________________________________________ I, 500, 000 400, 000 
Planetary flight support______________________________________________________ 29, 300, 000 8, 800, 000 
Lunar research prog;am _______________________ ------------------------------__ 24_, 7_oo_, _oo_o ___ 6,_1o_o_, o_oo 

TotaL_______________________________________________________________ 259, 900, 000 73, 300, 000 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 
No funds are required to complete this mission. This single Mariner 

spacecraft was successfully launched in November 1973. It has now 
successfully completed its swingby of Venus and three encounters with 
Mercury. The science data gathered to date by this mission has pro
vided valuable insight into the circulation patterns of the upper Venu
sian atmosphere, yielded important experience in gravity assisted, 
multiplanet trajectories, and revealed the moon-like topography of 
Mercury. 

Following the successful completion of the basic Mariner Venus/ 
Mercury objectives, analysis indicated that through judicious gas man
agement and utilization of "solar sailing" techniques, spacecraft sta
bilization could be maintained and enough gas made available for a 
further trajectory correction. With this small maneuver a third Mer
cury encounter became possible. The trajectory correction was suc
cessfully accomplished, and the third encounter was accomplished 
during March 1975. 

Viking 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

g~~il:~ ~~i~cne~:~~t~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $~: ~~~: ~~~ $I:~~~:~~~ 
Lander spacecraft___________________________________________________________ 17, 700, 000 400, 000 
Lander science______________________________________________________________ 4, 600, 000 I, 900, 000 
Project management and project integration ___________________________ ---------__ 5_, 9_oo_, o_o_o ___ 3,_5o_o_, o_oo 

TotaL_______________________________________________________________ 39, 500, 000 14, 000, 000 
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The objective of the Viking missions is to significantly advance 
man's knowledge of the planet Mars by means of observations from 
Martian orbit and direct measurements in the atmosphere and on the 
surface. Emphasis is on obtaining biological, chemical, and environ
mental data relevant to questions about the existence of life on the 
planet. 

Two Viking spacecraft will be launched in mid-1975 by Titan/ 
Centaur launch vehicles. Each spacecraft will consist of an Orbiter 
and a Lander. When the spacecraft arrive at Mars in the summer of 
1976, each Orbiter will place itself and the attached Lander into an 
orbit around Mars. Each Lander will separate from its Orbiter on 
command and descend through the Martian atmosphere to the sur
face. After soft landing, the Lander will take panoramic color pictures 
and will conduct biological, geo-chemical, seismological, meteroro
logical, and other scientific investigations. Instruments on the Orbiters 
will obtain data on dynamic planetary processes, view the surface in 
high resolution, and act as communications relay stations for both 
Orbiter and Lander scientific data. 

During FY 1975, qualification testing of the Lander has been com
pleted; the assembly and testing of two flight Orbiters and two flight 
Landers has been completed; and, software development, training and 
the spacecraft final preparations necessary for two launches in the 
first quarter of FY 1976 have proceeded as scheduled. 

Additional funding to support FY 1975 activities was made avail
able through reprogramming funds appropriated pursuant to the 
NASA Authorization Act, 1974 (P.L. 93-74). The Congress was ap
prised of this action in October 1974. The reprogrammed funds were 
required because of technical problems encountered in the guidance 
computer, biology instrument, and the proof test Lander capsule 
qualification program. These problems have been solved and by June 
1975 four spacecraft (two Landers and two Orbiters) will be in final 
assembly and test operations at the Kennedy Space Center. Then, in 
,July 1975, the two Landers will be sterilized by heat in large ovens. 
Afterwards, the Landers and Orbiters will be mated and then the mated 
spacecraft will be encapsulated, transported to Launch Complex 41, 
and each will be installed on its Titan HIE/Centaur launch vehicle. 

The launch window begins on August 11, 1975, and extends for 
roughly 40 days. During this period, both the Viking A and B space
craft will be launched on the mission to Mars. 

After launch, the mission will be directed by the flight team from 
the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) at JPL. One part of 
the flight team will be involved in writing and testing software for 
the planetary phase of the flight. Another part of the flight team will 
be monitoring and controlling the two spacecraft durmg their 11-
month journey to Mars. During this cruise phase, several mid-course 
propulsive maneuvers are planned to correct errors in the spacecraft 
trajectories. 

Late in June 1976, the first spacecraft will arrive at Mars and be 
placed in orbit by a commanded propulsive maneuver. The planet will 
then be surveyed by the Orbiter's instruments which will return the 
science data to the waiting science and analysis teams at the SFOF. 
The preselected landing sites will be reviewed and the health of the 
Landers determined. After the spacecraft orbit is properly adjusted, 
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and if everything checks as it is supposed to~ the first Lander will be 
commanded from the SFOF to make its automatic landing on Mars on 
or about July 4, 1976. The second landing will occur about September 
4. The nominal mission will end November 8, but NASA expects an 
extended lifetime. 

Viking will require a flight team of more than 700 persons; the team 
is large because of the mission complexity. There will be four separate 
spacecraft to monitor, command, and receive science data from around 
the clock. Science data will be analyzed as rapidly as possible so that 
the mission sequences can be modified to achieve the maximum scien
tific return from the mission. 

The funds recommended for FY 1976 and the transition period 
would be used for the following activities: 

(1) Orbiter Spacecr'aft-for the final assembly and test of space
craft hardware, and to support launch and flight operations. 

(2) Orbiter Scienee-for final science tests and integration, science 
launch and flight operations, science team support, and science image 
processing and ground data handling. 

(3) Lander Spacecr'aft-for final test and integration, launch 
preparation and operations, flight operations, and prime contractor 
periOdic award and mission success fees. 

( 4) Landero Science-to support science launch and flight opera
tions, lander investigation science teams and final assembly, integra
tion, and testing of instruments. 

(5) Pmject llfanagement-to make final Radioisotope Thermo
Electric Gimerator payments to the Energy Research and Develop
ment Administration, to provide trajectory and software verification 
analysis, to provide for support service contracts, and to provide proj
ect reserve funds for problem resolution. 
Outer Planet8 M islrion ( M arilnero J upitero I Saturn 19'77) 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Project management.. _______________________________________ ------__________ $4,200,000 $1,600,000 
Spacecraft design and development ______ "---- __ "_____________________________ 58, 800,000 14, 800, 000 

~i~s~g:-operitlons~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 ~; ~~: ~ ~: ~~: ~~g --------TotaL ____________ . ___________________________________ ----------____ 82,400,000 22,600,000 

In 1977, two Mariner-class spacecraft will be launched on a trajec
tory to Jupiter, and from Jupiter will continue on to Saturn on a space 
flight made possible by a special alignment of Jupiter and Saturn. 
This alignment permits a spacecraft launched to ,Jupiter to reach 
Saturn in less than four years after launch and eventually escape from 
the solar system through the acceleration provided by Jupiter's 
gravity. The opportunity to carry out such a fast gravity assisted 
swingby mission occurs approximately every 20 years. The spacecraft 
will encounter Jupiter in 1979 and Saturn in 1981. This important sci
entific mission will provide the data needed for comparative studies o£ 
the Jupiter and Saturn systems, including their satellites and tho 
rings of Saturn, as well as to perfrom investigations in the inter
planetary and interstellar media. The Saturn satellite Titan, which is 
comparable in size to the planet :Mercury and is known to possess an 
atmosphere, is of special interest. 
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The use of a Mariner-class spacecraft with its higher power and 
precise pointing capability will perrr:it the use of more sophisticated 
science packages than that used on Pwneer 10 and 11. The spacecraft 
will weigh about 750 kg (1,652 lbs.), will use the Energy Resear:ch 
and Development Administration's Multi-Hundr:ed-Watt Radl?
iostope Thermoelectric Generators for power, and will carry approxi
mately 95 kg (209 I?s.) of instrume~ts. Th~ s_pacecra~t is being de
sio-ned to make maximum use of residual V1kmg Orbiter hardware. 
The launch vehicle will be the Titan HIE/Centaur D-IT, and the 
spacecraft will carry a propulsion module to provide the final incre
ment of injection velocity. 

The Pioneer 10 encounter of Jupiter in December 1973 revealed, 
within Jupiter's magnetosphere, fluxes of high-energy electro~s s~v
eral orders of magnitude greater than had been predicted. This dis
covery has ~ad a signifi?an~ effect on the M.~S '77 SJ?acecraft design; 
it wi1l have mcreased sbeldmg and parts designed with decreased sen
sitivity to radiation. Because of the increased scientific interest in the 
electro-magnetic processes occurring within ,Jupiter's magnetosp~1ere, 
a plasama-wave experiment has been added to the MJS '77 sCience 
package replacing an ultraviolet photometer. 

The funds reeommended by the Committee for FY 1976 and the 
transition period are planned to be use;J ~s follow~: . 

(1) Project Management. an!l M~sswn Des'tgn.-T_o consiS!'. of 
the detailed trajectory nav1gahon and maneuye: des1gn, prec1s1on 
ephemeris development, and devel<?pment of ~1ss10n profiJ~ a]~erna
tives, in preparation for final selectiOn of the flight traJectories m FY 
1977. . . 

(2) Spaoecr'aft Design and Development.-Prototype fabr1catron, 
testing and critical design reviews ~f subsysten;s, w1ll be comp~eted 
during the first quarter of FY 1976. Subsystem flight hardware wil~ be 
fabricated and functionally tested with some flight acceptance testmg 
being started. The Development Test Model, the Temperature Control 
Model and the Proof Test Model will be assembled and tested. Com
puter software for the Command Control Computer, Attitude at;d 
Articulation Control Subsystem and the Flight Data Subsystem Will 
be completed, reviewed and accepted. . 

(3) Scienee.-Critical design reviews of all science instruments will 
be completed and the science instruments will be fabricated and tested. 

( 4) .M-ission Oper-ation8.-The design of the mission operations. com
plex will be completed and implementation of that design w~ll be 
started. The Mission Computing System (MCS) computers w1ll be 
installed early in FY 1976 so that software implementation can be 
initiated. All launch and Earth-Jupiter cruise requirements on the 
Tracking and Data System and MCS will be completed. 
Pioneer I H elios 

Fiscal year 
1976 

$57, 60~. 000 
3, 900,000 
I, 100,000 

TotaL _________________________________ "-- ______________________ .____ 62,600, 000 

Transition 
period 

$15, 300, 000 
900,000 
100, 000 
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Pioneer' VenU8.-The objective of the two Pioneer Venus mis
sions-a probe and an orbiter-is to conduct scientific investigations 
of the planet Venus. The multi probe mission will investigate: the 
nature and composition of the clouds; the composition and structure 
of the atmosphere, including t,he minor constituents; the general at
mospheric circulation pattern; and the structure of the ionosphere. 
The orbiter mission will: determine the detailed structure of the up
per atmosphere; investigate the solar wind/ionosphere interaction re
gion; determine atmosphere and surface characteristics on a planetary 
scale by remote sensing; and measure the gravitational field harmonics. 

The primary thrust of these missions is to determine the nature, 
dynamics, and evolution of the Venusian atmosphere. This goal has 
profound significance with respect to one of the objectives of the 
NASA Planetary program, namely that of "determining the dynamic 
processes that shape Earth's environment by investigation of other 
bodies of the solar system.'' Dynamic modeling of Earth's atmosphere 
for prediction of weather, climatic chan~es and pollution effects should 
be materially aided by the Pioneer Venus missions. The secondary 
thrust of this mission is to provide data to help understand the origin 
and evolution of the solar system by determining the relative abun
dances of the constituents of the Venus atmosphere and the mass prop
erties of the planet. 
~ASA ~as .testified that the program is structured to achieve its 

sCience obJectives at the lowest possible cost. The basic spacecraft 
will employ many existing subsystems, and will be "standardized" for 
easy adaptation to both the probe and orbiter configurations. Also, 
a:rp:ple weight margins are being allowed to minimize the need for new 
development. 

It is planned to launch the orbiter mission with an Atlas/Centaur 
launch vehicle in May 1978. The orbiting spacecraft will weigh 320 
kg (706 lbs.) in orbit and will carry 37 kg (81 Jbs.) of scientific instru
ments. The multiprobe mission is planned for launch with an Atlas/ 
C~ntapr i~ August 1978; The probe bus carrying 12 kg (26 lbs.) of 
sCientific I.nst.r;um~nts will dehver one large probe with 28 kg. (62 
lbs.) of sc~ent~fic 1!1-struments a;nd three ~mall probes with 2.1 kg ( 4.6 
lbs.) of SCientific mstruments mto the venus atmosphere. Both mis
sions will encounter Venus in December 1978 to provide for a syn
erg-istic study of the planet. 

FY 1976 and transition period funds are needed for: (1) testin()' 
and .fabrication of flight subsystems (2) science support, design verf. 
ficahon of instruments and to begin the fabrication of design verifica
t~on un~ts.a?d.flight i~struments, .(3) navigation and trajectory analy
SIS and Imtmtwn of flurht operatwns software tasks. and ( 4) mission 
design and definition and special mission parameter studies. 

Pioneers 6-11.-The Pioneer 6, 7, 8, and 9 spacecraft, launched 
1965-1968, are continuing to obtain valuable data on the nature of the 
interplanetary environment in the region 0.75 and 1.1 A.U. from the 
sun. (One Astronomical Unit, or A.U., is 93 million miles. the mean 
distance bebveen Earth and the Sun.) These data are necessary to con
tinue the study of the nature of the interplanetary environment near 
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Earth as well as to provide a correlation with similar information ob
tained from the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft, farther out in the solar 
system. 

The Pioneer 10 and 11 missions are continuing to conduct explora
tory investigations of the interplanetary medium beyond the orbit of 
Jupiter. 

Pioneer 10 was launched in March 1972 and has now successfully 
traversed the Asteroid Belt and survived the radiation belts at Jupiter. 
Pioneer 11 was launched in April 1973, and has also completed its 
mission to Jupiter, measuring a new region of that planet. Excellent 
data have been obtained, from both spacecraft during the trips to 
Jupiter and in the vicinity of the planet. Results have revealed new 
information about Jupiter's magnetic field and intense radiation belts 
which are much different from those of Earth. Helium has been de
tected in Jupiter's atmosphere for the first time, and valuable new 
data on this planet's mass and shape characteristics and its energy 
balance have been obtained. New information concerning Jupiter's 
moons has also been gathered, considerably changing previous con
ceptions of their mass, density, and size. 

Pioneer 10 will continue on into the interplanetary space beyond 
Jupiter, returning new information on the heliosphere and on low 
energy cosmic rays that transmit great amounts of energy from the 
stars but are too weak to reach earth. 

Using the increase in velocity obtained during its Jupiter flyby, 
~io~eer _II ~ill extend its investigation ?f the outer planets by con
tmumg Its flight to the first encounter with Saturn in 1979. 

Ff 1976 _and transi~ion pe~o? funds a~e required to support the 
contmued flight operatiOns, misston analysis, data processing and the 
analysis of the scientific data from Pioneers 10 and 11. 

Helios A & B.-The Helios project is an international cooperative 
project between the Governments of the United States and West Ger
many. Its. sci~ntfic objectives are ~o investi~ate the properties of, and 
processes m, mterplanetary space m the regwn near the Sun, to within 
~.3 A. U. The spacecraft, de!e~oped and built in West Germany utiliz
mg consultants from the Umted States, weighs about 364 kg (800 
lbs.) and carr_ies ~bou.t 55 kg (120 lbs.) of scientific instruments. Three 
of the ten SCientific mstruments are supplied by U.S. investigators. 
NASA provides the launch vehicle and the tracking and data support 
for the first phase of the mission. West German technical personnel 
conduct the SJ?acecraft operations and will operate the tracking sys
tems a_nd acqmre the data during the later mission phase. 

Hel~os A was successfully launched on December 10, 1974 and will 
make Its ~losest approach to the Sun in March 1975. Helios B will be 
launched m early 1976. 
~ost of the funds required for Helios A and B have been appro

pn~ted by t~e Congress; however, during FY 1976 and the transition 
period, a ~es1dual a~ount of funding is needed to continue the sup
port for flight OJ?eratiOns and da~a a~aly~is for Helios A ; for testing, 
and. data analysis, of the U.S. sCientific mstruments to be carried on 
Hehos B and for Helios B launch and flight operations planning. 

47-396 0- 75 - 4 
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Supporting Research and Technology/ Advanced Studies 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Planetary science. __ ----------------------- ______________ --------___________ $4,600,000 $1, ~~: ~~ 
~f:~!~~:Yi<fvilncei.lsi:lilifis-_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::: t, ~~: &,og Joo, ooo 
Planetary advanced technical development ________ . _________ ------------------ . __ ._zo_o,_oo_o __ 1_, 3_oo_, o_oo 

TotaL __ -------------. __________________ . ___ . ___ ..•• _______________ . 14, 300, 000 3, 600, 000 

· Supporting Research and TechnologY and Advanced_ Studies '!ur
nish essential support to the p!a~:r:mg and _con~uctmfS ~f flight 
programs. It is through these actr~Itu~s that scientific o?Jectlves. and 
mission concepts are defined, the scientific an~ technolo~cal read~ness 
established and the initial planning accompbshed for flight proJects. 

Planetary Smence.-This project is subdivided into two maJor areas 
o.f research, planetary atmospheres and planetology. Thi~ research 
emphasizes the discovery and development of new techmques and 
experiments required for exploration and study of comets and the 
major planets in the late 1970's and early 1980's. . 

In pursuing the basic objective of obtaining an understa_ndmg of 
planetary atmospheres, cons1der~ble progress ha~ been made m unde_r
standing the nature and dynamics of the Earth s atmosphere, and m 
describing the gross characteristics of the atmospheres of Mars and 
Venus. Experiments devel<?ped oye~ the past five years a_re now 
assigned to or planned for flight miSSions to ~ars, Ven!Is, Jupiter and 
Saturn to obtain a more detailed understandmg of their atmospheres. 
Similarly, the knowledge, techniques,. instru~ents ~n~ experiments 
being developed now will form the basis for fl1ght miSSions to c~mets 
and probes into the atmospheres of the planets m tJ:e early 19~0 s. 

Tasks in planetology are diz:ected. at developm~. experimental 
concepts for detemimng formation history, compositiOn and s~r!lc
ture of planetary surface materials, and the nature and compositiOn 
ofplanetary bod1es. 

During FY 1'976, and the transition period, ~ ASA plans to place 
emphasis on developing experiments to _determm~ planetary s~rface 
composition by in-situ and remote sensmg tech_n1ques as can~Idates 
for future missions and on the development of Imagery experiments 
for investigations of Mars, Venus, and the outer pla~ets, and. Mars
Earth comparative geology studies. Efforts ~lso wtll be . dire~te_d 
toward Mercury-Mars-Earth-Moon analog studms to determme simi-
larities between them. . 

Exobiology.-This activity is directe~ to yroducmg th~ a_nswer~ to 
fundamental questions of extraterrestrial Ide and the or1gm of life. 
In past years, the program brought to brea;dboard status ~O!fie of the 
key instruments that were selected for fligh~ on the VIki~g Mars 
landers. The gas chromatograp~ to fly <?n PI?neer Venus IS also a 
product of this program. Work IS now beu~g dir~cte? toward follow
on exploration of Mars as well as toward mvestigatwn and ~nalyses 
of the complex and potentially "org~n~c~' atmospheres of Jupite~ and 
Titan. In addition, work has been 1mt1ated on problems assoCiated 
with the analysis and study of returned samples from another planet. 

" 
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During FY 1976 and the transition period, specific tasks will con
tinue to be supported in approximatel;v 60 universities and two NASA 
centers in the areas of organic chemistry, organic geochemistry, the 
biology of env_ironmental extrem~, and the development of t~ch~iques 
of life detection. These tasks will pursue the overall obJective of 
studying other planets for evidence related to the presence of life 
and/ or life related molecules. Feasibility demonstration instruments 
will be developed for future planetary missions and ground-based 
research will be directed to the interpretation of data returned from 
such investigations. 

Planetary Advanced Studies.-The purpose of these studies are to 
define feasible mission concepts for the systematic exploration of the 
solar system and to develop rational schedule and resource require
ments for conducting the missions in a logical, timely and cost effective 
manner. Advanced studies are performed both in-house at NASA 
centers and under contract. The studies cover the range from mission 
analysis and system feasibility to preliminary mission design and 
engineering. 

The FY 197'6 and transition period program is planned to include 
mission studies for the inner and outer planets, their satellites, and 
small bodies of the solar system (comets and asteroids) and general 
studies on adapting pl~net~ry spacecraft to the S'pace ~huttle/Tus-. 

Missions to be studied mclude: a Venus orbiter with synthetic 
aperture coherent radar to image and map the surface of Venus; a 
Jupiter orbiter to perform det~il~d studies of ~11 of the Galilean 
satellites and of the tempor~l varia~IOns of the .J?~Ian atm.osphere and 
m~~~u~t~o~I)here; Saturn orbiters, w1th the possibility of Titan probes; 
a miSSIOns to comets. 

Planetary Advanced Teohnwal Development.-This activity sup
ports the new and improved spacecraft technologies that are critical 
to future planetary missions. Detailed technical planni_ng for P?ten
tial flight projects is perfomed and the technology readmess achieved 
to place them on a fim basis for the development of realistic schedules 
and cost estimates. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, efforts will be directed 
to a Jupiter Uranus mission oppor~unity in 1~79. A space~raft launch 
during that year can use the gravity of Jupiter as a sprmgboard to 
Uranus and 'even Neptune. Other effort will be directed toward the 
technology for delivery of a probe into the upper atmosphere of 
either Jupiter or Uranus and the feasibility of standardizing probe 
design for utilization throughout the outer planets system. The 
Pioneer Venus probe will provide the technological point of departure 
for the outer planet probe. Additional activities will be concern~d 
with the identification of and conceptual solutions for the technologi
cal problems peculiar to Jupiter orbital missions. At a lower level 
of effort, tt~chnical planning will continue on an out-of-the-ecliptic 
mission, an early Comet Enke flvby using spare :Mariner hardware, 
and for future spacecraft utilizing solar electric propulsion. 
Planetary Astronomy 

This activity supports the scientific exploration of the solar system 
by observations of the planets and other solar system objects from 
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the vicinity of Earth. New observation techniques, instruments, and 
platforms make it possible to acquire more information about the 
planets from the vicinity of Earth than previously possible. Observa
tions are now made from airplanes, balloons, rockets, and earth-orbit
ing satellites as well as from ground-base observatories using the 
techniques of optical, infrared, radio and radar astronomy. Results 
from this Planetary Astronomy activity both supplement and com
plement the planetary flight programs. The objectives of Planetary 
Astronomy are accomplished through research projects carried out 
by astronomers and other scientists located at NASA center, universi
ties, observatories, and other organizations. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, approximately 40 re
search projects are planned ranging in size from the work of a single 
investigator to large multifaceted projects at major observatories. 
Most of these research projects require a sustained effort over several 
years. Major emphasis will be on studies of the outer planets from 
.Jupiter through Pluto to support upcoming flight programs. A re
cently completed NASA-supported addition to a high power radar 
system at the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center at Arecibo, 
Puerto Rico (a ::S ational Science Foundation facility) will be used 
to study Saturn's Rings and for a high resolution mapping of the 
surface. of Venus. 
Planetary Data Analysis 

This activity provides support for scientific analysis after the pe
riod funded by the flight project. It also supports the analysis of 
flight data by scientists who were not members of the flight investi
gation team. The long-term objective of Data Analysis is to fully 
analyze and interpret all the scientific data collected by flight projects 
and to insure the incorporation of these results into the growing body 
of knowledge about formation, history and characteristics of the 
planets, astroids and comets. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, the major emphasis in 
Planetarv Data Analysis will be placed on conclusion of Mars geo
logical mapping and analysis of other data obtained during the 11-
month period in which Mariner 9 orbited Mars, and on the analysis 
of data obtained by the very successful Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft 
on their Jupiter flybys. Studies of Venus and Mercury also will be 
continued using- the data obtained by the Mariner 10 spacecraft from 
its passage by Venus and its three passages past Mercury. Especially 
meritorious tasks analyzing the ~es~lts of earlier Mariner. and Pio
neer missions to the planets and m mterplanetary space will be con
tinued as will tasks involving the interdisciplinary correlation and 
interpretation of collected data. 
Planetary Quarantine 

The objectives of this activity are to insure that no detrimental 
extraterrestrial life is introduced into the environment of earth, and 
that no other planet is detrimentally contaminated by terrestrial 
organisms through operations by U.S. spacecraft. The high priority 
of this activity has been repeatedly emphasized by the Space Science 
Board and the Inl:ernational scientific communitv. This activitv also 
provides compliance with Article IX of the Space Treaty of 1966. 
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. Durii~g. ~y 1~76 and. the transition period the Planetary Quaran
tu:e act! v1ti~s will contmue to study the : ( 1) viability of terrestrial 
m1cro-organ~s~s on the Mars s~rface, (2) use of the space environ
ment to sterilize. spacecraft durmg transit will be continued (3) the 
pro?Iems that w1~l be encountered in :n:aintaining effective q~arantine 
agamst any detrimental extraterrestnal life brought to earth from 
ot~e~· planets b:y future ret~1rn missions, and, ( 4) the Viking 1975 
misSion to provide the reqmred support, biological monitoring and 
certification for that mission. ' 
Planetary Flight Support 

Planetary Flight Support provides for the integrated tracking. 
telemetry, and command functions necessary to support all planetary 
fllight projects. These functions require a highly sophisticated com
puter con;plex al?ng with associate<;! terminals, displays, and many 
other de.vwes: This com~lex along With the ge~eral purpose scientific 
and engmeermg computmg at the Jet PropulsiOn Laboratory also is 
supported with these funds. 
. During FY 197? and the transition period, !his activity will con

tmue to support PIOneers 6 through 11, the Hehos A mission and the 
Viking A and B missions. Build-up to support the Mariner Jupiter/ 
Satu;n. missions will continue. Also, the design of a new approach 
to miSSIOn support to make the total system more reliable and flexible 
wil~ be completed and the implementation of this new approach will 
hewn. 

Additi~n~l activ!ties. which will be supported during FY 1976 and 
the transition perwd mclude: (1) support of the tracking svstem 
analytic calibration effort; (2) formulation of planetary programs 
data syste~s standards: (3) m_anagement of the Operations Support 
Coordmatmg Office at .JPL whiCh concentrates on system analvsis and 
d~sign_, and supp~rt of off~lab projects; (4) general scientific~and en
gme~rmg computmg reqmrements; and (5) selected project-peculiar 
studies. 

Lunar Research. Program 

Fiscal ~ear Transition 
976 period 

$4,700,000 $1, 300,000 
9, 600,000 2,300,000 
5, 600,000 1, 400,000 
4, 800,000 1, 100,000 

lunar seienceS.R. & T ___________ _ 
t:::~ ~:~ 1:~~!is s~:d synthesis ___ ~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
lunar sciegce opelatioiis::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ::::::::::::::::::::: 

TotaL ..... _______ •• ______ • _________________________________________ _ 
24,700,000 6, 100,000 

A concentrated scientific effort is underway to analyze and interpret 
fully the large amount of data available from the past lunar flight 
~rograms, groun~-base studies of the moon, and laboratory investiga
t~on~. The a:nalybcal. work that has been carried out to date has revolu
tiOmzed prior theones about the moon, yet the analysis is still in its 
early stages. 

Lunar f!aierwe SR&T.-This activity emphasizes scientific studies 
that, provid~ a broad, sound base for the scientists engaged in analysis 
and synthesis of lunar data. In addition to the still-operating Apollo 
Lunar Surface Experiment Packages (ALSEP) and the Laser Rang-
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ing Project, this SR&T i~ the on~y s~mrce of sign!.ficant.new lunar ~ata. 
SR&T activities emphasize studies m the f?llowmg sc1enc~ areas· (a) 
earth-based observations, (b) analog studies, (c) ~heoret1c3:l stu die~, 
(d) laboratory simulations, and (e) extraterrestrial materials (pn-
marily meteorites) studies. . 

New techniques and equipment have been dev.eloped. for collectmg 
lunar data by earth -based, mul~ispectral, te!escoplc studies of the lunar 
nearside. Particularly rewardmg are st.u~Ies of the lnr:ar surfacer:: 
flection spectrum at near ultra:wle_t, VISible a1_1d near u~f:ared wave 
len~hs which allow the determmatwn of certam compositiOnal prop
e~ties of the surface material. This !vork is partJcularly enhanced b~ 
laboratory measurements of the optical properties of returned lunai 
samples and by our detailed geochemical knowledge of the Apollo land-
ing sites. h u · · · 

The Lunar Science Institute (LSI) operated by t .e n~versitJes 
Space Research Association is also s~pported .~nder this proJect .. The 
LSI serves as an important dat~ repository ~~Cihty open to.all q~ah~ed 
scientists, and enables these scientists to utJhze the extensive SCientific 
equi ,nt at the Johnson Space Center (JSC): . . 

anced mission studies are concerned with studymg the h~gh 
priority unanswered scientific questions about th~ ~oon and definmg 
optimum flight systems needed to collect the .additiOn data needed. to 
answer these questions. So~e of thes~ q~estlons ar~ concerned w1t.h 
major lunar geologic formations and sigmfican~ gravity and J?agnetlc 
anomolies. Much additional data could be obtamed by m~ppmg from 
lunar polar orbit both the radioactive and major rock-formmg elements 
and the gravity and magnetic fields over the 80 percent of the JI_lOOn 
not covered by Apollo, especially the critical farside andyola:: regwns. 
Several approaches to such mapping have been exammed m recent 
years. . . . · d 

Durin_g Fiscal Year 1976 and th~ ~rans1hon penod funds will ?e use 
for contmued support to Lunar Science .ground-b~sed eff~r~s,_ mclud
i11g telescopic obse.rvations and Lunar.SeJen.ce .Institute activities. J?ef
inition studies will continue to examme mission parameters, reqUire
ments and constraints of lunar polar orbit ma~pi~g missions, incl~ding 
possible Shuttle-launched automated lunar m1sswns to be flown m the 
1980's. b' · f 

Lunar Data Analysis and Synthesis.-The immediate o Jectlve? 
this activity is the contin~ed interpretat~or~ of the larg~ and still 
growing body of data acqmred by lunar missions and SR& r research 
and, by integrating these results, the enhan~el?ent of man's knowledge 
of the origin, history and present characteristics of ~he moon. The l<~ng 
term objective is to integrate lunar ~nowledge w1th the t~rrestnal, 
planetary and solar studies, so as to gam a better understandmg of the 
earth and the solar system. . 

During the Appollo phase of th~ lunar progr~m, the pnmary 
scientific effort was directed to reducmg and analyzmg t~e results of 
individual experiments. However, the vast body of acqmred Apol~o 
data additional data from the still-operating Apollo lunar experi
ments and data :from the past automated lunar flight programs now 
requi;e a major effort of interdisciplinary analysis al!d synthesis to 
obtain the maximum scientific benefit from the lunar flight programs. 
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This Lunar Data Analysis and Synthesis activity is receiving enthusi
astic support from researchers with broad scientific backgrounds in 
attacking the important problems of lunar origin and history. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, the scientific research of 
nearly 100. Principal Investigators will be supported; many of these 
projects will reqmre several years to reach frmt10n. Because many new 
and outstanding scientists are expressing their desire to enter this pro
gram, the total program is expected to show steady improvement at a 
relatively constant funding level. 

The ALSEP Principal Investigators, who are still reducing and 
analyzing the data received from the five ALSEP's operating on the 
lunar surface, also are supported under this activity as are scientists 
at JSC who constitute NASA's focal point for lunar science. 

Finally, work will continue in the reduction and analysis of the 
photos from the lunar mapping cameras flown on Apollos 15-17. The 
results of this work are the cartographic products needed to support 
the present and future lunar scientific efforts. 

LunaT Sample Analysi8.-Among the most important scientific in
formation so :far obtained from the moon is the extensive set of data 
on the chemical, isotopic, and physical characteristics of the lunar 
rocks and soil samples. These samples have already provided the essen
tial elements of an absolute lunar chronology, and had led to models 
of lunar composition and evolution quite different from those antici
pated prior to the return of lunar samples. In addition, data on the 
mteractions of solar and interstellar products with lunar surface ma
terials is leading to a far better understanding of the history of the 
sun and stellar processes in general. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, it is planned that this 
activity will continue to support the current level of 109 domestic 
Principal Investigators and 37 foreign investigators, as well as over 
700 co-investigators. The teams are highly qualified and located at 
institutions where unique research capabilities and skills have been 
developed. The funds will provide for salary support, computer 
efforts, supplies, and instruments for U.S. investigators. 

LunaT Science Operations.-The full scientific potential of the 
Apollo lunar landing missions is being realized with the continued 
operation of the five long-lived ALSEPS and the three laser ranging 
retro-reflectors emplaced at the Apollo 11, 14 and 15 landing sites. 
The ALSEP instruments, most of which were designed for a maxi
mum lifetime of 12 months have continued to operate far beyond 
expectations. The Apollo 12 ALSEP passed its fifth anniversary of 
continuous operation on November 19, 1974. NASA plans to continue 
to operate these lunar systems as long as they furnish valuable scien
tific data but annual reviews of all instruments are conducted to verify 
the scientific validity and merit of each experiment. Continued ob
servations under this task require support: ( 1) to operate these instru
ments and to record and format raw data for Principal Investigators, 
(2) for Principal Investigators, who are familiar with instrument 
characteristics, to reduce raw data from these instruments to useful 
scientific observations, and (3) for these data to be placed in data 
?anks. where they will be available to all responsible scientific 
Investigators. 
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The Lunar Sample Curatorial Facility at the Johnson Space Center 
is a major component of the post-Apollo scientific effort. Its operation 
requires support for handling, storing, preparing and distributing 
lunar materials as well as documenting the history and data obtained 
on each sample and assuring their security. Only a small fraction of 
the material returned from the moon has been expended for scientific 
research to date. This practice will continue in order to preserve these 
unique materials for study by new and innovative techniques which 
may be developed in the future as well as for second generation 
analyses. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, the laser ranging pro
gram will continue at McDonald Observatory. The new observatory 
at Mt. Haleakala in Hawaii will begin test runs in FY 1976. With 
the two stations producing range data, analysis will continue to 
develop new information on the dynamics of the earth-moon system. 
The primary objectives include the study of physics of the moon, 
gravitation and relativity, and the physics of the earth. This will in
crease our understanding of the wobbles of the earth's axis of rotation, 
which could enhance our capacity for earthquake prediction; and, pro
vide measurements of the relative motions between the continental 
United States and Hawaii, which would refine our theories on con
tinental drift. 

Continued support to the operating ALSEP's and of the Lunar 
Sample Curatorial Facility, will also be provided during this period. 
As a precaution a selected portion of the lunar material will be placed 
in an especially prepared, secondary storage site, remote from the 
primary curatorial facility. 

COMMITTEE COMMENT 

The Committee recommends acceptance of the Lunar and Planetary 
program request as presented~ and accordingly, it does not concur with 
the House cut of $1 million in this program. 

LAuNCH VEHICLE PRom:mE~rENT PRoGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$166,900,000 
40,400,000 

The objective of the Launch Vehicle Procurement Program is to pro
vide launch vehicles for automated space missions. The program in
cludes procurement of vehicle hardware, launch services, engineering 
and maintenance support, in addition to providing for the product 
reliability improvement of vehicle and auxiliary ground support 
equipment. The program also includes a Supporting Research and 
Technology I Advanced Studies effort to analyze future mission re
quirements and to investigate new technological developments. The 
vehicles currently being procured are: Scont., Delta, Atlas-F, Atlas 
Centaur, and Titan HIE/Centaur. Launches under this program are 
conducted from the Eastern Test Range in Florida, the Western Test 
Range in California, the Wallops Island Range in Virginia and the 
San Marco launch site off the east coast of Africa. 
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Summary ot resources requirements 

Fiscal year 
1976 

$12, 100, 000 
113, 800, 000 
36,600,000 
3, 400,000 
1, 000,000 

TotaL-------------------------------------- .• -..• ___________________ 166, 900, 000 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 
Scout 

$3, 400,000 
26,400,000 
10,300,000 

0 
300,000 

40,400,000 

~he Scout vehicle is th~ smallest launch vehicle e!llployed by NASA. 
It IS a four .stage, all sohd propellant launch velncle, approximately 
22.4 meters m length (73 feet). The first stage booster has a diameter 
of 1.14 meters (3.~5 feet). It ~s capable of placing a 180 kilogram ( 400 
pound) payload m a 555 kilometer (300 nautical mile) orbit. The 
Langley Research Center, located near Hampton Roads Virginia has 
managed the. Scout project since its inception in 1959. ' · ' 

Sc~:mt vehicles are launched fr?m. t~e Western Test Range, Cali
forma; from 'Wallops Island, VIrgima; and from the San Marco 
Platform off the African coast near Kenya. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period funds will be used as 
fo_llows: (1) to. c~ntinue hardware pr<?curement to support the Dual 
Air Dens1t;y: 1\~hssiOn, the Heat qa~aCity Mapping Mission, and the 
Strat?sphenc Aerosol ~nd Gas MISSion; and (2) for engineering and 
techmcal support, vehicle test and checkout, launch operations and 
maintenance of launch facilities and ground equipment to support 
the launch schedule. 
Oentaur 

The Centaur program provides for the procurement and launch of 
two booster stages, the Atlas and Titan, and an upper stage the 
Centaur. Centaur is a high performance upper stage, the most p~wer
f~l used by NASA for automated missions. It is currently being used 
w1th the Atlas booster for high energy missions, particularly plane
tary, and synchronous orbit. The Atlas Centaur vehicle is 40 meters 
(131 feet) in length and has a diameter of 3.1 meter ( 10 feet). 

A new c~m.figurll:ti<?n, the Titan Centaur, has been developed to sup
p~rt.the VIkmg missH.m,. and for o~~er heavy payloads or high energy 
miSSIOns beyond the hftmg capab1hty of the Atlas Centaur. A Titan 
Centaur ~ucc~ssfully launched the Helios-A mission on December 10, 
1974 .. 1.'~1s fhgh~ demonstrated satisfactorily the full performance 
c~pabihties I:eqmred for the Viking and Mariner Jupiter/Saturn mis
Sions. The Titan Centaur is 49 meters (160 feet) high and has a pay
load s~roud diameter of 4.3 meters ( 140 feet). 
Duru~g FY 1975 ad~itional engineering support was required for 

the des1~ effort associated with the failure of the Titan/Centaur 
"?roo~ Fhg.ht, and corrections to electronic components of the Centaur 
mertia.l gmdance system. 
Dun~g FY 1976 and the transition period funds will be used: (1) 

to contmue mcremental procurement of hardware for the launch of 
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Helios-B, Viking-A and -B, Mariner ,Jupiter/Saturn-A and -B, High 
Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO) -A, -B, and -C, and the 
Pioneer Venus-A and -B missions; and, (2) for management and en
gineering support effort, launch support operations, field services, and 
to maintain facilities and ground equipment. 
Delta 

The Delta launch vehicle is the most used vehicle in the NASA 
launch vehicle family. Since its first use in 1960, this vehicle has been 
utilized in 106 launches and has a success record of 90 percent. It is 
presently operational in two and three stage configurations and a 
multiburn second stage capability. The first stage is an elongated Thor 
booster with 3, 6, or 9 strap-on solid motors for thrust augmentation. 

The second stage Delta, which has a multiple restart capability, 
uses an inertial guidance system for guiding the first stage booster 
and the second stage Delta. The third stage utilizes the Thiokol TE-
364 solid motor which is spin stabilized. This vehicle in its three stage 
configuration is approximately 35.05 meters in length (115 feet) and 
has a diameter of 2.44 meters ( 8 feet). It is capable of placing a 1,772 
kilogram payload (3,900 pound) into a 555 kilometer (300 nautical 
mile) orbit. 

This launch vehicle system experienced a failure during the launch
ing of the Skynet IIA mission in January 1974. Subsequently, vehicle 
anomalies occurred during the launches of "\-Vestar A in April and 
SMS-A in May, 1974. Consequently, all launch activity was stopped 
until October 1974 while an overall technical and management review 
of the project was conducted. The review committees recommended 
·a series of hardware modifications which have been implemented. In 
addition, the committees recommended changes in project manage-
ment, practices, staffing levels for certain key activities, and operating 
procedures to improve the reliability of the Delta. Launch activity 
has been resumed, and a number of missions have been successfully 
launched. During FY 1975 $4.1 million in additional funds were made 
availablP- to this project for the corrective actions. 

A major improvement activity planned for FY 1975 was not carried 
out due to the use of the funds for activities associated with the recom
mendations of the failure review committees. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period funds will be used: (1) 
to continue the hardware procurement contracts in support of the 
International lTit.raviolet Explorer (IUE), Nimbus-G, Interna
tional Sun-Earth Explorer A/Band C (ISEE), and the LANDSAT
C missions; and (2) for necessary technical and engineering support, 
to sustain vehicle test and checkout and launch operations and to sup-· 
port maintenance of launch facilities and ground equipment. 
Litl.as-F 

The Atlas--F is a one and one-half stage vehicle which uses liquid 
oxygen and kerosene as propellants. The vehicle is a refurbished sur
plus Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) used for space mis
sions. It is managed by the Air Force. 

Funds are needed for FY 1976 to refurbish and modify an Atlas-F 
to launch the Tiros-N rneterological satellite in early CY 1978. No 
funds are required for the transition period. 
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Supporting Resea:roh and Technology/ Advanced Studies 
The objective of the Supporting Research and Technology I Ad

vanced Studies project is to provide preliminary information and al
ternatives to management so that decisions concerning the space trans
portation systems may follow a well defined, integrated course in fu
ture years. 

The FY 1975 funding plan was decreased $3 million; these funds 
were reprogrammed to meet the more urgent requirements of carrying 
out corrective actions on Centaur and Delta. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period funds will be used as 
follows: "(1) Solar electric propulsion advanced studies will be con
tinued and launch vehicle phase out studies will be initiated in order 
to insure an orderly transition from current vehicle usage to the Space 
Shuttle; (2) solar array technology for solar electric propulsion and 
research in solar electric propulsion system capabilities will be con
tinued; (3) development, test, and evaluation of strap down guidance 
system components consisting of inertial sensors and computer tech
nolorry will be continued; and ( 4) investigation of atmospheric 
effects resulting from e1Huents produced during vehicle launching 
activities will be continued. 

SPACE APPLICATIONS PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$183,930,000 
54,700,000 

The major objective of the Space Applications program is to con
duct research and development activities that demonstrate the ap
plication of space-related technology for the benefit of mankind. Gen
erally, these activities are grouped in the following areas: "\-Veather 
and Climate, Pollution Monitoring, Earth Resources Survey, Earth 
and Ocean Physics Applications, Space Processing, Communications, 
Data Management, and Applications Experiments and Studies. 

Reliable short- and long-term weather forecasts mean savings of 
life, property, and money through effective disaster warning systems 
and proper planning in many activities such as agriculture and trans
portation. Therefore, the Weather and Climate program has as its 
major thrusts the application of satellite data to vital problems in 
!he detection, prediction, and early warning of severe storms; the 
Improvement of the capability for long range weather prediction; and 
t~e deyelopment of advanced sensors and satellite systems for utiliza
tion by the National Oceanoo:ranhic anrl Atmosn}wric Administration 
(N_"OAA) to achieve the foregoing objectives. These activities will 
build on the achievPments and contrihntlons of meterological satellite 
systems ~nd sensor developments in previous years. · 

PollutiOn .monitorin.~t is direeterl to nnnlvin•r snace technology and 
remote. sensmg- fr_om. spa~e to the problem~ of de~ermining the con
cen_trahons and d1stnbut.Ions of atmosphenc const1tutents and moni
toring chang'es in atmospheric composition which might prove annoy
Ing and/ or harmful to man, the biosphere or other aspects of the 
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earth's environment. The data acquired will provid~ ~basis ~or _limit
ing and controlling environmental damage. ~d~ltlonal sigmfica;nt 
data will also be obtained by the second Apphcat10n Explorer Mis
sion-the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (Sl\GE)
which will fly a single instrument to direct and map statosphenc aero
sols and gas concentrations. The informatoin derived will complement 
that obtamed by the Nimbus-G program currently under developm~nt. 

The effective utilization of the world's natural resources reqmres 
that their extent be surveyed, their changes monitored and syste!ps for 
wisely mangaging their exploration be constructed. Toward thiS end 
the Applications Systems Verification Tests (ASVT) program is con
tinuing to demonstrate to the user community that remotely obtained 
information (from satellite and aircraft) provides new capabilities to 
supplement existing data gathering systems. In FY 1975 and FY 1976, 
as part of this program, the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
(LACIE) utilizes Landsat data to establish the feasibility of using 
such data on an operational basis to determine wheat production over 
the North American continent with possible extension to the Pntire 
world. In addition Landsat-0, an Earth Resources Technolop:y Satel
lite just getting underway, will have a resolution twice that of the 
earlier Landsat 1 and 2 and its multispectral scanner will incorporate 
a new thermal sensing capability. 

The Earth and Ocean Physics Applications program (EOP AP) is 
designed to use space and space derived techniques for very precise 
monitoring of the earth's crustal motions (tectonic plate movement, 
fault motions, polar wobble and rotation rate) to develop an under-

. standing of earthquakes, their origin and the ability to forecast their 
occurrence, and to monitor ocean phenomenon such as sea state, cur
rents, surface winds and general ocean circulation on a g-lobal basis 
which is of particular importance to the maritime industries. With 
respect to the monitoring of the earth's crustal motions, accurate 
ground measurements will soon be aided by the LAGEOS satellite to 
be launched in 1976. With respect to monitoring ocean phenomena, 
~evelopm_ent of an Ocean Dynamics Satellite (Seasat-A) is being con
tmued this year as an outgrowth of a program plan for oceanoo-raphic 
resear~h ~nd ocean dynamics forecasting defined by NASA a~d user 
orgamzatlons (Departments of Defense, Transportation. and Com
merce and research institutions). The satellite will provide data on 
wave height, -..vind speed, wind and wave direction, ocean temperature, 
and ocean surface topography which will be used for scientific studies 
and ocean state forecasts. 

The objective .of. the Space ~rocessing program is to exploit the 
umque charactenstics of space fl1ght to prepare and process materials 
in 'vays that are not possible or economically practical on earth. The 
eventual bene~ts of the program are expected to include new knowl
~dge of.mater1als and technolop:y improvements directly applicable to 
mdustr1al processes. on the ground as well as unique high-technology 
products produced m space for use on earth. Skylab experimentation 
has demonstrated the possibilities and advantages of manufactnrina 
crystals for earth-based applications in the gravitv-free environment 
~w~ • 
. The current .N A.SA effort in the, field of satellite-based commnnica

tlons systems IS directed toward the development of advanced tech-
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nology and to~ar?- providing e~pert advice and consultation on satel
lite commumcatiOns to various Government departments and 
agenc~es. The highly successful series of Application.<> Technology 
Satelhtes (ATS-1, 3, 5 and the recently launched ATS-6) will 
continue to be used by various domestic and international experi
menters. Two important experiments involving ATS-6 are the Health 
and Education Television Ex.Periment being conducted with the De
partm.ent of Hea_l~h, Educat~on an?- Welfare and the Satellite In
structwnal TeleVIsion Experiment m cooperation with the Govern
ment of India. 

Data Management activiti~s are directed toward the study, design, 
development and demonstrat10n of the technology for improvina the 
flow of data from onboa.rd satellite systems to user terminals arrd/ or 
facilities t~ accom'!Ilodate the steadi~y increasing volume, complexity, 
and exceedu!g~y h1gh rates of data ll?-vol.ved; to reduce origin-to-user 
data transm1ss1on tlmes; and to proVIde 1mproved capabilities for the 
rapid sto~age, maintenance 3:nd retrieval of data products. 

To avoid premature commitment of new technolo()"y the Advanced 
~pplications Flight Experiments prograrr: provides for the early de
sign and ~evelopmen~ o~ sensors ~nd ~xper1ments prior to committing 
them to flwht on a miSSion. Apphcabons studies anrl systems analyses 
are underta~en.to assure that the rese~rch and development activ1ties 
of the Apphcahons program are practical, cost-effective and based on 
us~r needs and .requirements. Special emphasis is pl~ced on user
oriented economic am•}vses an~ a&"lP~sm~nts of omming and proposed 
new .P~O,!!T~ms .. A maJor cons1derat10n IS to establish need and eco
nomic ]Ustlficat.w:n. Such stud.ies are performed as early in the life of 
a program activity as possible and updated through follow-on 
analyses. 

Summary. of rmrource8 requirement8 

Weather and climate ____________ _ 

!J~fyr~i: : : iiii!i~:i:::: !!iii! ::::: !::::::::: 
Advaneed applications Hight experiments-----------------------------------------
Applications systems analyses ------------------------------------------
Applications explorer missions~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

Weather and Climate 

Fiscal year 
1976 

$34, 600, 000 
19,200,000 
66,930,000 
26,400,000 
3, 700,000 
9, 500,000 
4, 000,000 
4, 000,000 
4, 100,000 
5, 000,000 
5,900, 000 

Fiscal year 
1976 

$3,500,000 
9,000,000 
5,000,000 
7, 000,000 
1, 900,000 
2, 500,000 
5, 700,000 

34,600,000 

Transition 
period 

$11, 700, 000 
8, 700,000 

15,000,000 
7, 800,000 
1, 200,000 
2, 000,000 
1, 500,000 
1, 500,000 
1, 300,000 
1, 400,000 
2,600,000 

Transition 
period 

$900,000 
2, 100,000 
2, 400,000 
3, 000,000 

600,000 
300,000 

2,400, 000 

ll, 700,000 
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Nimbus (5 and F).-The Nimbus spacecraft serie~ was origin3:lly 
developed as a flying test bed for developing advanced mstrumenta~10n 
for meteorological satellites. Nimbus 5, launched in December 197_2 mto 
a 600 nautical mile polar orbit with a Delta launch vehicle, and N 1mbus 
F, to be launched in late FY 1975, fligh~ test a~vanced infrared an.d 
microwave sensors to provide atmospheri? soundmgs on a glob.al basis 
which are needed for a better understanding of the atmosph~r1c p~oc
esses and interactions to improve long-term weather forecastmg .. N liD
bus 5 provided the first vertical profile of temperature and mmsture 
from cloud covered surface to the upper reaches of the at!llo~phere. 

Nimbus F will provide data on incoming solar radmt10n, .on the 
earth's outgoing radiation, and on tropical and souther~ hem1sphe~e 
wind and temperature structures. Durmg FY 1976 a~d m the trans~
tion period, primary emphasis will be placed on colle~t10n and analysiS 
of data :from Nimbus-F, including the Tropical Wmd, Energy Con
version and Reference Level Experiment, a Carrier Balloon System 
Test, relay of data :from globally-distributed remote relay sites, and 
other experiments. . 

Tiros-N.-Tiros-N, a third-generation po~ar or?iting oper~tiOJ?-al 
satellite to be launched in 1978 into a 906 nautical mlle polar orb1t w1th 
a Delta launch vehicle, is being developed for NOAA. It will incoryo
rate recent advances in infrared and mierowave sounders :for the high
resolution, all-weather measurement of temperature and moisture pro
files. Microwave soundings in the 5mm band present the only means of 
penetrating cloud fields which cover much ?f the eart.h's surfa?e. T~e 
ability to sound the lower troposphere durmg extensive cloud11!-ess IS 
of utmost importance for diagnosing and forecasting the evolution of 
severe weather because clouds alwavs prevail around a storm s:v.stem 
during its entire life cycle. Tiros-N will also include an operatiOnal 
data-collection system for the acquisition of in-situ. data from buo~s, 
balloons, aircraft, and remotely-located ground statiOns .. The capa?ll
ity to track constant-density super-pres>mrt:;, balloons provides very ,Im
nortant support to the Global Atmospheric Research Program sm?e 
there is no other feasible way to obtain meteorological measurements m 
tropical and Southern Hemisphere ocean regions. . 

Operatioruit Satellite lmpr01Jem-entR.-Thron!!h the Operational 
Satellite Improvements Program (OSIP), NASA conducts research 
and development for the improvement of F'ensors, equipme"';lt and sub-, 
systems associated with operational satellite proQTams to msure that 
advances in technology related to solvinq: critical problems, such as 
severe storm detection: are available for incorporation into the opera
tional weather satellites. 

Current develonments include monifieations on: the Vf\rtical Tem
perature Profile Radiometer (VTPR) to imnrove the accuracy and. 
ntilitv of this sensor. Advanced Very Hi!!h Resolution 
( AVHRR) to provide improved sen-s1~rface temne:atures for onera~ 
tional use, and the Visible Infrarl'd SPin-Scsm Rad10meter (VISSR) · 
to provide an atmospheric sounding capabilit.y. All t~ese eff~rts 
coordinated with the Xational Oceftnic :mrl AtmospherJC 
t.ion (NOAA) and will be continued in FY 1976. 

An all-wer~ther microwave sonndin!! canabilitv :for follow-on 
lites of the Tiros-N series will be initiated to !!ive better 
weather prediction. Also, the development of local user 
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ground equipment :for readout of data from both polar-orbiting and 
geostationary weather satellites will be continued in response to long 
unfilled user community needs for such low cost equipment. 

Development will also be initiated on a sounder for a 3-axis stab
ilized geostationary spacecraft to provide data which are improved in 
both resolution and accuracy for use in severe storm detection and 
forecasting. 

Global Atmospheric Rese(J;rch Program.-The Global Atmospheric 
Research Program ( GARP) is an international program designed to 
(1) improve the accuracy and time extent of global numerical weather 
predictions; (2) assess the feasibility of large-scale >veather modifica
tions; and (3) determine the long-term effects of pollutants on the 
earth's atmosphere. 

In early FY 1975 NASA participated in the first large-scale inter
national GARP experiment-the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experi
ment. In May 1974, a Data Systems Test was conducted that produced 
the first global real time data set. The Data Systems Test focused at
tention on problems related to the acquisition and processing of global 
data from many data sources, as will he the case in the 1977-79 period 
of the First GARP Global Experiment. In FY 1975, the U.S. plan 
for the First GARP Global Experiment will be completed and dis
tributed for comment. Testing and evaluation of the Carrier Balloon 
System >viii continue during this period. 

In FY 1976 and the transition period, further Data Systems Test 
periods are scheduled to provide global data sets during summer and 
winter weather conditions; these tests will use data obtained from the 
Nimbus-F and SMS-B weather satellites and also the data relayed 
from ocean buoys and carrier balloons through Nimbus-F. Planning 
and associated research >vill be accelerated in preparation for the First 
GARP Global Experiment. Research in numerical methods weather 
forecasting will concentrate on the development of new technologies 
to use meteorological satellite data in atmospheric circulation and 
operational weather forecast models. Global data sets of higher quality 
than those previously obtained will be produced and used in 
experiments. 

Meteorological Sounding Rockets Program.-Research is urgently 
needed on what effects, if any, man's activities have had on the com
position and chemistry of the upper atmosphere. in par6cular on the 
ozone layer in the stratosphere. In FY 1976 and during the transition 
period, Nike Cajun, Areas, and boosted dart-type meteorological 
sounding rockets will be launched from various sites to obtain data 
o~ the distribution and concentrations of minor stratospheric con
shtu_ents. Also, optical ozone soundings will be made to obtain the 
vertiCal profile of ozone during daylight. and chemi-luminescent 
s<?undil!gs will be made to obtain the vertical profiles of ozone during 
mght time. To examine the effects of hi~h-flying aircraft on the upper 
at~osphere, nitric oxide soundings will be· taken. A balloon payload 
will measure solar spectral irradiance profiles, and other rocket pay
loads will seek to determine the Bremstrahlung ozone source. 
. Agreements bebveen the U.S. and U.S.S.R. for space cooperation 
mclude an agreement on the establishment of an Eastern and Western 
Hemispheric ::Vferidional Network of meteorological rocket stations 
and the exchange of data and investigation of the~ proces..qes character-
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izing the state o:f the stratosphere and mesosphere. During FY 1976 
and the transition period about 300 improved rockets will be launched 
as part of this program. 

Data :from meteorological sounding rocket flights are also used to 
calibrate data obtained :from satellite systems and m supporting studies 
o:f the total atmospheric effects on man and machines. 

Severe Storm Observations Satellite (8TORM8AT).-The objec
tive o:f the STORMSAT definition studies to be conducted during 
FY 1976 and the transition period is to define the needed character
istics of an advanced sensing device termed the Advanced Atmospheric 
Sounding and Imaging Radiometer ( AASIR) :for the observation 
o:f the short-lived and violent meterological :features which describe 
and are associated with severe storms. Stormsat will remain stationary 
over the North American continent and its sensors will be pointed 
continuously toward the earth giving nearly continuous data that will 
be used to provide significant improvements in severe storm :forecast
ing. Stormsat could be launched in 1980 i:f undertaken as a FY 1977 
new initiative. 

Advanced Techniques in Observing and Forecasting.-The objec
tives o:f this program are the establishment o:f the physical principles 
upon which remote sensors can be developed and employed, the de
velopment o:f the techniques :for the acquisition o:f environmental data 
by remote sensors, and the application o:f the data to the definition o:f 
the earth's atmosphere and the prediction o:f its changes. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, the severe storms research 
program will include detailed studies o:f geostationary satellite photo-

, graphs, o:f possible improvements to satellite systems, special aircraft 
overflights o:f severe storms, and joint studies with NOAA, other 
Government agencies, and university scientists. Research emphasis 
will also be placed on small scale, short-lived but destructive weather 
phenomena, including not only thunderstorms, tornadoes and hurri
canes, but also flash floods, heavy frosts and winter storms. This 
program will expand the current state of knowledge about severe 
storms to aid in the development o:f systems to detect, monitor, and 
:forecast severe storms. 

Using Nimbus satellite data, new investigations will also be initiated 
to improve numerical weather prediction. Climate research will be 
:focused on studying the relatively slow· changes o:f global weather or 
climate that bring about large scale/long-term changes reflected in 
droughts, series o:f severe or mild winters, monsoon patterns, and 
motion o:f polar ice. Concurrently, research is being conducted to adapt 
and refine short-term numerical prediction models to accept long-te~m 
parameters related to the laws o:f climatic behavior. 
Pollution Monitoring 

Fiscal vedr 
1976 

Transition 
period ' 

Oceanographic and air pollution observing satellite (Nimbus-G)_______________________ $15, 000, 000 $7, 500, 000 
Sensor definition and feasibility evaluations, modeling, operational methodology________ 4, 200, 000 1, 200, 000 

---------
TotaL___________________________________________________________________ 19, 200, 000 8, 700, 000 

The primary objective o:f the Pollution Monitoring program is the 
development and demonstration o:f systems capable o:f identifying and 
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measuring pollutants in the air and water on global and regional 
scales. 

A majo: new concern ove:r; atmospheric pollution is the possibility 
that certam manmade ch':mic.:'l~s may be depleting the ozone in the 
stratosphere. These chemicals mclude fluorocarbons used in aerosol 
spray propellants and refrigerants, nitrogen compounds produced :for 
agriculture, and exhaust gases. :from high-flying aircraft and space
craft. Data on the trace gases m the stratosphere are now being ob
tained :from instruments flown on aircraft and the global space obser
vation capability that is needed is now being initiated. 

Nimbus G.-The Nimbus G mission, initiated in FY 1974 will 
provi_d~ the first ~apability :for global acquisiti?n o:f well integrated 
repetitive, synoptic, remotely-sensed data reqmred :for atmospheric 
pollution and oceanography investigations. The prime mission ob
jectives are twofold: ( 1) to measure the types, quantities and dis
tributions o:f gases and particulates in the troposphere and in the 
stratosphere and (2) to measure the color, temperature and ice condi
tions of the ocean. In support o:f these objectives, other experiments 
will study the interface o:f the atmosphere with the oceans and the 
land, and the earth's energy budget. Data acquired will be applied to 
studies on the concentration, distribution, and time-variations o:f 
atmospheric and oceanographic contaminants and their impact on 
the total environment. 

The Nimbus G spacecraft, adapted :from the Nimbus/ERTS space
craft developments and to be launched by a DRlta launch vehicle in 
1978, will operate :from a near polar, sun synchronous orbit viewing 
the earth at the same local sun time everywhere. Nine experiments 
have been selected to date. Four directly address the problem o:f 
atmospheric pollution and will measure gases and particulates. The 
gases to be measured are directly related to pollution problems such 
as the use o:f :fossil :fuels and the effect o:f high altitude aircraft op
erations in the stratosphere. Three experiments are directed to ocean
ography and the air/sea interface including sea ice and surface 
temperatures and water color sensing all o:f which is important :for 
ocean :food and pollution surveys and :for assessing chlorophyll, sedi
ment and other substances in coastal waters. The final two experiments 
will measure incoming solar radiation and outgoing-reflected and 
emitted-radiation in a study to increase the understanding o:f the 
earth's radiation budget, and to establish thermal baselines and to 
det.ec_t. changes therefrom, particularly those attributable to human 
activities. 

Specifications for the spacecraft and experiments are now being 
co.mnleted. and design and construdion o:f hardware will be supported 
With FY 1976 and transition period :funding. 

Sensor Definition amd FeaRibilit11 E1wluation8.-This effort is the 
:foundatioJ?- :for the NASA program of applying aerospace technology 
for assessmg the quality o:f the environment and evaluating the 
Impact o:f candidate strategies for enhancing the quality of the air, 
w_ater, and land. The primarv emphasis is on remote sensing tech
mql~es: however. the need is also recognized for anplication of in-situ 
sensmg and analysis as a means for validating and ca1ibrating remote 
sensors. 

47-396 0- 75 - 5 
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During FY 1976 and the transition period, increased emphasis on 
global monitoring of the stratosphere will require coordinated pro
grams in : sensor development; fundamental physical and chemical 
processes; modeling for establishing sensor requirements (to aid in 
data analysis and to assess the impact of aerospace operations) ; and 
measurements to establish global baselines. 

The remote sensing of water quality has received less emphasis than 
that for air quality, and, consequently, more fundamental research is 
required. New techniques need to be developed and tested ·with regard 
to both remote and in-situ sensing of water pollutants. These in
vestigations should be valuable for application to the detection, iden
tification, and differentiation of municipal and industrial wastes, as 
well as understanding the chemical reactions involved in creating new 
pollutants and toxic substances. This technology will also be of value 
in conjunction with urban and regional water quality surveys. There 
will be a continuation in the activity for remote sensing of water 
quality. In addition, it is expected that the cooperative effort with 
NOAA in the New York Bight region (Marine Ecosystem Analysis 
program) will be initiated. · 

Earth Resources Survey 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Earth resources technology satellite (landsat I and 2)_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ $5, 300, 000 0 
Multispectral scanner 5th band development_______________________________________ 2,000,000 0 
Earth resources technology satellite (Landsat-C)____________________________________ Jl, 000, 000 $3, 500, 000 
Applications airborne research program____________________________________________ 13,330,000 3, 600,000 
Earth resource experiment package (EREP) investigations____________________________ I, 500,000 0 
Applications systems verification tests (ASVT)______________________________________ 10,800,000 2, 900,000 
Data interpretation techniques, special investigations and data analyses________________ 23,000,000 5, 000,000 

Totai ____________________________________________________________________ --6-6,-93-0-,0-00--15-,0-0-0,-00-0
1 

Earth Resources Technoloqy Satellites (Landsat 1 and £?).-The 
first Earth Resources Technology Satellite (Landsat-1), carrying 
a multi-spectral scanner and a return beam vidicon camera system and 
launched in .July 1972, has been a most successful development. It has 
proven effective in the identification and acreage measurement of 
major crops on a global basis. "Photo-maps" have--been made at scales 
of 1:250,000 from Landsat-1 imagery thereby exceeding National Map 
Accuracy standards, and classification of land use has been accom
plished for 18 national and regional categories proposed by the U.S. 
Department of the Interior for National Land Use Mapping (Circular 
671) ; previously unrecogniz-ed major faults have been identified and 
correlated with earthquake epicenters from conventional data; 
mineral alteration halos have been enhanced near Goldfield. Nevada; 
and pollution plumes. strip mining and reclamation efforts have been 
identified. Mapping of floods ( inchiding the entire Mississippi River), 
snow-covered areas, and regional water resources, has been accom
plished. The location of menhaden fish schools has been precisely 
correlated with coastal water turbidity imaged by Landsat-1 and sea 
ice affecting ocean shipping has been drtected and its movement 
mapped. 

-
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More recent accomplishments include the continued successful 
operation of Landsat-1, exceeding two and a hal£ years in orbit, the 
flight of the Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP) on Sky
lab and the successful launch of the second experimental earth 
res~urces satellite, Landsat-2· in January 1975. Data from these mis
sions have successfully demonstrated the capabilities of space-based 
remote sensing data and its application to both immediate and long
range user community !'equ~remen_ts. These i~clu~e such areas as the 
identification of potentml ml bearmg formatiOns m Alaska, the com
puter classification of crop types in Nebraska with better than 90 
percent acc~racy an~ t~1e. ass.essl!lent of flood exte~t and _damage l?Y 
the Missouri and MISSISSippi RIVers. ComprehensiVe actwns are m 
progress to exploit those applications which require further de
velopment of analytical techniques and assessment of cost effective
ness for operational use. Follow-on ERTS investigations to develop 
these operational applications will be conducted during late FY 1975, 
FY 1976 and the transition period. 

The primary effort i!l FY 1976. and the transition period will _be 
directed toward the flight operatiOns of the Landsats and contm
uation of the approximately 100 follow-on investigations. Flight 
operations will include mission planning and the operations of the 
spacecraft control center on a 24 hour-per-day basis. 

Multispectral Scanner.-The addition of a thermal infrared channel 
to the Multispectral Scanner on an ERTS-type spacecraft will provide 
for comparison of thermal data with that simultaneously obtained at 
visible or near infrared wavelengths. Such information has high 
utility for locating, mapping, and measuring thermal pollution of 
large'lakes, bays and estuaries; and for providing information about 
the heat capacity of soils and geological structures. It should, in 
addition, provide important information on stresses in vegetation. 
Observations of ocean currents from their temperature differences will 
provide data needed for investigations of ocean shoreline changes and 
effects upon coastal land and water uses. 

In FY 1976 and the transition period, fabrication and test of flight 
components, including the scan mirror assembly, scanner, and data 
multiplexer, will be completed. These major components and the 
passive radiative cooler will be integrated into the flight model of the 
five-channel multispectral scanner; systems test will be conducted; 
and the flight model will be delivered to the Landsat-C prime con
tractor for integration into the spacecraft. 

Earth Resources Technoloqy Satellite ( Landsat-0) .-The principal 
objective of Landsat-C is to continue the research and development of 
medium-resolution, multispecial remote sensing systems to be used 
from space for global data acquisition. The performance of the instru
mentation will be significantly improved over the sensors used on 
Landsat-1 and -2. Landsat-C will include a fifth channel on the Multi
spectral Scanner to measure the thermal infrared pattern of phe
nomena characterized by temperature, and the Return Beam Vidicon 
_(RBV) camera system will allow an improvement of a factor of two 
m the spatial resolution. Current planning calls for a launch in the 
third quarter of 1977. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, the spacecraft design will 
be completed and fabrication will be initiated. The Multispectral Scan-
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ner :vill complet~ its development, assembly and test, and will be ready 
for mtegratwn mto the spacecraft. The Return Beam Vidicon cam
e:ras will be designed, assembled, and will undergo subsystem tests. De
livery of the ~BV~s is anticipated early in 1977. In addition, the 
necessary modificatiOns to the ground data processing :facilities to 
accommodate the sensor changes will be initiated, alon<r with the de-
tailed ground operations planning and the software. "" 

. Applications Ai1•oorne Research Program.-NASA remote sensing 
a1rcr~ft focus on deve~oping measurement and interpretive techniques, 
definmg and evaluatmg new space sensors, and demonstrating the 
application of remote sensing. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, severe storm research 
a~d environmental .quality activities will be supported by numerous 
a~rcraft ~fforts whiCh are characterized by stratospheric sampling 
flight~ w1th tpe U-2'~ and thermal. mapping with high altitude air
craft m relatiOn to N1mbus-G studies. Several multispectral scanner 
~ights are also planned in conjunction with the Environmental Protec
twn :\~ency. to supl?ort their efforts in watt>r quality research. Sensor 
defimtwn flights w1ll focus on the development of instruments for 
Nimbus-G, the Ocean Dynamics Satellite (Seasat) and the Heat Ca
pacity Mapping Mission. 

Modifications to the replacement CV 990 aircraft wil1 be completed 
to restore the full capability of the research facility lost in an accident 
in April1973. Upcomina expeditions for the OV 990 now under review 
include the Arctic Ice Dynamics Experiment. Severe Environmental 
Storms and Meso Scale Experiment and Project Stormfury which 
deals with hurricane seedings to modify high-enerzy patterns. 

Earth Resourceg Experimental Packaqe ( EREP) Im•egtigations.
The EREP, launched aboard Skylab I on May 24, 1971), was used to 
acqnire data during the three. manned Skylah missions for 140 applica
tions investigations. The 140 investiaations include studies related to 
agriculture, ranae land, and forestry; geological applications; conti
nental water resources; oceans: atmospheres; coastal zones, shoals and. 
bays; reaional planning and development: cartography; and remote 
sensing technique development. Data in thP form of measurements in 
the visible, infrared, and microwave portions of the spectrum have been 
acquired using a variety of sensor techniques. During FY 1975 ap
proximately one fourth of the EREP Investigations were completed. 

During FY 1976 and the transition period, the remainder of the 140 
investigations wi11 be completed. The results of th(' EREP investiga
tions will be published in individual reports and will he summarized in 
a report which will include an assessment of the relative value of spa
tial and spectral resolution, additional spectral bands, and microwave 
technioues in the various application disciplines. 

ApplicationSystem8 TTerijication Test8 (ASTTT).-The objective of 
this program is to take the most promisina research investigations · 
using the Landsat data and to define. demonstrate, and document the 
practical canabilit:v of remote-sensing information systems. 

One ASVT proiect. initiated in FY-1971S, is the Large Area Crop 
Inventory Experiment (LAOIE) which is determininrr whether re
mote sensina data from I .. andsat-1 and -2 can imnrove the timeliness 
and accuracy of maior crop forecasts. first for N ort.h America and then 
for other regions. Wheat is the test crop. 
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A..nother project is a joint Lake Ice program between NASA, the 
C;ast Guard (USCG) a~d N_OJ\A. '!he objective i? to.develop a sys
tem to provide accurate 1ce distnbutwn maps to sh1ps m order to ex-

and the shipping season on th .. e Great Lakes. 
p Other ASVT projects include an automated natural resources sys
t m for the State of Mississippi, an automated natural resources sys
t:m for the wet lands of southern I~ouisiana, and a snow melt mo~itor
. g for water management in several states. These projects will be 
Ill . . t' th l' transferred to the respective user orgamza Ions as soon as e app !Ca-

tion is proven and reaches mature status . 
. Data Interpretation Techniques, Special Investigations ana Data 
Analyses.-This effort forms the research and t~chnology base for the 
Earth Resources Survey program a!ld as such IS fund~mental t<_> the 
continuing de:relopment and. extensiOn of remote sensmg techmques 
·md their apphcatwn to practical problems. 
' In FY 1976 and during th~ transition period, res~arch will cont!nue 
on quantifying remote sensmg data and presentmg the data m a 
format that is most understandable and useful to resource managers. 
Specifically, work will continue on deve_lop~ng te~hniques to increa.se 
identification and measurement accuracies m agnculture. 'Vork will 
also continue on improving remote sensinrr. canabilities for soil mois
ture detection and measurement and to validate and demonstrate ad
vanced remote sensing techniques in forestry applications. In mineral 
resources, efforts will concentrate on further refinement of digital en
hancement techniques for identifying and determining the significance 
of surface alterations caused by underlying mineral and petroleum 
deposits, on the development of spatial filtering techniques, and on 
r;valuating the utility of infrared sensors. In land use, work will con
tinue on developing techniques for automatic classification and 
chanae detection. Development of snow survey and watershed models 
required for the utilization of remote sensin·g data will be pursued 
in the water resources area while further work will be done to develop 
quantitative measures of chlorophyll, salinity and surface tempera
hires in marine resources. 

In technolozy development, emphasis will be in the development 
of automatic data processing teehniques to improve accuracies and the 
development of methods for remote sensina signature extension with 
the goal of minimizing the need for ground truth in data analysis. In 
the area of new flight instruments. selection and award of a contract 
for detailed design of the Thematic Mapper will be made, and basic 
technology work will continue on microwave instruments to overcome 
cloud cover limitations. 
Earth and OceanPhy8ics Applications Program (EO PAP) 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

----------------------------------------
O
laser geodynamics satellite(lageos) _________________________________ ... _ .... ____ .. $1,000,000 $300,000 

cean dynamics satellite (Seasat-A) 17,000,000 5, 000,000 

~~~~~;~~~~t~s~~~~~;iorecasiiniitiiciiiiiques'iridmodeling/advaiicedstudies:::: ::::::: ~: rgg: ggg :8& ggg 
Expenment data analysis _______________________________ . ___________ -------------- 2, 700,000 800, 000 

Total. ____________________ , ____________________________________ -------- -~--4-00-, 00-0--7-, 8-00-, 0-00 
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Lageos.-The Lageos program (e.mploying a ~e~se sphere s~tellite 
vdth 400 laser reflectors) will provide the capab1hty for makmg ex
tremely accurate determinations. of the e~rth's crus~al and rot~twnal 
motions by means of laser trackmg techmques. !~ :vill.be a .maJor ad
vance over GEOS-C and other current capalnhtles m th1s respect. 
Lageos will be emp.loyed ~o observe a n?mber o.f phenom~na assocm~ed 
with earthquakes, mcludmg fault motwn, regiOnal stra~n fields, dil~
tancy, tectonic plate motion, polar motion, eart~ rotatim;, and sohd 
earth tides, as well as to determine accurate stat~on loratwns for use 
in other efforts such as the EOP AP ocean dynamics program. 

The program includes the building and launching of the satellites, 
with a Delta launch vehicle, the development and use of accurat;e laser 
ground tracking stations, and the application of the laser data m con
nection with the generation of models of the earth's crustal and dy
namic motions. 

The satellite qualification model ':·as complete? in early F~ 1.9'75 
and it proved to be acceptable for flight, precludmg the .n.ecessit:V. of 
a separate flight satellite. During FY. 1976 an? the trans1tion penod, 
the last increment of retroreflectors will be delivered. The finalassem
blv of the satellite and optical performance Yerti fication will be ftCCo~
plished. The qualification ~esti~g o! the satelli!e-to-l~unch vehicle m
terface adapter and satellite eJection mechamsm mll. be cor:tpleted. 
The satellite will be integrated w~th the launc):l vehicle .tlurd and 
fourth stages and spin-balanced. Tlus assembly :n1l then be mtegrated 
with the first and second stages and launched m the first quarter of 
CY19'l6. . 

Seasat-A.-This project wa? a new. sta;t i~ FY 19'75 .and consists 
of one satellite to be launched mto a high mchnatwn orbit by a Delta 
launch vehicle in 1978. It wiH carry ocean dvnamics instr11mentation 
to measure wave heights, wind speeds, wind and 'vave direction, ocean 
temperature, and ocean surface topography. 

The monitoring of the oceans from space will prov~de oceanogra- . 
phers for the first time with the kind of global, sy!loptic coverage for 
scientific analyses which have already been supplied by TIROS and 
Nimbus satellites to meteorologists investigating the atmosphere, and 
by the ERTS spacecraft to scientists studying the land. A sound :foun- . 
dation of scientific knowledge of the oceans as global systems, based. on 
the Seasat-A data will constitute nn indispensable base upon ,y]uch 
to build new ocea~ dynamics forecasting capabilities ~aving maior 
scientific and economic potential, particularly to the. fishmg and ship
pin~ industries and in the development and protection of our coastal 
regwns. . . 

Seasat will make a major contribution to the study of a1r-s~a m~r
actions, which is perhaps the most significant ."interface'~ science .m
volving our planet. Oceangraphers, .meteorologists,. and cluna~olog:Jsts 
will be able to use Seasat informatiOn on wave height and d1rectwn, 
surface winds and ocean temperatures obtained globally in. virtually. 
all weather conditions. They will have a g~obal vi.ew, bu.t w11l also be 
able to scrutinize local systems, such a~ hu~ncanes, m <:Ietall. . · 

Geodesists are also among the scientists who will take a maJor 
step forward by analyzing Seasat data. The fine structure <?f the 
geoid which they will determine with mnch greater accuracy m the 
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Seasat data will be studied keenly by the tectonic physicists as they 
search :for clues about the structure of the earth's crust. The science 
of orbit determination will also benefit from the use of thP new type 
of satellite position data prov~ded by the Seasat altimeter. . 

Based on the results of the Seasat-A data analyses and the Improve
ments they will allow in ocean and weather forecasting models, it 
should be possible to define and develop forecasting systems which 
will provide ocean conditions, as well as ocean influence inputs, neces
sary :for 14-day worldwide weather forecasting. 

During FY 1975, procurement of the spacecraft module, launch 
vehicle selection, nnd sensors was finalized. During FY 1976 and the 
transition period, the manufacture and test of the spacecraft bus and 
the developll!-ent of the sensors and sensor mod~le wi~l be in pro~ess. 
The fabricatiOn of a sensor module test model w1ll begm and suffiCient 
testing will be completed to start sensor module fabrication during the 
transition period. 

Tectonic Plate j}f otion.-One of the keys to understanding and pre
dicting earthquakes is the ability to measure the movement of t~e 
giant tectonic pla~es which. make up the. earth's crus~. The Tectomc 
Plate Motion proJect wns Implemented m FY 1975 m the form of 
three different experiments. 

The San Andreas Fault Experiment (SAFE), conducted in Califor
nia '"ith the U.S. Geological Survey nnd the Geophysicnl Observatory 
of Columbia University, will ?emonstrate the. feasibility of usi?g satel
lite-tracking lasers to determme surface mo~wns along !l~ ~ctlve f3:ult 
over a period of several years. As an alternative, th~ feasi!:nhtJ: of usmg 
distant stars as a reference will be demonstrated m Cahforma by the 
Astronomic Radio Interferometric Earth Surveying (ARIES) proj
ect. Finallv, the Pacific Plate Motion Experiment (PPME), entering 

· into. the initial phases this year, will nid in the determination of the 
relative motions of the Pacific, North American and Eurasian plates by 
extending the experimen.t to A.l~ska and ~lawaii. The obj~ctive of this 
coordinated set of expenments IS to obtam a consistent piCture of the 
motions, both in the plate boundary region extending from southern 
California to Alaska and over the plate as a whole. 

During FY 19'76 and the transition period new equipment will be 
added, other equipment will be evaluated and a second series of obser
vations and intercomparisons will be completed. 

Measurement Systems anrl Foreca,~ting Techniques a'i}rl },forleZi'f}-g.
The objectives of Measurement Systems nnd Forecastmg Techmques 
are to establish n base of analytical and experimental techniques and 
feasibility investigations which are reouired for the orderly develop
ment and implementation of the Earth and Ocean Physics Applica
tions program. 

Universities, institutions, and other Government agencies will be 
funded to perform scientific studies of fundamental phenomena in 
earth and ocean dynamics as a basis for the detailc•d requirements for 
experimental and analytical techniQues. 

Efforts wi11 include studies utilizing space techniques which will 
lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms governing the dy
namics of the solid earth and the world's oceans. 

Emperiment Data Anal1!8i8.~~Experiment Data Analysis provides 
the funding to analyze all data obtained in the Earth and Ocean 
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Physics .Applications program, including data obtained from earth
based experiments and earth/satellite experiments, and to apply these 
data to particular end objectives, such as mapping and modeling ocean 
currents; monitoring and forecasting sea state, other ocean dynamics 
effects, and the interactions between ocean and atmosphere; and 
assessing earthquake hazards. 

In FY 1976 and the transition period. the analysis of data from 
GEOS-C experiments involving radar altimetry. laser ranging, satel
lite-to-satellite tracking, and other techniques will be continued. Data 
from such experime!lts, will be analyzed to validate ~_Ln,d_ improve.sc~en
tific and user theor1es and to demonstrate the feas1h1hty and hmJta
tions of the various space and ground systems to contribute to the sol~
tion of scienitfic and user problems. Data :from intercomparison experi
ments will be analyzed to establish the relative merits of alternate 
techniques and the applications of acquired data to the development 
and assessment of analytical models for ocean currents, transport and 
circulation, and other earth and ocean dynamics effects. 

Spaee Processing 
Fiscal year 

1976 
Transition 

period 

Ground-based investigations, analyses and studies •••.....••••. _ ...•..... _........... $3, 100,000 ~~~.· ~ 
Sounding rocket missions •.•..•..... ____ .. ____ ...• ______ -·-- __ --· •.. -_ ...... -- __ .. 600,000 

---------------
TotaL. .....•...... _ .......... __ .••. ______ •.. ___ ···--- ___ ._._____________ 3, 700,000 !, 200,000 

The space processing progmm is designed to investigate the utility 
of space flight for work in mat£'rials science and technology and ulti
mately for the commercial manufacturing of uniqut> high-technology 
products in space for use on earth. Under Ground-based Investiga
tions, Analvses and Studies. work is undertaken both to define the 
technical and economic potential for useful anplications of space 
processing and to develop the technology required to implement actual 
space processing operations on future space missions. 

Under the Sounding Rocket Missions category. funding- is provided 
to carry out sounding rocket flight tests of promising space materials 
processing methods that cannot be adequately performed in aircraft 
flights and drop-tower operations. 

In FY 1976 and the transition period emphasis will continue on 
products and processes having potential for early application. 
Processes of current interest include cell St>naration, crystal manufac
turing-, metal purification, and production of new tvpes of optical glass. 
The economics of space processing operations will also be examined. 
C omrnunications 

Fiscal vear Transition 
1976 - ··- period 

----------------------------------~---------------------

Cooperative applications satellite (CAS-C) _____ ···- _________________ ---·----------·· $1, 100,000 
Experiment coordination and operations support __________ ··---. __ .. ___ .••• ··------· 3, 900,000 
Technical consultation and support studies _______ •. _______ . ____ •• ·------ ___ -------. 2, 100,000 
Advanced communications research.--·-··-· ______ -·····--_ .. __ .••• ··-- __ -···---__ 2, 400, 000 

TotaL •.. __ •••• __ ----_._.- •••. __ ..•••.. ------ ..... --- ... -.••••• ---------. 
----------:: 

9,500,000 
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Canadian Cooperative Satellite (OAS-C).-In April 1971, the 
Canadian Department of Communications (DoC) and NASA entered 
into an agree1_nent to launch a synchronous orbit Cooperative Appli
cations Satellite (CAS-C), also referred to as Communications Tech
nology Satellite (or CTS) in late 197 4. The overall objective of this 
project ~s to develop a technic~1l capability for satellite communica
tions with small ground statwns m the newly allocated 12 GHz 
frequency band. The investigation of the use of frequencies above 
10 GHz is considered urgent in view of forthcoming domestic satellite 
systems further crowding the spectrum below 10 GHz. 
· Canada is responsible for design, development and fabrication of 

the spacecraft, and for post-launch spacecraft operations with the 
U.S. and Canada equally dividing the experiment time. NASA is 
responsible for the pri~cipal technology development on the satellite, 
the Transmitter Experiment Package (TEP), and for providing and 
launching the Delta launch vehicle. Launch is now scheduled for late 
1975, with the delay due to thermal control and overweight problems 
with the spacecraft and to shortages of materials and electronic parts 
for both the spacecraft and experiments. 

EwperirJUJnts Coordination and Operations Support.-NASA made 
an offer to the g~neral public in 1969 to use in-orbit Application 
Technology Satellites ( ATS) 1, 3, and 5 for communications experi
ments after the NASA experiments were completed. Under this offer 
which received a large response, the experimenter.provides funding 
supp?rt for the .experime~t. NASA funds the operation of the satellite, 
provides. expenmenter t~me on the spacecraft and gives technical 
consultation to the expenm~nte~s. ATS-6, ~aunched in :May, 1974, is 
operated und<:r the sam.e gt:Idehnes as. ATS-1 through -5 as will be 
the Cooperative Apphcatwns Satelhte-C (CAS-C) when it is 
launched in late CY 1975. 
Operatio~s of A T~-6 will continu~ thr~:mgh the transition period, 

As pa_rt of 1~s. expenments ~he satellite .'V:Ill be moved in May, 197J?, 
from Its position over the l,.S. to a pos1t10n over the Eastern Heml
sp.here fo~ the Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE) 
w1th India and then retnmed to the U.S. late in FY 1976 for more 
experiments over the United States. 
. Technical_ Con8'1.t~tation and Support Studie8.--This program con

~Ists of speci.al studws, measurements and consultation services provid
~ng support m spacecraft technology and telecommunications toN ASA 
Itself,,to fulfill NASA's statutory responsibilities to other Government 
agencres, and to others, on a reimbursable basis as appropriate. 

In FY 1976 and the transition period NASA will continue orbit and 
frequency utilization studies which deal with the problems of :fre
quency sharing, spacing- criteria, propagation phenomena, and interfer
ence as related to satellites. Also, preparation will beain for the 1977 
W?rld Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) o~ broadcast sat
e~htes an~ for the 1979 1VARC on space and terrestrial communica
tions services. 
. Advanced Communication Research.-The objective of this program 
IS to develop technology and concepts in advance of current and 
pla_nne~ state of the art comn~unications technology. It is designed to 
mamtam NASA's competence m the field. · 
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Efforts initiated in FY 19'75 in this program, to be continued in FY 
19'76 and the transition period, are in four major areas: impr?ved and 
expanded utilization of the radio frequency spectrum ; techmques for 
antenna beam shaping; development of. improved ~o~ulation and. d~ta 
compression techniques; and more efficient transm1ttmg and receiVIng! 
devices. 

In FY 19'76 and the transition period, this effort will concentrate. on 
developing methods for better utilization of microwave frequencies~ 
and on performing research to open up new bands in the spect~m, ~uclJi 
as in the infrared and visible, for space research and apphcatlons1 
These efforts include the development of both components and space, 
craft technology to produce more efficient and reliable communications. 
Data. M anage'I'Mnt Progr(]Jm 

The objective of this program is to improve the management of the 
data acquired through NASA's programs. As data from new sensors 
threaten to overwhelm existing data management facilities, two ap1 
proaches show promise. One is to increase the capacity of the datal 
handling system; the other is to reduce the amount of data collected to 
match the information requirements of the data users. . 

The FY 19'76 and transition period effort in Data Management will 
build on the systems approach initiated in FY 19'75. Definition of user 
needs will be expanded by conducting additio~al regional surveys. and 
by having information users define their reqm~ements ~!lore prem~lYl 
by using simulation techniques. User-system mform~twn e~tractwn 
experiments will assist in ~he formulation of better n~teractlve tech1 
niques. Systems analyses will be performed to produce mtegrated sen
sor-to-ground-data-handling ~y~t~m models and ~n3;Iyze tradeoffs. to 
improve procedures. Other activities un~eryaken will mclu~e extensiva 
investigations of high data rate transmissiOn and processmg systelllifi 
including laboratory models to identify system characteristics ancl 
limitations. 
Shuttle Payloads 

The objective of Shuttle Payloads Program for Space Application is 
to develop the required instruments and the associated spacecraft tecl_tl 
nology for high priority experiments to be performed on shnttle sorti4t 
missions utilizing the Spacelab. . 

The initial design and development of these expenments must be 
commenced in FY 19'76 and the transition period in order to have them 
ready for flights in 1980---81. T~e e;xperiment selected ~an be groupet) 
into three categories : commumcatwns, earth observatiOns, and spac11 
manufacturing. 
Advanced Applications Flight Ewperi'I'Mnts 

The Advanced Applicatio~s Flight ~xpe~iments (AA_FE) prograJ\1 
plays a very important role m developmg mstrul!len~atwn for futurJII 
missions in earth resources survey, pollutiOn momt~rmg, weat~e: and 
climate, earth and ocean physics, and space p~ces~mg. The ab1ht¥ • 
develop instruments closely approachmg thmr flight configuratioj 
but not yet committed to flight, as is done in the AAFE prog:am, IS 

an effective way to provide for low cost development of such }nstr~ 
ments. The experiments in the AAFE program are pursued u~tll t~e1t 
feasibility has been established through testing of an engmeernl 
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model or some other equivalent testing procedure. When the experi
ments are selected for inc?rpo~ation on an ~ppro_ved mission, the con
struction of the appropriate mstrumentatwn will be funded by the 
fli ht mission or the instrumentation program. 

turing FY 19'76 and the ~ransition period, .P?r~ions ?f the AAFE 
funding will be u.se~ to contmue e;xper~me}lts Imtiated m .each of ~he 
applications dismphne areas. This will mcl~de an ActJve/P~ss~ve 
Multispectral Scanner to measure atmosphenc path characteristics, 
water depth, turbidity, and vegetation canopy height. A High Resolu
tion Laser Radar will be developed to measure vertical profiles of 
aerosol distribution, humidity, and alkali metal vapor. 

In the areas of bathymetry, algae detection and mapping and oil slick 
detection a High Pulse Repetition Rate Lidar will be developed. In 
addition 'to continuing these ongoing tasks, new experiments will be 
solicited for FY 19'76. 
Applications Systems Analyses . 

The Applications Systems Analyses program has two pnmary ob
jectives: (a) user oriented systems and economic analysis and assess
ment of the appli~ations progra.ms ~nd {b) ~h~ identification of systems 
feasibility analysi~ ?f new apphcatl~ms ~mtlatives. . . 

An integral activity of the Apphcatwns program IS the determma
tion that the programs being carried out and proposed have real 
potential for economic and social return to the public. 

In FY 19'75, cost benefit studies were conducted on agricultural fore
casting, land use planning, a_nd the potential value of the SEASA:r' 
systems to the user commumty. Also, undertaken were an economic 
assessment of commercial space processing, and a study of carbon 
wastewater treatment. 

During F.Y 19'76 and the transition perio~ so~e of t_h~s: activities 
will be contmued and a number of new studies will be Initiated. 
Applications E wplorer Missions 

The objective of the Applications Explorer Missions program is 
th6 development and launch of low cost, Scout-la_unched mission~ to 
support research in earth resources surveys, environmental quahty, 
weather and climate, ocean studies, and space communications. E~ch 
mission is tailored to the specific area of research and to the orbital 
requirements. 

The first mission, the Heat Capacity Mapping Mission, a new start 
in the Earth Resources Survey program in FY 19'75, involves the 
launch, in 19'7'7 with a Scout launch vehicle, of a sma113-axis stabilized 
spacecraft with a Surface Composition Mapping Radiometer into a 
600 kilometer sun synchronous orbit. The Radiometer is an existing 
backup instrument from the Nimbus 5 project which will be modified 
for this application. 

The mission is designed to make thermal inertia measurements of 
the earth's surface which will lead to the identification of surface rock 
t;y:pes, the monitoring of ocean currents and aid in the development 
of a capability to inventor{ potential geothermal sources. The identi
fication of rock types is o major value in locating oil and gas fields 
since the exploration for these resources relies substantially on the 
identification of reservoir rock and local structure which might pro-
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vide a trap for petroleum. Major civil works like highway and canal 
construction are critically dependent upon the type of surface rock 
that will be encountered along alternative routes. . 

The second mission, the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment, 
will use a photometer to develop monitoring techniques for the d~tec
tion and mapping of stratospheric aerosols and ozone coneentratJons 
and distributions. This mission will be launched in 1979 into a fifty 
degree inclined orbit and will provide bi-weekly coverage of aerosols 
and ozone for latitudes seventy-two degrees north to seventy-two de
grees south. A similar instrument will be launched in ~978 as a part of 
the Nimbus-G payload to measure aerosols at polar latitudes. 

COMMITI'EE COMMENT 

The Committee recommends the addition of $8.9 million to this 
program as follows : . . . 

Weather and Olimate.-The Committee concurs with the House m 
adding $1 million to the severe storm observation satellite project. 

Earth Resources Survey.-The Committee notes with satisfaction 
that the Landsat-C follow-on earth resources satellite is now in the 
program with the launch projected for 1977. This shou~d provide c~n
tinuity of data for users through 1979 or 1980, dependmg on satellite 
lifetime, thereby supporting an increasing number of experiments and 
allowing a sufficient opportunity to fully exploit and evaluate the po-
tential of this space system. . . . 

The Committee supports the "pilot plant" approach to applicatiOns 
systems verification testing, as represented by the LACIE experiment, 
and encourages the initiation of more of this type of activity. Accord
ingly, the Committee recommends the addition of $1.5 million to this 
program, which is identical to action taken by the House. 

While the Landsat-C will provide on-going earth resources cover
age with an improved (5th or thermal band added) multispectral 
scanner and an enhanced vidicon system, the launch schedule does not 
allow introduction of additional instrument capability. The Commit~ 
tee believes it is most important to initiate promptly the development 
of advanced systems for greater payoffs from satellite surveys. There
fore, it has added $3.4 million to support full scale development of 
the thematic mapper, an advanced scanning instrument. This amount, 
is $2.4 million above that added by the House for the same purpose. 

Communications.-The House added $2 million to the NASA com
munications request for FY 1976, $1 million to provide satellite SPrv
ices to support additional users for the ATS and the CAS.-C 
satellites, and $1 million for research on higher frequencies for com
munications satellites. The Committee agrees with these additions to 
the funding for this program. 

Shuttle P~loads.-The Committee believes it is timely to proceed 
with those activities necessary for transition to the space shuttle sy~ 
tern in order to maximize the advantages offered by that system. Ac .. 
cordingly, the Committee concurs with the House addition of $1 mil
lion to this activity. 

The Committee further recommends that the Administrator of 
NASA continue to provide for an independent review of the remote. 
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nsing technology development program such as carried out by the 
Committee on Remote Sensing Programs fo~ Earth Resource Su:.;-

s Commission on Natural Resources, NatiOnal Academy of Scr
veys' Included in these reviews should be an analysis of the process-
ence · . h · d t f th · nd informatiOn management tee mques an an assessmen o e 
mg a am as related to the needs of those working in the earth resources 
pdgrnvironmental fields. Further, these reviews should identify where 
anssr~ble technological opportunities that may lead to improved remote 
po b"li · sensing capa I ties. 

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 $175,350,000 
TRANSITION PERIOD 46,800,000 

OBJECTIVES 

The Aeronautical Research and Tech:~wlogy program is .directed 
at improving the performance and reducmg ~he energy: reqmr.ements 
and undesirable environmental effects of mvrl and military aircraft. 
Maintaining the Nation's superiority in civil and military aviatio~ is 
essential to the economic well-being and military security of the Umted 
States. NASA's role is the development of advanced technology to 
address specific areas of concern, and th~ g~ner.al advan~e.ment o~ aero
nautical technology !o. ensur~ ~he supenonty of _o';lr m~h~ary. aircraft 
and a strong competitive position for the U.S. civil avratiOn mdustry 
in the international marketplace. 

A strong research effo~t i~ maintaine~ in the discipli~ary areas of 
materials structures, aviOmcs, propulsion, aerodynamics and man
vehicle in'teractions to provide advanced technology .to meet th~ future 
needs of civil aviation. The prograrr: includes a maJOr ~ffort arm~d at 
reducino- aircraft energv consumptiOn and the undesrrable environ
mental ~ffects of noise and pollution. This_effort is dir~cted at provid
ing the technology for quiet, clean and effi?ren~ propulsr.on systems; the 
reduction of aerodynamic drag; the application of active co~trol con
cepts, and advanced materials an~ struct~ral_ concepts to arrcraf!; to 
reduce weight and improve operatmg ~ffimencres; and a ch!l'ractenza
tion of nonpetroleu_m based fuels _for. arrcra~t. A~other maJo:.; area of 
program emphasis IS concerned wrth Improvmg aircraft termr~al area 
operations and safety through the development of technology I~ areas 
such as avionics systems, operating procedures, crash-worthy aircraft 
structures, and fire resistant aircraft interior materials. 

These technology efforts are integrated with additional focused 
technology efforts to provide the technology for advanced long haul 
and short haul air transportation system concepts for the future. The 
short haul program focuses on Short Takeoff and Landing (STOJ:), 
Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) and rotorcraft systems; w~Ile 
the long haul program focuse.s on Conventional T~keoff and Land~ng 
( CTOL) subsonic systems wrth a modest effo:t arm~d at deveJopmg 
supersonic and hypersonic technology to provrde options for aircraft 
o:f the future. . . . . 

The Aeronautics program also supports th~ military by providmg.a~ 
advanced technology base which may be umquely applicable to mih-
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tary aircraft or applicable as well to civil aircraft, a~~ by proyiding 
technical problem solving support for current military aircraft 
development. 

Summary (1/ re8cmroe8 requirements 

Rscal 
year 1976 

Transition 
period 

The structure of the Aeronautics program has been modified tore
flect the logical flow of the research and technology effort: The 
activities carried out in the Research and Technology Base are oriented 
toward establishing a solid foundation embracing all of the relevant 
disciplines and a wellspring of ideas for advanced concepts; the Sys
tem Studies activity provides a basis for decisions regarding emphasis 
and priorities in the Research and Technology Base program and 
identifies and evaluates potential applications o:f advanced concepts; 
the Systems Technology Programs are technology demonstration/ 
proof-of-concept activities for concepts which have matured under 
the Research and Technology Base and are ready for systems integra
tion and demonstration, or 'the project definition phase of potential 
:future Experimental Programs; and the Experimental Programao 
involve multidisciplinary concept demonstration and major research 
vehicle development. 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

Research and Technology Base 

Fiscal ~ear Transitioa 
976 periof 

$6,200,000 $1,700,000 
6, 250,000 1, 800,000 

11.410,000 s, 200,000 
9, 050,000 2, 700,000 
8,150, 000 2, 000,000 

10,200,000 2, 900,000 
3, 580,000 1, 000,000 
3, 900,000 1,100, 000 

12, 500,000 3, 500,000 
8, 830,000 2, 500,000 

Materials research and technology ___________ •• ___ ------ _________________ •• _______ _ 
Structures research and technology __ ------- •• ------- _______________ -----------_--
Propulsion environmental impact minimization research and technology _______________ _ 
Propulsion components research and technology •• ------------------ ______________ --
Air breathing engine systems research and technology ______________________________ _ 
Fluid and flight dynamics research and technology _________________________________ _ 
Avionics research and technology ___ ---·--- __________________________ ------------. 
Aircraft operations and safety research and technology_-------------------------·---
Low speed vehicle aerodynamics and flight dynamics research and technology _________ _ 

5,030, 000 1, 400,000 
High speed vehicle aerodynamics and flight dynamics research and technology ________ _ 
Aeronautical man-vehicle research and technology_······-···-·-··-··--····----·-··-_ __:___:_ ___ __:_...:..._..,. 

ToiBI ..... 85,100,000 23,800,000 

Funds :for Research and Technology Base projects are to sustain 
NASA activity in its role o:f conducting basic research and developinj 
the technology that will be the building blocks for new future capa
bilities and missions that today cannot be pr~cisely defin~d. 

Materials Researdh and Technology.-This program mvolves the 
study of advanced materials with the objectives of improving tht 
safety, performance, and economy of civil and military aircraft. EI\t 
phasis is on high temperature turbine engine materials and low weight. 
high strength airframe materials which are also fire resistant. 
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Structures Research and Technology.-This program provides 
technology to improve the safety, .d~rabil~ty, and economy ?f com
mercial military, and general aviatiOn aircraft by advancmg the 
state-olthe-art in airframe structures. The specific activities under
taken are selected to p~ovide the maximu~ benefits in c~itical are~s 
and are coordinated with related efforts m other agencies to avoid 
unnecessary duplication. 

Profllilsi.on Environmental Impact llfinimization Research and 
Technology.-The propulsion environmental impact minimization 
research and technology program will provide through basic research, 
applied technology, and experimental eng!neering the ~nowledge and 
understandins- necessary to reduce propulsiOn system nmse and exhaust 
pollutant emissions to help ~eet na~ion~l environmental objectives. 
In addition, the progr~m .will provide Imp_roved methods for pre
dicting noise an~ pollutl<?n Impact ~n ~he er,tvironment, and for assess
ing the interactiOn of aircraft emissiOns m the atmosphere. 

Propulsion Components Research and Technology.-The propulsion 
componen~ research and ~chnology _Program obj~ctives are to incre:;tse 
efficiency, mcrease operatmg range, Improve specific :fuel consumptiOn 
nnd reduce the weight of the many interactive components making up 
aircraft engines and propulsion system installations. 

Air Breathing Engine Systems Research and Technology.-The 
air breathing engine systems research is directed toward the attain
ment of technology for reducing both the costs and time required for 
new engine development programs through improved engine systems 
design and analysis techniques, and to investigate potential new sys
tem concepts. 

Fluid and Fliqht Dynamics Research and Technology.-The fluid 
and flight dynamics program objective is the advancement of our 
understanding and predictive capability of aerodynamic pheonomena 
to permit increased proformance optimization for more efficient, fuel
conserving advanced aircraft, and to ensure reduced environmental 
effects and improved safety of advanced aircraft in early design 
stages. 

Avionics Research and Technology.-The avionics research and 
technology program is focused on the design, development and test 
of improved aircraft guidance, navigation, control, display and com
munication subsystems for general aviation, short haul, vertical take
off and landing, and long haul transport aircraft. 

Aircraft Operations and Safety Research and Technology.-Air
craft operations and safety research and technology programs provide 
a research and technology base which can be used to solve a wide vari
ety of aeronautical safety and safety-related operational problems. 
Three program elements provide a :focus for individual research ef
f?rts: ( 1) expansion of basic knowledge of atmospheric processes; (2) 
a~rcra~ safety technology; and (3) aircraft system operational effi
Ciency Improvement. 
.Low Speed Vehicle Aerodvnamics and Flight Dynamics Research 

and Technology.-The objective of this program is to develop and dem
~mstrate the advanced technology required for improvements in the 
m~egrated aerodynamic performance, noise, stability, control, han
dlmg qualities and flight dynamics of four low-speed aircraft catego-
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ries, i.e., general aviation, advanced rotorcraft, advanced vertical take
off and landing and powered-lift. 

High Speed Vehicle Aerodynamics and Flight Dynamics Research 
and Technology.-The high speed aerodynamics program is directed 
toward generating advancements in design and prediction techniques 
for economy, safety, and reliability in civil aircraft and superiority in 
military aircraft. 

Aerona;utical Man-Vehicle Technology.-The aeronautical man
vehicle technology program provides a research and technology base 
for providing solutions to the human problems impeding the growth 
and safety of air transportation. Major foci are to understand the rela
tionships between aircraft noise and human response and to enhance 
the safety, economy, and effectiveness of n~w air transportation sy~
tems through development of automated flight management cockpit 
technology. 
Systems Studies 

The program objective of aeronautical systems studies is to deter
mine the technology requirements, costs, benefits and impacts of ad
vanced civil and military . aeronautical systems based on mission, 
systems and conceptual studies. Advanced aeronautical concepts are 
identified, analyzed and evaluated. The System Studies program for 
FY -1976 has been restructured from the program presented last year 
under the same title with many of the studies now part of the Systems 
Technology Program. 

In the FY 1976 and the transition period, civil air transportation 
systems studies will be conducted to identify technology requirements, 
evaluate concepts and tradeoffs, and clarify National needs in support 
of improved near-term and future civil air transportation systems, in
cluding both commercial and general aviation. Studies will also be con
ducted to identify technology requirements and evaluate concepts and 
tradeoffs in support of future military aviation systems, coordinating 
closely with the Department of Defense in their identification of future 
military needs and missions. 

With respect to both civil and military applications, studies will be 
conducted to identify and evaluate promising approaches for reducing 
the fuel/energy consumption of future aviation systems. 

Systems amiJysis methods for program assessment will continue to 
be developed and implemented as routine elements of the budget for
mulation process. In addition, studies examining alternatives for fu
ture overall program direction will be executed during FY 1976 and 
the transition period. 
Systems Technology Programs 

ill it It 

Fiscal year 
1976 

, ... 
Transitiqll 

periOd 

Materials and structures systems tecllltOioiY-·-···•···- .................. . ...... .••• $8,100,000 $4,400,000 
Propulsion systems technology •••. • .••• - --·· -- --- - ____ •• •••• •. •• ___ .----- - . __ •• ••• 2, 500,000 1, 200,000 
Avionics systems technology ___ __ .------ - ____ ..................................... 6, 000, 000 2, 000, 000 
Aircraft op~ratin~ systems technology _____ •••• -···········-----------···--··-----· 11,900,000 2, 600,000 
Aerodynamic veh1cle systems technology __ _ ••• ••••• ____ __ __ ••.• •••• ____ •. _ ••• •• ___ _ 4, 650,000 1, 200, 000 
Advanced civil aircraft systems technology __ •• _._ ••• __ •••••• _._ ••••• _ •••••••• _ •••• _ 12, 500,000 4, 300, 000 
Man-vehicle systems technology ••... •• ••. ••••• , •••••••••••••• ,................... 200,000 100,00

0
0 

Mil(tary aircraft systems technology_ •• • •• . ___ _ • •• __ •• ____ • •• • ••••••••••••••••••••• __ 7o_o._o_oo ___ _ 

To~L 46, 550,000 15,800, 000 
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The Aeronautics program for FY 1976 and the transition period 
:contains several planned program augmentations in the Systems 
Technology programs area. The design, construction, and testing of 
propulsion system subassemblies and components for an advanced 
energy conservative turbofan, and the integration and evaluation of 
fuel conservative aircraft technologies are directed at energy conser-· 
vation and improving aircraft op~rating .economy. T~e developm~nt 
of long time t~chnology. r_elated to flight weigh~ cryogemc tanks and In
sulation reqmred to utilize hydrogen as an aircraft fuel represents a 
significant step forward in the search for an abundant alternative 
to hydrocarbon fuels. Common components for variable cycle engines 
which show great promise for efficient operation over a wide range of 
subsonic and subsonic/supersonic flight conditions will be designed, 
developed and tested. Propulsion, structures. and a~ro~ynamics tech
nology will be developed for future hypersomc applicatiOns. An effort 
to develop solutions to offset the increase in "human error" caused 
commercial aircraft accidents, and the identification of new fire re
sistant low toxicity materials for use in aircraft will make significant 
contributions to improving air transportation safety. NASA technol
ogy will be applied to reduce the undesirable environmental effects of 
notse and pollution from general aviation turbofan engines. An effort 
will also be initiated to improve capability for understanding and 
avoiding aeroelastic instability in turbine engine fan blades. . . 

Materials and Structures S ystems Technology.-The obJective of 
this effort is to accelerate the transfer of advanced material8 and str~c
tures technologies to application in design of airframe structures and 
engines. Accomplishment of the objective involves development of 
prototype components for laboratory testing and long term operational 
service evaluation, and, where necessary, development of more efficient 
analysis and design techniques. 

Propulsion Systems Technology.-The aeronautical propul~ion sys
tems technology programs will demonstrate advancements m tech
nology through system design and test of subassemblies incorporating 
results of advanced component research. Improved engine develop
ment, environmental effects or a combination of these parameters are 
the criteria governing systems technology programs. 

Avionics Systems Technology.-The avionics systems technology 
program applies the fundamental knowledge gained in the Research 
and Technology Base to develop and demonstrate the technical readi
ness and encourage the transfer of advanced systems to the aircraft 
industry through experimental testing and verification in a realistic 
environment. 

Aircraft Operating Systems Technology.-This program will pro
vide proven system concepts, technology, operational flight procedures 
and techniques on which logical decisions can be based for imfrove
ments in airborne systems (avionics and air vehicle) which wil solve 
the interface problems between the aircraft and its operating environ
ment. It concentrates on the terminal area performance character· 
istics of aircraft to increase air traffic system productivity within th~ 
constraints. of safety, passenger comfort, pilot workload, community 
noise and emissions, and minimum time and fuel expenditures. 

Aerodynamic Vehicle Systems Technology.-This program is 
focused primarily on flight evaluation and demonstration of selected 

47·396 0 - 75 - 6 
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aerodynamic concepts directed at improving aircraft performance, 
efficiency, safety, handling qualities, maneuverability and other im
portant aircraft characteristics while at the same time striving to 
Improve overall operations in regard to factors such as fuel consump
tion, community acceptance, and direct operating cost. 

Advanced Civil Aircraft Systems Teehnology.-The objective of 
this program is to provide a technology base for transport vehicles 
in the short haul and long haul categories with emphasis on fuel con
servation, noise reduction, economics, and their interactions in aircraft 
design4 using promising technologies generated in the research and 
technology base programs. 

Man-Vehicle Systems Tee,hnology.-The aeronautical Man-Vehicle 
Systems Technology program is designed to reduce the incidence of 
approach and landing accidents attributable to human error and to 
develop technology and operational procedures that will insure opti
mum crew coordination in multi pilot aircraft. 

Military Aircraft Systems Technology.-This program provides the 
means of enhancing and fostering new aeronautical technologies, 
especially applicable to military needs, through cooperative and joint 
programs between the various agencies of the Department of Defense 
and NASA. These aircraft and missile technologie,s are validated 
through flight testing and supported by wind tunnel model tests. 
E wperimental Programs 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Highly maneuverable aircraft technology •.•........ _____ .....•.•. _____ . _______ ...•• $4,900,000 $1,800,000 
Quiet, clean, short haul experimental engine •..........•.•... -,--------------------- 10,000,000 2,000,000 
Supersonic cruise aircraft research •..•.••.• __________________ ••. _________ ------- -- 8, 900,000 2, 000,000 
Tilt rotor research aircraft .•••...•.•....••.•....... ____________ ..•. _________ ..•.•• 1, 900,000 300, 000 
Rotor systems research aircraft.------------ ________________ .•...•...•. -------·--· 3, 100,000 0 
Quiet propulsive lift technology ..... ---------------------- •.•.••... --------------- 11,900,000 400,000 -------

40, 700, 000 6, 500, 000 

Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology.-The objective of this 
program is to provide low cost flight research vehicles to promote and 
stimulate the application of new high risk (laboratory) technology 
for the design o~ future military combat vehicles. Reductions in the 
cost of the experimental flight tests to explore the new technology of 
aproximately 50 percent over comparable manned test vehicles 'will 
be realized through flight test of subscale vehicles utilizing the re
latively new Remotely Piloted Research V ehic1e test technique. 

Quiet, Olean, Short Haul Ewperimental EnrJine.-The objective of 
this program is to consolidate and demonstrate the technology needed 
for very quiet, clean and efficient propulsion systems for economically 
viable and environmentally acceptable powered lift short haul 
aircraft. 

Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research.-This program will provide 
the technology for future civil and military supersonic cruise aircraft 
by means of an integrated program in the key areas of propulsion, 
structures, aerodynamics, and stability and control. The research will 
assess the environmental and economic nnpacts of new supersonic air
craft and provide data for future decisions relative to the develop
ment of this type aircraft by the United States .. 
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Tilt Ro_tor Research Aircraft.-This joint NASA/Army program 
will provide proof-of-concept and perform advanced flight research 
.investigations utilizing two tilt ,rotor research aircraft presently 
being designed and fabricated as part of this program. A primary 
objective of this program is to evaluate the potential benefits of apply
ing tilt rotor tec~nology, developed over the last twenty years to 
various Army, Air Force, Navy and commercial missions which' re
quire the unique capabilities of the tilt rotor concept. 

Rotor System Research AirC1'aft.-This joint Army/NASA pro
g:ram will provide a uniq_ue flight test capability for advanced rotor 
research to expedite and Improve rotorcraft research through the use 
of a specially designed flight test vehicle. 

Quiet Propulsive-Lift Tecknology.-The Quiet Propulsive-Lift 
Techn?logy program will generate and verify through ground-based 
a_!ld fli~ht. research a. technology ?-ata b~ for design and certifica
tion criteria for practical and effiCient qmet propulsive-lift short haul 
transports .. rr:h~ program. consists of : ( 1) an effort directed to flight 
research utilizmg the Air Force Advanced Medium Short Takeoff 
and .Landing Transr.?~ prototype air~raft; and (2) an effort directed 
to flight research utihzmg a Buffalo aircraft modified at low cost into 
a Quiet Short Haul (propulsive-lift) Research Aircraft. 

SPACE AND NucLEAR REsEARCH AND TEcHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$74,900,000 
22,300,000 

The obiective of ~he Space and Nuclear R~search and Technology 
program IS to provide a technology base which will support the ex
plorati?n and exploitati~n of space. The program concentrates on 
advancmg the technologies used in systems required to transport 
p~ote~t, J?Ower, control and communicate with the spacecraft and 
SCientific mstruments needed to achieve the objectives of current and 
~ture NASA SJ?ace mi~sions. Much of the basic technology developed 
~n the program Is applicable to a broad range of terrestrial problems 
m fields ~uch as energy and communications. 

Matenals 3:nd structures technology are developed to provide ad
vanced materials an?- structural co_!lcepts to reduce spacecraft weight; 
as well ~s seals, lu~mcant:s, and optical and high temperature materials 
for use m th~ hostile environment o! space and spacecraft applications. 
The. :p~opulsw~ tech~ology effort. IS aimed at expanding mission ca
pabilities by_ mcreasmg_ propulsiOn systems performance and life, 
and at lowermg propulsiOn system costs. The effort focuses on liquid 
and solid fuel chemical systems, electric powered thrusters and on 
the development o~ nuclear propulsion technology for th~ future. 
rower ~echnology Will be developed to reduce the COSt and weight while 
mcreasmg the power, efficien~y, life and ~eliability of spacecraft power 
systems to meet th.e more stri~gent reqmrements of future space mis
s~ons. The generatiOn, conversiOn, storage, transmission and conserva
tion o~ energy a:re all addressed by this effort. The effort focuses on 
long hfe batteries, fuel cells, thermionic converters isotope power 
sources, magnetohydrodynamic generators, gaseous 'fueled nuclear 
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reactor technology and high powered lasers for power transmission. 
A fundamental electronics effort is aimed at providing the advanced 
electron devices, high resolution sensors and long life reliable circuit 
arrays required for low cost electronic systems. Low cost guidance and 
control components, advanced spacecraft navigation techniques and 
autonomous control systems for robot vehicles will be developed as 
part of the guidance and control technology effort. Technology will 
be advanced in the areas of transmission, reception, processing and 
storage of information to help meet the demands of increasingly com
plex space missions at lower cost with increased reliability. Aerother
modynamic technology will be developed to insure the effective design 
of entry spacecraft for various planetary atmospheres. 

Work will also be done on the development of space laboratory re
search facilities and supporting technology to enable NASA and 
other Shuttle and Spacelab users to conduct research and technology 
investigations in space in an economical manner. 

In May of 1974, NASA established the new Office of Energy Pro
g;ams and consolidated under it the energy related functions pre
viOusly performed by other NASA Program Offices. In the FY-1976 
budg~t, t~ese programs are all :eflected under the E~ergy Technology 
Apphcahons program. Accordmgly, the major portiOn of the former 
Energy and Environmental Systems Technology program was trans
ferred from this program to the Energy Technology Applications 
program. 

Summary of resource.y requirements 

TotaL.··--· __ . ____________ . ___ ._-------- __________________ ._.----···. __ _ 

Fiscal year 
1976 

74,900,000 

Transition 
period 

$18, 500,000 
400.000 
800,000 

1,100, 000 
l, 500,000 

22,300,000 

The structure of the Space and Nuclear Research and Technology 
program has been modified to reflect the logical flow of the research and 
technology effort. Th~:- activities carried out in the Research and Tech
nology Base are oriented toward establishing a solid foundation em
bracmg all of the relevant disciplines and a· wellspring of ideas for 
advanced concepts; the System Studies activity provides a basis for 
decisions regarding emphasis and priorities in the Research and Tech
nology Base program and identifies and evaluates potential applica
tions of advanced concepts; the Systems Technology programs are 
technology demonstration/proof-of-concept activities for concepts 
which have matur~d unde~ the Research and Technology Base and a~e 
ready for systems mtegratiOn and demonstration; or the project defim
tion phase of potential future Experimental Programs: and the Ex
perimental Programs involve multidisciplinary concept demonstration 
and major research vehicle development. 
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BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

Research and Technology Base 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

fft~~"J~:!sr~=~=~~~ha~~dti~~~~Yf:,y:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $8,900, 000 $2,700,000 
fundamental electromcs research and technology .. ____ . _______ • __ .___________ _ _ _ _ _ ~· ~2(), 000 1, 600, 000 
Guidance and control research and technology______________________________________ 3' 4~~· g&g ~· 8lJ:l· ~~ 
Information systems research and technology________________________ s'tgo' 000 ' ' 
Chemical propulsion research and technology _____ . __________________ ::::::::::::::: s: 290; 000 } ~·lJ:lg 
Electric propuls.on research and technology .. _-----_________________ 4, 200,000 1; zoo: 000 

~~~r!a~":~:;'g~Y~::~~;:~enaJct'!c~~dol~eg'_"~~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~; ~g~ 2
' ~lJ:l: lJ:l~ 

High power lasers and energet1cs research and technology____________________________ 5, 410,000 1, 600,000 
Entry research and technology____________________________________________________ 5, 700,000 1,700,000 

Total. ...... -------------------·------------------------------------------6-l,-300-.-oo-o--1-8,-50-0,-oo-o 

Materials Research and Technology.-This program provides, 
through state-of-the art advancement, materials for highly efficient, 
l?w cost spacecraft structures, therma~ I?rotection systems, and propul
siOn and power systems for future orb1tmg and planetary vehicles, and 
supports the development of the Space Shuttle with unique expertise 
and facilities. Its aim is to provide the means to reduce the costs and 
further improve the reliability and lifetime of all space transportation 
systems. 

Structures Research and Technology.-Advanced technology is 
bei~g provided for st~uctu_res to meet the n_eeds of future space systems. 
Th1s tecl~nology provides 1mp~oved <:ap.ability for systems designers to 
meet strmgent structural weight hm1tations, plan for large space 
erectable structures, and reduce the cost of hardware qualification 
procedures. 

Fundamenta_lf!?ect:onics Re8earch and Technology.-Research and 
technology activities 1~ fundamental electronics provide new devices 
and te?hmques fo: se~sm~, measurinj:! and displaymg information, and 
long hfe electromc Circmts necessary for the design and synthesis of 
reliable, low cost electronic systems. · 

Guidance amd Control Re:~earch and Technology.-The space guid
ance and control research and technology program sel'ks to define and 
develop ?omponents and techniques which ,.,i]] lower the cost of space
?raft athtud~ control and stabilization systems, provide precise point
mg of experm;ent~I payload~, increase the accuracy and efficiency of 
pla!letary navJga~,JOn and gmdrmce systems, and provide sensors and 
log1~ sys.tem~ wh1eh. enable the autonomous operation of unmanned 
velucks m a hen environments. 

ln{o1'1'lU:f:tion Sys.tenus Research and Technology.-The objective of 
the space mformat10n systems research and technology program is to 
provide advanced components and techniques which permit a greater 
retur1_1 of knowledg<': f~om space s~ience and application missions by 
speedmg the transmissiOn, processmg and reduction of space derived 
data. · 

00emical ProJYI.!lldon Re8earch and Technolooy.-The chemical pro
pulswn program lR stmctnred to meet the continuing need for higher 
propulsiOn performance, longer system life, lower costs and critical 
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problem solving. To achieve these objectives the program is focused 
on the following a~as: (a) reusable oxyg~n-hydrogen systems for 
reduced tran~portatwn system operating costs, (b) long life space stor
able propulsion for .future unmanned planetary exploration, (c) im
prov~d ~ow cost sohd propulsion for upper stage and orbit insertion 
apphcations, and (d) th<~ problem of effects on the atmosphere by 
rocket exhaust products. These focused efforts are supported by a 
broad_ly based research program which explores the fundamental 
chemical and physical processes common to all chemical propulsion 
systems. 

.(?lectric Pr_o'/}'1-dsion. Research and Technology.-The objective of 
~his program IS to provide the research and technology :for high specific 
Impulse (greater than 1,000 seconds) electric propulsion systems 
needed for advanced capabilities in near-earth and planetary /inter
pla~e.tary appl~cations. ~pecific areas o:f investigation include: (1) 
auxiliary electnc propulsiOn ~ec~nology for st~tion keeping and atti
tude ~ontrol of _long hfe application type satelhtes, (2) primary sola,r 
electric P.ropulswn technology :for use with the Shuttle and Tug to aug
II_Ient ~heir perfo~mance capability for acco~plishing high energy mis
Sions m the 1980 sand 1990's and, (3) basic research in fundamental 
processes involved in electric propulsion to extend reliability and life, 
and to explore the full potential of electric propulsion. 

Space Energy Systems Research and Technoloqy.-The objective of 
the .Energy Systems Research and Technology program is to make 
available lo~v cost, long-lived, reliable, high power density and high
energy density components and enerJzy systems for spacecraft. 
, Nuclear Energy Research and Technology.-Research 11.nd tech
nology investigations will be conducted in areas related to advanced 
applications of nuclear energy in space. Building upon the extensive 
sp!lce nuclear programs of the past decade, these activities will main
tam a viable, long-range capability in nuclear resParch for space 
po~er and propulsion while providing important benefits to the Nation 
m Its concerns for future energy sources. 

. High Power Laser and Ene_rgetics Research and Technology.-The 
h1gh power laser and energetics program provides, through basic re
sear~h and experimental engineering, major advances in power gen
eratiOn, conversion, and transmission which will be the basis · for 
future capabilities in space and which will apply to the long-range 
energy need on earth. . · 

Entry Research an4 Teohnoloqy.-The entry research and tech
nology program provides the technology base ref]nired to improve 
entry space craft design, operation, safety, and reliability. 
Systems Studies 

The overall objective of this activity is to identifv and evaluate 
the technology requirements of advanced space systems and to assess 
the effects of technology advances on space program alternatives. 

The e.ffort t~ determine .long-t~rm progrn:m enabling technology 
needs wil! ~ontmu~ to receive maJor emphasis during FY 1976 and 
the transitiOn penod. In order to provide more comprf'hensive re
search and tec~nology planning recommendations, the studies will be 
broadened to mc]ude Earth and Ocean Physics programs, Physics 
and Astronomy programs and Lunar programs. The long-term in-
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vestigations of advanced Planetary, Earth Observations and Trans
portation Systems •viii continue exam~ni~g system alternatives and 
their impact on technohJgy needs. It IS mtended to pursue further 
technology oriented studies such as the communications and the en
vironment control tasks. Instrument development and detector re
search will be studied with the goal of acquiring or generating com
prehensive forecasts o:f both technology development trends and total 
(scientific and :;pplicatio_ns) program needs: Study efforts will give 
increased attentiOn to proJected software reqmrements. 

Future mission, concept feasibility studies will continue as a basis 
:for providing technology focus. Interstellar Communications, Single
Stage-to-Orbit, Advanced Planetary Spacecraft, and Titan (Saturn 
Moon) Exploration studies are in progress. Advanced concepts such 
as those which may derive from the "Outlook for Space" results will be 
considered for study. 

Technology readiness studies will continue for selected candidate 
new programs. The study of candidate Mariner change recommenda
tions :for the Saturn Orbiter mission will be completed, as will the 
evaluation of technology alternatives for the recoverable NASA Space 
Tug. 
Systmn.s Technology Programs 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

Materials and structures systems technology------- ______________________ ----------- $500,000 $300, 000 
Guidance, control and information syst•ms technology_______________________________ 700,000 300,000 
Entry systems technology_.- __ ---- __ ---- ___ ·------_______________________________ 1, 000,000 200, 000 

TotaL.-------------------------------------·--··-···----------------------2,-20-0,-00_0 ___ 80-0,-00-0 

J/aterials and Structures Systems Technology.-This activity is 
directed to accelerating the transfer of advanced materials and struc
tm:~ technologies to.ap~lication in the design of space vehicle systems . 
Cr1t~cal system apphc~twns are selected and components are designed, 
fabriCat~d an~ tested m the laboratory to demonstrate the validity of 
the predicted 1mprovements. If necessary and appropriate, space flight 
testing will also be performed. 

Guidanc_e, 0 ontrol and I nforrnation Syst~ms Technology.-The pur
P?~e. of this systems teclmol?gy program IS to demonstrate the capa
~Ihties of advanced electromc devices and system concepts to provide 
Improved performance, increased reliability and/or reductions in cost 
of spacecraft guidance, control and information systems. 

Entry Systems 1'echnology.-The objective of the program is to 
perform and evaluate manned and unmanned experiments in flight 
that demo~strate or validate ground based entry research and tech
nology to 1mp~ove spacecr.aft design, operation, and reliability; to 
carr~ out .stud.Ies to mv_estigate spacecraft system feasibility and to 
provide direction and timely execution of supporting ground-based 
research and technology. 
Experimental Proqram.s 
Experim~ntal programs includes Space Technology Shuttle Pay

loads and mil define and develop space facilities which enable research-
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ers to utilize in an economical manner the capabilities provided by the 
Shuttle and Spacelab systems. These facilities will extend the capa
bi1ities of the ground-based research facilities, permitting research 
and technology investigations to be conducted in space where the 
unique attributes of vacuum, weightlessness, radiation, and/or loca
tion are essential. Experiments in specific discipline areas and which 
require shuttle capabilities are supported to establish the feasibility of 
the effort and to determine the technical and programmatic resources 
required for a subsequent flight program. 

The Advanced Technology Laboratory, which utilizes the Spacelab 
to support technology experiments that require man interaction in 
space, is also being supported as is the Long Duration Exposure 
Facility, a low cost, free-flying, completely passive, reusable payload 
which will expose large numbers of experiments to the space environ
ment. 

Experiments which have been adequately defined as to technical 
scope and resource requirements are being supported for hardware 
development in preparation for an early Spacelab mission. The re
search module in which basic fluid physics and drop dynamics experi
ments will be conducted is one such effort. During FY 1976 the design 
packages for these experiments will be completed. 
Low Oost Systems Program 

The objectives of the Low Cost Systems Program are to prescribe 
approaches to reducing the overall costs of space systems by the stand
ardization of components and systems and improvement of business 
~nd programmatic practices. 

This program consists of two major elements. First, standard space 
equipment development which involves the use of standardized capa
bilities to reduce the costs of designing and developing unique equip
ment for different missions thereby realizing unit cost reductions from 
quantity production, improvement in reliability and quality assurance 
and the shortening of delivery schedules. The effort on standard equip
ment. and components for spacecraft is concerned with the areas of 
power, auxiliary propulsion, stabilization, guidance and control, com
munications and data handling, and ground support equipment. The 
second element of this program is the study of business and program 
practices to identify opportunities for effecting cost savings in current 
and future projects. This addresses activities such as the acquisition 
process, contract execution, business data processing, the develop
ment and maintenance of a proved component inventory, lower cost 
metho~s of te~tin_g, and the investigation of other area's of support 
operatiOns whiCh mfluence the cost of development, production, assem
bly and test of spacecraft. 

COMMITTEE COM~!ENT 

The Committee believes that the amount requested for this program, 
$74,900,000, an increase of about $3.5 million over the FY 1975 budget 
plan, is adequate for these activities. The Committee further believes 
that there is sufficient flexibility provided to NASA to accommodate 
those ~reas identified by the House as needing additional effort, and 
accordmgly, it does not concur with the House addition of $2 million 
to this program. 
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ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$5,900,000 
1,500,000 

The objectives of the Energy Technology Applications Program, 
established as a separate, identifiable line item with this bill, are to 
apply NASA capabilitie~ to assist in attai!li!lg national ~nergy self
sufficiency. These are achieved by ( 1) providmg support m advanced 
research, technology and development to other Federal agencies; (2) 
defining and, if appropriate, implementing programs in areas related 
to energy which require the broad application of aerospace systems 
technology and management techniques; ( 3) providing support to 
Federal, state and local government agencies in the application of 
aerospace technology; and ( 4) evaluating the potential of various 
elements of aerospace technology in a comprehensive energy matrix 
through the application of the techniques of systems analysis and 
analytical modeling. 

Summary of resources requirements 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

~~:f!:~si~;i:l~~~--~~:~~~
1

;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $~; ~~~: ~~~ $~~: ~~~ 
--------------~ 

TotaL ..... ---------------------------------------------------------- 5, 900,000 1, 500,000 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 

Energy Research and Technology 
Energy Research and Technology is aimed at effective utilization of 

the existing NASA capabilities and experience in relation to the na
tional energy research and development program being pursued by 
the agencies having primary energy program responsibilities. A part 
of the effort to relate experience to problems is accomplished by the 
direct NASA participation in the continuing energy research and 
development planning activity. The balance of this effort must be 
accomplished by direct support of both in-house and contractual efforts 
to refine, translate and adapt the wide range of aeronautics and space 
technologies to the appropriate energy program activities. 

The process being developed to bring the technological strength of 
NASA to bear in support of the energy programs involves two dis
crete, ~u~ related, elements: technology identification and verification, 
an~ cnt!cal .technology advancement. Technology identification and 
venficab?n mvolves a continued search for technology existing in 
aeronautics and space disciplines which could solve energy problems 
as well !lS experimental verification of known aerospace technology to 
terrestrlll} _energy problems. Critical technology advancement includes 
the de~mtw~ of assumptions regarding technology levels which can 
be achieved In systems pro!Josed for solving energy problems, as well 
as u~derstanding the technology advancements required to achieve 
predicted levels of performance within specified time periods. In addi-
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tion to using this general process to assure that competent NASA 
recommendations are made to ERDA and the other organizations 
directly authorized to fulfill the energy research and development pro
gram responsibilities, it is also being used to define comprehensive 
technology programs in specific areas directly related to the most rele
vant NASA experience and capabilities. 

The funding for FY 1976 and the transition period will support 
identification and verification in areas that will include materials for 
high temperature energy conversion systems and thermal, mechanical 
and electro-chemical energy storage techniques; the analysis of criti
cal technological aspects of systems design concepts and technical pro
posals and approaches to energy problems utilizing aerospace related 
technology; and completion of selected program definition efforts 
initiated during FY 1975 in the following technology areas: multi
purpose gas turbine, terrestrial (commercial) fuel cells, advanced sur
face propulsion and hydrogen energy technology. 

The hydrogen injection concept to achieve a higher efficiency, low 
pollution, internal combustion engine has been successfully demon
strated in an engine test stand. The next phase planned will be a dem
onstration of the engine and the on-board hydrogen generator in an 
automobile. To support this, a vehicle demonstration plan is being 
prepared for consideration by ERDA. 
Energy Applications 

During FY 1976 and the transition period investigations of poten
tial advancements in methods of producing and conserving energy that 
can benefit from the integrated application of aerospace technology 
will be conducted including a study of the technical and economic feas
ibility of satellite solar power and satellite power relay systems, studies 
a.nd research of systems and subsystems which are part of integrated 
utility systems, and studies of the focused application of remote sens
ing and rapid data handling techniques to energy resource assessment 
and environmental effects. 

Funding for the satellite power systems program will be used to 
investigate the economic, environmental, and operational aspects of 
the space-based collection, conversion, and relay of solar energy con
cepts and continue to pursue technological areas pertinent to such con
cepts. Program definition studies will be undertaken to identify and 
prioritize the critical technologies that presently constrain the techno
logical, operational, and economic assessment of satellite power con
cepts, to identify ongoing research and technology within NASA re
lated to satellite power concepts, and to structure an orderly program 
leading to feasibility decisions regarding the concepts. 

Support of the utility systems technology program will apply aero
space-derived technology, systems integration engineering, and man
agement techniques to the analysis and design of community services of 
power, water, liquid and solid waste management. The program is ori
ented toward short term (pre-1985) energy and environme.ntal con
servation via integrated utility systems for residences and small com
munities. This program, conducted partly in cooperation with the 
Development of Housing and Urban Development at the .Tohnson 
Space Center modular integrated utility system (MIUS) integration 
and subsystem test (MIST) facility, will be dedicated to the develop-
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ment, integration and testing of waste water and solid treatment con
cepts, production of electrical and thermal energy from these waste 
products, low cost heating af,ld cooli.ng,. energy storage devices, hu
midity control, and water quality momtormg. 

In the area of resource assessment, :funding will be focused on the 
applicability of rapid turn-around data handling as a means of in
creasing the efficiency of oil and gas exploration in frontier areas, such 
as the outer continental shelf. Remote sensing technology appears to 
require further development in most cases before becoming a large 
scale operational approach. However, in those areas where the tech
nology appears to be sufficiently mature, chiefly in the area of hydro
electnc po·wer, studies will be instituted to determine the impact of a 
sy~tems appr<?ac~, including remote sensing, on the problem of man
agmg the N at10ws energy supply. 

Systems A nalysi8 
Systems studies ~n? analysis cove~s the systemati~ identification and 

maintenance of existmg energy proJect data bases m order to support 
the broad analyses involving clearly defined boundaries with respect to 
technical, economic, environmental, political and social assumptions. 
FY 1976 and transition period :funding will be utilized to continue to 
build a data base of existmg energy project information, to develop the 
capability to evaluate the interaction o:f individual energy systems 
with the total environment in which each system must develop and 
operate, and to continue the aim to make this information available 
prior to implementation of individual projects set forth in other por
tions of the energy program. 

TnAOKixa Axn DATA AoQnsrTioN PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$240,800,000 
66,400,000 

T~e. ~urpose of this program is to provide ~he tracking and data 
acqUisitiOn support necessary to meet the reqmrements of all NASA 
flight projects. In addition to NASA flight projects, support is pro
vided, as mutually agreed, for projects, of the Department of Defense, 
other Government agencies, and other countries and international 
organizations engaged in space activities. 

Support is provided for manned and unmanned spacecraft flights, 
sounding rockets, and research aircraft. 

'I).pes of support provided include: (a) tracking to determine the 
~osition and trajectory of vehicles in space; (b) acquisition of scien
tific data :from on board experiments; (c) acquisition of engineering 
data on the performance of spacecraft and launch vehicle systems; 
(d) transmission of commands from ground stations to spacecraft· 
(e) col!lmunic~tion with astronauts and acquisition of biomedical dat~ 
on their physical condition; (:f) communication of information be
tween the various ground facilities and central control centers: and 
(g) processing of data acquired from the launch vehicles and space
cr~f~. Such support is essential for achieving the objectives of all flight 
miSSions, for executing the critical decisions which must be made to 
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assure t~e _success _of these flight missions, and, in the case of manned 
space m1sswns, to msure the safety of the astronauts. 

Tracking and data acquisition 'support is provided by a world-wide 
network of NASA gro~nd ~tations and an instrumentation ship, sup
plemented by appropriate mstrumented aircraft. These facilities are 
interconnected by a network of ground communications lines undersea 
cables, and communication satellite circuits which are le~sed from 
domestic and foreign carriers and which provide for the instantane
ous transmission of da~a and cr_itical commands between spacecraft 
al!d the contr?~ ~enters m the Umted States from which the flights are 
directed. Facilities also a~e p:ovided t? pr?cess into meaningful form 
the_ large amounts of scie_ntific, apphcatwns and engineering data 
wh~c~ _are collecte~ from flight prOJects. In addition, instrumentation 
f~cihties ~re provied fm: support of sounding rocket launchings and 
fl1ght testmg of aeronautical research aircraft. 

The funds authorized to be appropriated by this bill will be used 
for: (a) the operation and maintenance of the worldwide facilities· 
(b) _the engineering and procurement of equipment to sustain and 
mo~dy the ~ystems to suppor~ cont~nuing, new, and changing flight 
proJect reg~I~ements; (c) the mvestigation of advanced tracking and 
data acqmsitwn techmques; and (d) the development of advanced 
tracking and data acquisition instrumentation. 

Summary of resources requirements 

!~i~1{J]!~~~!~~~~~~~~e~~i~ ~~~~~~:_: j j: ~::: j: j j ~: j j j: ~: ~ j j: j ~ ~ ~ j ~ j ~ ~ ~ j: j j j 
Total.. ____ . ________________________________________________________ _ 

BASIS OF FUND REQUIREMENTS 
() pera.tion.~; 

Fiscal m~ 

$191, 400, 000 
41,400,000 

8, 000,000 
0 

240, 800, 000 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

$51, 200, 000 
12, 900, 000 

2, 300, 000 
0 

66,400,000 

Transition 
period 

Spaceflight tracking and data network._____________________ _________ __ _ 97, 000,000 26,000,000 
Deep space network ... -- .... __ ... __ 38, 400, 000 10, 200, 000 

g~~~~~1~~~~~f;~~;;~;:r:~ct:e:t: ~~~~;~~--~ ~~~:: ~ ~~~~~~~~ :: ~ ~~~~~~~:: ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~:::: ~t ~~~; ~~~ i: ~~~; ~~~ 
Total ________________________________________________________________ --19-1,-40-0,-0-00--5-1,-200, 000 

Th_e FY 19_76 funding recommendatio~ reflects a leveling off in the 
fundmg_ requm?mel!ts for neb~·ork operatiOns. Savings associated with 
the c losmg. of statwns a r~ bem_g o~set to some degree by significant 
cost esc_alatwn beca_use of mflat10n m all areas, especially in the over
The pnmary fnnchonTof the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network 
a_nd the _Deep_ Space Nebvork the support workload '.villremain rela
hvely lngh ':·Ith_the Apollo _Soyuz Test Project and Viking bein<r the 
two_ new maJOr mcrements m tracking and data acquisition support 
durmg FY 1976 and the transition period. 
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Spaceflight Traeking and Data Network (STDN) Operations.
The primary function of the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network 
is to support manned and unmanned spaceflight missions. The ma
jority of these I!li~sions lmve near earth_ orbits; however, the network 
does support misswns through lunar distances. In addition, the net
work provides launch support to NASA's planetary missions as well 
as to the spaceflight missions of the Department of Defense, other 
U.S. agencies, other countries and international organizations. 

This network must be responsive to the tracking and data acquisi
tion requirements of a la_rge variety of flight projects from the time 
of launch to th~ completiOn of fligl~t project. objectives. In many in
stances the perwd of support reqmred by flight projects extends to 
several years. 

STDN presently consists of sixteen geographically dispersed land 
stations (two less than last year), two transportable facilities ad
vanced instrumentation aircraft, one i~strumented ship and a co~trol 
center complex at Goddard Space Flight Center. These 'facilities have 
the capabi~ity to track the spacecraft, send commands for spacecraft 
and experiment control purposes, receive engineerina and scientific 
data from the spacecraft, and in the case of the astro"'nauts maintain 
voice c<_>~mnnications for s~fety and other project related purposes. 
In adchtwn to _tlw electromc systems, the Sp_aceflight Tracking and 
Data Network _rs supplemented by laser trackmg systems to meet the 
extreme~y precise needs_ of NASA's geodetic investigations. 

The sixteen land statwns are located at Fairbanks Alaska· Gold
stone, California; Merritt Island, Florida· Kauai H~waii · Rosman 
North Carolina; Guam; Asce~1sion Isl~nd;' Canber~·a, Austr~lia; Ber~ 
muda; Canary Islands; Santiago, Chile i Quito, Ecuador; England; 
Madagascar; .T oh_annesburg, Sout~1 Afnca; and Madrid, Spain. A 
transportable statwn located n~ar St. John's~ N e"·foundland, for early 
Skyla? support has been put m caretaker status and will be reacti
vated m FY_1_975 for the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. A second trans
portable facility has been relocated to Madrid to support Applica
tions Technology Satellite No.6. 

The s~ation at Corpus Christi, Tex~s, was closed after completion of 
Skylab_m February 1974 and the statiOn at Carnarvon, Australia, was 
closed m December _1974, after supporting the Helios 1 launch. The 
Canary Island statiOn \vill close in mid-1975 and the station near 
,Johannesburg, South Africa, will close in late 1975 after supporting 
the launcl~ phase of Viking. 

STD;N IS currently supporti~g ol! a continuing basis an average of 
approximately 40 unmanned scientific spacecraft including such mis
Sions as the first and secon~ E~rth Resources Technology Satellites 
(LANDSAT) ,_sev~ral Apphcatwns Technology Satellites and Inter
planetary_ Momtormg Pl~tform satellites, Synchronous Meteorologi
cal Satellites 1 and 2, Orbitmg Solar Observatory 5, Radio Astronomy 
~xplorer 2, At~osphere Explorer 3, and Nimbus 4 and 5. The network 
s also supportmg the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Packages 
(AL~~P)" left on tl~r mo~n'~ surface by thP Apollo 12, 14, 15, 16, and 
17 miSSIOn?. Upcom~ng miSSIOns to be supported include Nimbus F, 
Geodynamic Expenmenta 1 Ocean Satellite ( G EOS) C Orbiting 
Solar Observatory (OSO) I, and the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. In 
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addition, Atmosphere Explorer D and Atmosphere Explorer E with 
widely differing orbits will require simultaneous support by the net
work for a six month period in FY 1976. The overall workloa~ of the 
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network is expected to contmue to 
average appro~imately 40 spacecra~t. . 

Funds reqmred for the Spaceflight Trackmg and Data Network 
operations in FY 1976 _and the transition per~o~. will support the 
maintenance and operatiOn of the network faCilities as we~l as the 
related logistics, network support and computer programmmg costs 
associated with the around-the-clock operation of the network. The 
amount reflects the decreases associated "With the station closures noted 
above. 

Deep Space Network (DSN) OJJera-tions.-The primary function 
of the Deep Space Network is to support planetary and interplanetary 
space flight missions. The recently launcl:ed. Helios 1 miss~o~ is o~ a 
trajectory that will take the spacecraft w1thm forty-five mllhon kilo
meters of the Sun. The Pioneer 11 flyby of Jupiter nccurred Decem
ber 2, 1974, and the spacecraft is scheduled to reach Saturn in the last 
half of 1979. Future missions to Saturn and beyond will involve dis
tances measured in billions of kilometers. 

As missions become more complex and flight distances continue to 
increase, equipment designs and computer program techniques are re
quired in this network which continue to push the state-of-the-art in 
interplanetary communication. The Deep Space Network provides the 
vital two-\vav communication link to these distant spacecraft by which 
the spacecraft are controlled and scientific data are obtained. 

The DSN stations are located in Goldstone, California; Canberra, 
'Australia; and Madrid, Spain. The stations consist of one 64-meter 
and two 26-meter antennas at each location. The DSN station near 
,Johannesburg, South Africa, was closed in June 1974. The checkout 
facility at Cape Canaveral, Florida, has been consolidated with the 
Spaceflight Tmcking and Data "Network station on Merritt Island, 
Florida. 

During this funding period, the Deep Space Network support >vork
load will consist of six ongoing Pioneer spacecraft, the Helios 1, 
Mariner 10, and the Viking 1975 A and B missions which will be 
l;mnched in the first quarter of FY 1976. The Viking missions will 
be the most complex the DSN has ever supported. Helios B is also 
scheduled for launch during FY 1976 and will add to the ongoing 
network workload. 

The DSN facilities are utilized also for ground-based measurements 
in support of experiments in the field of radio astronomy to learn 
more about such phenomena as Quasar energy sources and the pos
sibility of llying massive stars generating black holes in space. Sup
port of these experiments will continue on a noninterference basis to 
the flight missions in FY 1976 and the transition period. 

The FY 1976 funds required for operation of the Deep Space Net
work facilities are greater than were required in FY 1975 due to cost 
escalation and the increasing workload associated with Viking and 
Helios. In addition to mission support, funds are required for the 
engineering activities that are necessary to implement new equipment 
and sustain the nebvork to meet the requirements of the Mariner 
.Jupiter/Saturn 1!J77 and the Pioneer Venus 1978 missions" 
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The funds for the transition I?eriod are ne.eded to continue to operate 
the Deep Space Network durmg the perwd from July 1 through 
September ~0, 1976. , . . , . 

Aero-nautu:s and Soun:dzng Rock~t Support.-Instrumen~atwn sys
tems are maintained and operated m support of the soundmg ro~ket, 
small satellite and aeronautical programs conducted by vVallops Fhght 
Center and for the flight r:search pro!Vams of the Flight Research 
Center. These instrumentatiOn s,rstems mcl.ude g~n~ral purp<;>se fixed 
tracking, telemetry, data handhng, re~ordmg, t1mmg:, plottii?-g, and 
communications systems as well as ~pecml .purpose optiCal eq~1pme!lt. 

The sounding rocket program w1ll co~tmue to be very active with 
approximately three hundred launches m FY 1976. These launches 
range. from the smaller meteorological r<?ckets to the larger Sc.out 
rockets. In addition to its continuing s~undmg.rocket ~n~ aeronaut:cal 
program support ~ctivi.ties, W~llops w1ll prov1de speCia~IZed trackmg, 
evaluation and eahbratwn services for the GEOS-C proJ_ect. 

The Flight Research Center operates the Aerodynamic Test Range, 
consistin()' of facilities at Edwards Air Force Base and the up-r9.:nge 
site at Ely Nevada. These facilities have precision radar trackmg, 
telemetry, ~nd communications equipment which are used to support 
high pe'i:formance aircraft research and development programs of 
both NASA and the Air Fore~. Pr<?grams sup~or~ed by the 4ero
dynamic Test Range include vanous aircraft anwd hftmg ~ody proJeCts, 
including the F-111, F-104, X-24-B, and I<-1?. The Fhght Research 
Center will aJso be responsible for supportmg the approach and 
landing tests for the Shuttle Orbiter. . . . 

The funds requested for FY _1976 an~ ~o~ the. transition perwd ~re 
required to contmue the operational activities discussed above durmg 
these periods. . . 

Oomrm11nioationB Operations.-NASA's global ~ommumcatwns ~e~
work (N ASCO~I) interconnects theN ASA trackmg an~ data acqUisi
tion facilities to support all NASA proje_cts and proJects of other 
agencies that are supported by NASA. It mterconnects by means of 
leased voice and data circuits such facilities as telemetry and command 
control sites, launch areas, test sites, and mission control centers. !he 
major NASCOM control center is located at the Goddard Seace Flight 
Center. In the interest o:f economy, reliability, and full _utilization of 
trunk circuitry, subswitching centers have been established at both 
domestic and overseas locations. 

To an increasina extent the NASA flight projects are requiring 
higher data transfer rates between the mission control centers and 
the tracking sites due to the need :for real time control of spacecraft 
and the onboard experiments. In addition, requirements for wideband 
communications are increasing. . . 

To meet the hi~her data transfer rates new commumcatwns tec~
nology has been implemented in the N ASCOM .such as electromc 
circuit switching and the capability for sending mereased amounts 
of data over a n-ormal voice circuit. Another development allows for 
the transmission of data over a lesser number of circuits through the 
use of digital techniques and specially modified voice channels .. ?'~is 
capability will continue to be added to those NASCOM faCilities 
which need this data handling capability. . . 

·while technology developments have reduced data transm1ss;wn 
unit costs, some additional circuits are required to meet the increasmg 
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workload brought about by extended mission life-times and high~r 
data rate transfer requirements o:f the new flight programs. It also IS 
necessary to augment the normal net,York configuration_ to supp_ort 
special mission needs such as the Apollo-Soyuz Test ProJect, Hehos, 
Viking 1975, and the Atmospheric Explorers D and E. 

The :funds :for NASCOM Operations :for FY 1976 are less than ~e
quired :for FY 1975 due to the closure o:f the Carnarvon, Australia, 
Canary Island and Johannesburg, South Africa, stations along with 
the continuing application o:f technology improvements. The :funds :for 
FY 1976 and the transition period will be used :for the procurement 
of the communications circuits and services required to continue the 
operation and maintenance o:f NASCOM. 

Data Processing Operat~ons.-Tracki'ng and telemetry data :from the 
various spacecraft must be processed into a :form useful to both those 
persons controlling the day-to-day spacecraft operations and those re
sponsible :for analyzing the scientific and applications data acquired 
by the spacecraft. 

Tracking data are processed to provide orbital elements which are 
used to prepare the predictions o:f :future spacecraft positions neces
sary :for the real time control o:f spacecraft, :for knowing when the 
spacecraft will be passing over the stations so data can be acquired, 
and to provide precise information that can be used by the scientific 
experimenters to determine where in the trajectory o:f the spacecraft 
for the scientific measurements were made. Telemetry data must be 
processed to: (a) separate the information obtained :from various sci
entific experiments aboard the spacecraft, (b) consolidate information 
from each experiment, (c) determine spacecraft attitude, and (d) cor
relate these measurements with the position data mentioned above. 
Processed data are the primary product of the spacecraft missions, and 
it is through reductions and analyses of these data by the experi
menters that a better understanding of earth and space is achieved. 

Upcoming missions require extensive pre-mission orbit studies, in
eluding spacecraft position and attitude predictions. Studies are also 
required to work out operational methods and procedures to be used 
during the actual mission operations of these complex spacecraft. 

The request for FY 1976 and the transition period is based upon 
the requirement to process data from previously launched satellites, 
plus additional satellites that are scheduled to be launched during the 
period. The scientific requirements for the acquisition and processing 
of data from the older satellites are under continuing review, and 
support is terminated or curtailed for older missions as mission ob
jectives are achieved. These reductions make possible the support of 
some new spacecraft, without major increases in data processing ca
pability. However, often new missions dictate major changes in the 
type of support provided. For instance, the Atmosphere Explorer 3 
spacecraft, launched in December o:f 1973, has an orbit change ca
pability which necessitates real time orbit and attitude determination. 
The low altitudes reached by this spacecraft also require the near real 
time analysis of experiment data. This mode o:f operation requires that 
data received at stations around the world be transmitted to the con
trol center at Goddard Space Flight Center, fed directly into inter
connected computers, processed, and placed in computer memory units, 
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used in near real time as the basis for determining commands 
thebe sent to the spacecraft for orbit adjustment and further e::;cperi
to t operation. Two additional spacecraft of this type will be 
ml en heel in 1975 and simultaneous operation of two or more such 
aunc · ' · d · FY 1976 ecraft will be reqmred urmg . 
sp~h Image Data Processing Facility, established for the support of 
h fi~st Earth Resources Technology Satellite (LANDSAT -1) , vyill 

t e t" e operation in support of the LANDSAT-2 spacecraft durmg 
}?~ ~~t6 and the transition period. This faci~ity is expected.to continue 

ations for several years, after that perwd, at approximately the 
~~:e level o:f effort, to support a continuing Earth Resources program. 

Systems Implementation 

Fiscal ms Transition 
period 

Spaceflght tracking and data network._________________________________________ $fi, j~· ~ $~; l~;~ 
Deep space network ____ ------------------------------------------------------ ' ' 700,000 
A ronautics and soundmg rocket support ____ ----------·--------·--------------- 2, ~~· ~ BOO, 

000 g~ra~~~~~~~ii~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: -~1:~o_oo.:_: o_oo ____ 9oo_, o_oo 
TotaL __ . ______ . ____ . ___________________________ --------------------- 41, 400, 000 12, 900,000 

The objectives of the Systems Implem~n~ation pr~gram are to main
tain the existing ground support capablltiy at a high level <?f pr~fi
ciency and reliability to l!leet the.~eeds of the many and varied miS
sions and to augment this capability, as necessary, to meet the spe
cial ;equirements of individual projects. These support systems con
sist of the NASA tracking and communica!ions networ~s, control 
centers, data processing facilitie~ and aeronautics and soundmg rocket-
instrumentation. . . 

The Systems Instrumentation program enco_mpasses the engmeermg 
design and procurement of the. necessary eqmpme;nt, su?systell?-s .and 
systems in response to the reqmrements of the varwus flight 1!1ISSIOns 
and other research projects. It includes related d~cumentatwn an~ 
development of initial computer programs as app!ICable, t~e proVI
sioning of initial and large module spares, and associated serviCes such 
as acceptance testing, integration and checkout of subsystems and 
systems. 

1
. b'l't 

· Funds are used to maintain opE>rational performance and re Ia I I Y 
of network systems by providing for the replacement ?f obsolet~ ~nd 
worn-out equipment, the modification and augmentatl(~n of existmg 
systems to maintain compatibility with changes in associated onboard 
spacecraft communications systems and the improvement of support 
utilization and efficiency of network systems. . . . 

Funds are required in FY 1976 and the transition periOd for the 
implementation of new capabilities includi;ng those ~ecessary .for net
work system augmentation for the Marmer Jupiter/Saturn 1~77, 
Pioneer Venus Shuttle International Ultraviolet Explorer and High 
Energy Astro~omy Ob~ervatory missions. I~ addition, funds are re
quired for the modification and augmentation of the ~ata. p:r:ocess
ing facilities to provide increased accuracy and resolution m Image 
processing for such missions as NIMBUS-G, SEASAT-A, and Heat 
Capacity Mapping Missions. 

47-396 0 - 75 - 7 
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. Spacefl;ight Tracking ar~:d Data Ne~work Systems Implementa
tzon.-The STDN s;rstems ImplementatiOn p:ogram encompasses the 
procuremen~ of eqmp~ent, systems and services necessary to sustain 
th~ n~twork s cap~bil~ty to provide reliable support to the ongoin()' 
S~I~~tlfic and apphca~wns satellite missions, to provide network capa~ 
bihties to. a.s~ure efficient and multipurpose tracking, command, and 
data acqmsitlon SUJ?P?rt for all manned and unmanned earth orbital 
and synchronous missiOns, and to meet new support requirements for 
spacecraft to be launched in the near future. 

FY 1975 funding was adjusted downward from the budget estimate 
because of the r~qmrement to reduce the operating level for the agency 
t:o the appropriated amou~t and to provide funding for the Phase I 
contract effort .for Trar:kmg and Data Relay Satellite System. To 
accommodate these reqmrements it was necessary to stretch out pro
curement of the laser systems planned for support of LAGEOS and 
othe: elements of the. Earth and O~ean Physics Applications Program. 
The Impact of deferrmg the lasers IS to delay the investigation of earth 
su~face phenomena, thereby delaying the understanding of any corre
latiOn _between earth s~rface motion and earthquakes. 

Durmr FY ~976 e9.mpment modification is required to maintain the 
networks regmred high level of performance for support of its diverse 
and demandmg workload and to assure the quality and reliability of 
the network's systems and subsystems. Accordingly, funds are re
qu~sted for: (1) replace~ent ~f worn out systems with more reliable 
umts; (?) eqmpment modificatiOns to correct operational deficiencies; 
(3) eqmpment to be used m. ~perational c~mtrol of the network; (4) 
subsystems ~pares; ( 5) .prov~swn and modification of test equipment; 
and (6) eqmpmen_t ~odificatwns related to changes in support require
ments from one miSSIOn to the next. 

. Network system augmentations are planned to support the orbital 
flight test phase ?f the Sp3:ce Shuttle program. Digital voice demodu
latw? s~stems will be provided at core network stalions for voice com
mumcatwns ?~tween the Space Shuttle and the mission control cen
ter .. In add~twn, command, telemetry and voice communications 
eqmpment. will. be procured for installation at the Space Shuttle pri
mary landmg Sites to su_pport the term!nal phase of each flight. 

Funds are also reqmred for: ( 1) Implementation of the displays 
consoles, and computer peripherals necessary to complete the controi 
center f?r th~ Internationa~ l!ltraviolet Explorer; (2) control cen
ter modificatiOns to the _existmg Orbiting Astronomy Observatory 
?ontrol center for the High En~rgy Astronomy Observatory which 
mclude .c~msole replacem~nts, . display and. computer modifications, 
and additiOnal comm1_1ncatwns mterface eqmpment; and (3) improve
ments and augm~ntatwn to laser tracking systems necessary to support 
!~AEG~S s~telhte and other elements of the Earth and Ocean Phys
Ics Apphcatwns program. 

T~ansition _period fund~ng is required to sustain the STDN and to 
contmue the unplementatwn of the additional capabilities to support 
the approved programs. 

Deep Space Ne~work Systef!Ls lmplementation.-The Deep Space 
Network sy~tems ImplementatiOn program provides for the procure
ment of eqmpment and related services to sustain the network's capa-
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bility to support the ongo~ng planetary spacecraft missions and to 
procure the necessary eqmpment reqmred to support the planned 
launches of approved planetary flight missions. 

Due to the extreme distances from earth at which planetary space
craft operate, very large ~ntenn~s and extremely sensitive and complex 
·eceiving and data handlmg eqmpment must be used at the ground sta

:ions to provide commur.ticll;tions with the spacecraft. Cons.eque:J?-tly the 
network requires a c~ntir.tml?-g e~ort of replaceme~t, l!l?dificatwn and 
angmentatior.t to mamtam 1ts hi~h degree of reha_bihty and opera
tional integrity. St~te~o.f-the-art I~p~ovements, whiCh are the.k~y to 
achieving and maximizmg the scientific return from these miSSIOns, 
will continue to be made. 

To achieve the improved reliability required by the ongoing plane
tary missions, such as Pi?neer 10, Pioneer 11 (no.w ta~geted to fly .by 
Saturn in 1979) and Hehos, network system modificatiOns and eqmp
ment replacements will be necessary. These missi~ns are. characterized 
by time critical support. demands on ~he network mvolvmg spacecraft 
attitude maneuvers, mid-course traJectory changes, and encounter 
sequences which dictate an extremely high level of system reliability 
that can only be achieved with a continuing program of module and 
component replacement and readily available spare modules and com
ponents. Therefore, FY 1976 funds are required for replacement haro
ware and spares so that the network systems can provide uninterrupted 
support to these extended ongoing missions and to incorporate changes 
necessary to maximize the scientific return of these missions. 

Preparations for Viking support are underway and in FY 1976 the 
network will be supporting the cruise phase of the mission. Concur
rently, final preparation of the DSN system will be completed to 
support the Mars Orbiter and Lander Phase of the mission. Viking 
will be the most complex mission ever supported by the network, 
therefore extremely high precision and performance levels must be met 
by the network. 

In preparation for the dual Mariner missions to ,Jupiter and Saturn 
in 1977, long lead time development of prototype equipment has been 
initiated. Equipment changes include those needed to accommodate 
the increased command transmission data rate required by the space
craft computer to update the many critical stored programs. These 
programs are used not only to control the numerous spacecraft func
tions but also to change the telemetry data rate and data content in 
accordance with variations in mission operations sequences. 

Other Pquipment changes necessary in FY 1976 include those re
qnired to receive the new X-band (8400 megahertz) telemetry trans
missions from the spacecraft and handle a new coded telemetry system 
capable of transferring the large quantities of vital scientific and engi
neering data with minimal error during the planetary flyby phases 
which will occur at distances beyond 1112 billion kilometers (9.5 A.U.) 
from earth. . 

In addition, to precisely control the spacecraft trajectory for close 
flyby of the planets and their selected satellites, increased ground 
system navigation capabilities are required. These will be provided 
by augmenting the tracking equipment with special recording, proc
essing and timing systems to allow measurement of spacecraft position 
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and veloci_ty ov~r the great distances involved from two widely spaced 
e~rth statwns s_Im_ultaneously. As part of a time-phased implementa
tion program,_ It IS planned to provide equipment to stations of the 

. DNS wlnch will be used for early prelaunch testing with the spacecraft 
an? for la~~c~ and early c_ruise support. Accordingly, funds are re
qmred to Imtiate systems Implementation for support of the earlv 
phase of the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn missions. • 

r:r:he transition period funding is required to sustain the network 
duru;tg that period for ongoing mission support and to continue up
gradmg the. network for the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn mission. 

. Aeronautws and Sounding Rocket _Support System Implementa
t~on.-The funds recommended for this project provide instrumenta
tiOn support to the aeronautics and sounding rocket programs of 
Wallops Center; bo~h fixed an~ mobile ground support equipments 
are used: To mamtam these eqmpments, spare and replacement parts 
are reqmred as well as some non-recoverable flight hardware such as 
onb~ard a;ntennas and transpo~ders. To meet specific test requirements, 
~od1ficatw~s and augmentatiOns of sele?ted telemetry, communica
twn.s,_ trackmg, CO!fiman~, and data handlmg systems are required. In 
addi~IOn, the mobile eqmpment ~ust be periodically refurbished and 
mod~fied to meet r~mote site r~qmr~ments such as the ongoing meteor
ologiCal program m cooperatiOn with several foreign nations includ
ing Argentina, Brazil and Spain. 

The grou~d aerona_utical support systems at the Flight Research 
C~nter co~;ts~st of statwns at Edwards, California, and Ely, Nevada. 

. High pr~Cis~on radar, telemetry, data han<;Iling, an~ as~ociated timing, 
commumcatwns and command systems will be mamtamed and modi
fied to meet the changing requirements of the approved flight projects. 

The ~unds for FY 19~6 an~ the transition period will provide for 
the eqmpment and _modificatiOns necessary to support the sounding 
rocket and ~ero;nautics programs. 

Oommunwatwns Systems lmplementatirm.-Funds recommended 
for communications systems will be used for the procurement of hard
ware: for the N A_SA communicat_ions network to meet new program 
reqmrements, to ~~crease the efficiency of the network and to sustain 
the ne~work at a high level of reliability. 

Durmg FY ~9?6 and the transition period, modifications will be 
made to the existmg systems as part of a continuing program to in
cr~ase the amoun~ of data tha~ ?an be transmitted over existing cir
cmt~, and to I?rovide the capability for transmitting bulk data over a 
specially modified voice circuit. 

To maintain system r~lia~ility t~1e procurement of replacement 
parts, spares, te~t and momtormg eqmpment will continue. 

Da~a_ Proce~szng Systems lmplementation.-The FY 1976 and the 
~ransitiOn ~erwd funds will be used to modify and augment the exist
mg N A~ A Image data processing facility at the Goddard Space Flight 
Center. m order to mee.t ~he accu:a;cy and resolution requirements of 
upcommg approved miSSIOns. Imtially, this facility was established 
for the Earth Resources Technology Satel1ite (Landsat) missions 
a~;td .operated as an a~alog syste!ll doing most of data manipulation 
Withi~ the photographic process Itself. The accuracy requirements for 
experiments on future spacecraft including Nimbus-G, Seasat-A, and 
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the I!eat Capacity Mapping Mission are such that the data must be 
rocessed in digital form. 

p With the augmented system, data acquired by the network stations 
will be processed and corrected in digital form. This will improve 
the quality of the data by a factor of two to three over the present 
approach. The output of this process will be high density digital tapes. 
The augmented facility will be general purpose in nature, meeting the 
processing requirements of the above mentioned missions and possibly 
the extended phases of the Landsat 2 mission. 

In addition, funds are required in FY 1976 and the transition period 
to maintain the existing scientific data processing systems. Typical of 
these activities are ( 1) modifications to the existing computer com
plex to facilitate interconnection with the many peripheral equip
ments associated with its operation including drums, displays and 
line printers; (2) the addition of power source monitors; and, (3) the 
purchase of routine and special spare components and hardware. 

Advanced Systems 
The Advanced Systems program, formerly called Supporting Re

search and Technology, includes studies and developments of track
ing and data a~quisition systems and techniques required ( 1) to pro
vide new and Improved network and data processing capabilities to 
meet the needs of approved missions and new starts; and (2) to im
prove the cost-effectiveness and reliability of the overall T&DA sup
port for the total mix of NASA flight missions. This effort includes 
spacecraft and ground system trade-of!' studies aimed at optimizing 
space-to-ground telecommunications links. 

The p~ograi;tl .f?r FY 1976 an~ the tr~nsition period is divided into 
four basH'. act~vities: ( 1) trackmg, orbit determination and ground
based navigatiOn; (2) spacecraft/ground communications, telemetry 
and command; ( 3) network control and operations technology· and 
( 4) data handling and processing. ' 

Studies and dev~lop.ments will proceed in the area of tracking and 
ground-b~sed navigatiOn for support of future planetary missions. 
New and Improved tracking techniques, using simultaneous data from 
more than one station in a Very Long Baseline Interferometry 
(VLBI) mode, will be investigated. 

T_echniques also will be studied to determine spacecraft position 
agamst a background of extraterrestr~al_radio sources, such as quasaTI!, 
to greatly reduce errors that now hmit the accuracy achievable in 
s~acecraft. tr~c~ing. Time synchronization among network stations 
with atomic timmg standards will continue to be investigated in order 
t? meet the extremely accurate tracking requirements of future mis
swns. Development effort will also continue on a general purpose ap
proa~h to mee~ spacecraft attitude determination and control system 
req~Ireme~ts, Ill order to utilize common software and achieve greater 
efficiency m the data processing function than is now obtained with 
the present systems. 

. Fu~ure planetary missions will require data rates in excess of 100 
ki~o~nts p_er second from the vicinity of Jupiter, approximately 900 
milhon kilometers away. Therefore, studies will continue on the in
fluence of transmission media, such as the sun's corona, planetary at-
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mospheres and space charged particles, on such deep space com
munications. Also, the improvement of the capabilities of the large 
aperture ant~nnas will. be further investigated using higher frequen
Cies, developmg techmques for arraying several antennas, studying 
dish-surface shaping, and by developing low radio noise elements 
coupled with receivers having improved sensitivities. 

Future earth orbital missions require an order of magnitude im
provement in the rate at which data must be acquired and handled, 
I.e., approximately 300 million bits per second for high resolution 
image data. Therefore, work will be done on ground antenna feed sys
tems, telemetry receivers, and on network station techniques for han
dling high data rates. Network support analyses will be made to plan 
the support of future missions such as the Large Space Telescope and 
the Earth Observation Satellite. 

Effort will continue on developing techniques for centralized con
trol and monitoring of tracking and data acquisition support opera
tions both at the stations and their respective network control centers. 
The objective is to obtain greater efficiency and effectiveness in the 
utilization of the overall network systems. Automated monitoring and 
control techniques will be examined and developed for those applica
tions which are determined to be cost effective and necessary to meet 
real time operations requirements. The multiple use of minicomputers 
to monitor and control network functions and to improve logistical 
support and reduce manual operations in the network will continue 
to be pursued. Development and application of new techniques neces
sary to maintain lmv cost, reliable software will be continued. 

Studies and development will continue on improved data handling 
and data processing systems and techniques to meet the increasing re
quirements for real time mission control and user-interactive informa
tion systems. Studies during this period will be concerned particu
larly with the problems of high rate, on-line data handling, storage, 
and retrieval, and also with techniques and systems for a fully digital 
approach to handling of imaging data from earth observation 
satellites. 
Traeking and Data Relay Satellite System 

Although no funds are requested for it, a major aspect of the Track
ing an?- Data Acquisition Progr~m in future years will be the proposed 
Trackmg and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). · 

The TDRSS will consist of two relay communications satellites and 
a ground terminal in the continental lT nited States, and will serve to 
relay data, commands and voice to and from mission spacecraft and 
the g-l'ound control center. The two relay satellites will be positioned 
in geosynchronous orbit, one over the mid-Atlantic Ocean and the 
other over the mid-Pacific Ocean. A spare relay satellite will be posi
tioned in orbit midway between the two active spacecraft. 

The TDRSS will support essentially all earth orbital spacecraft 
missions and will greatly improve NASA's earth orbital tracking and 
data acquisition capabilities. Since the TDRSS will support essenti
ally all earth orbital spacecraft missions, it will permit the elimination 
of 6 of the ~round stations in the present Spaceflight Tracking and 
Data Network with resulting cost savings. 
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N ~SA is planning to acq~ire this capab~lity through a contract-for
services arrangeJ_Uent: th~t IS by entermg mto a eon tract under ·which 
the contract?r will estabhs_h the systen; and provide NASA.with serv
ice :for a perwd o~ ten Y.ears. Under th~s arrangement, NASA funding 
for TDRSS services will not be reqmred until service actually com
mences. 

The schedule for development and construction of the TDRSS is 
bused upon having a fully operational system by early 1980, in time 
for support of the Space Shuttle OJ?erational flights. . 

Since last year, NASA has demded to use a competitive two-phase 
procurement approach to acquire TDRSS service. Phase I will involve 
the award of multiple study contracts for system design and to pro
vide technical and cost proposals for Phase II. Phase II will involve 
the competitive selection of a single contractor for final design, imple
mentation and operation. 

During FY 1975, $3.6 million was reprogrammed within T&DA to 
fund the Phase I contracts. While these funds are a part of the NASA 
deferral actions included in the President's Special Message on Budget 
Restraint (November 26, 1974), they will be available for the Phase I 
contracts in early FY 1976. No additional :funding requirements are 
anticipated until FY 1979. 

COMMITTEE COMMENT 

The Committee recognizes the support nature of the tracking and 
data acquisition program, and that quick response and overall flawless 
program performance is essential to the conduct of successful space and 
aeronautical flight missions. Nevertheless, the Committee notes that 
this function is experiencing a reduction in manned space flight de
mands and will be approaching the transition period to the TDRS~ 
system. The Committee also notes that deferrals ordered by the Presi
dent result in limiting FY 1975 funding to $238 million: A~cordingly, 
the Committee believes that NASA should seek economies m the pro
crram and therefore, it agrees with the overall reduction of $2.2 million 
~ade' in the request for this program by the House in its action on this 
bill. 

T D RSS.-Section 6 of the bill would authorize NASA, when so pro
vided in an appropriation act, to enter into a contract to lease tracking 
and data relay satellite services. The government would incur no .costs 
under the contract prior to the time that such services were furmshed 
except that the contract could provide for payment of contingent li
ability by the government which could accme in the event the govern
ment decided for its convenience to terminate the contract before the 
end of the contract period. 

The proposed Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (~'DRSS) 
is described above. By greatly increasing the percentage of time dur
ing which data can be received from and commands sent to most o:f 
NASA's earth orbiting satellites a TDRSS would enhance the produc
tivity of such satellites. It also would substantially reduce space pro
gram operating costs since the TDRSS would permit closing many of 
the ground stations of the Space Flight Tracking and Data Network. 
Accordingly, the Committee has supported the concept, development 
and deployment of a TDRSS. 
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However it has not been clear and it is not clear now to the Com
~ittee whether NASA should contract for the development and ~:'AsA 
tion of a government-owned TDRSS or wheth_er, as proposed, 
should contract to lease the service from a pnvately-owned TADtf~· 

In its report last year, the Committf>:e recommended that N . e 
authorized to proceed with a TDRSS m such a manner as to provid: 
the Congress with an accurate assessment of the probable costs ?f 
leased TDRSS service and a ~ASA-m':ne~ TDRSS. The Co~mittee 
stated· in its report that it had no obJection to _NASA leas~ng the 
TDRSS service provided that method of procurmg the service was 
found to be the most advantageous to the government, cost and ~~A 
factors considered. Specifically, ~he Commi~tee !equested that N 
( 1) report to the Committee, prwr to entermg mto a contract, on the 
projected cost of a lease arrangement as compared to the cos~ of hn 
equivalent NASA-owned TDRSS service, and (2) expedite t e 
TDRSS service procurement process so as ~o be ~ble to report to th7~ Committee on those costs during the consideratiOn of the FY 19 
authorization request. . , 

NASA was unable to comply with the Committee s request. . 
During the past year, the Committee has con~inued to express _Its 

views on this cost question in letters from the Chairman to the J\dmm
istration; these letters are printed in the hearing record along witJ:t the 
Administration's responses on pages 32~-332, Part 1 of the hearm~-

The Committee believes that a Trackmg and Data Relay E?atelhte 
System would be a major ~tep ~orward for the NASA Trackmg al?-d 
Data Aquisition program; It beheve~ that_the TDRSS should be a;ail
able to support the first manned orbital fiight of the ~pace shu ttl~, t~e 
Committee would have no objection to NASA leasmg the service If 
the data show that that is the course most a~vantageous to the govern-
ment when cost and other factors are considered. . 

NASA has testified that it is now planning to proceed durmg J?Y 
1977 with the contract arrangement for_leasi~g the TDRSS service. 
This will require that the Committee agam review the NASA proposal 
for aquiring the TDRSS service ~urif!-g its consideratiOn of the F_Y 

1977 authorization bill. To d~ that It will be ?e:cesary for the Comm_It
tee to have definitive cost estimates for obtammg the TDRSS service 
on a leased basis vs. from a NASA-owned system. 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGRAM 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

OBJECTIVES 

$7,000,000 
2,000,000 

The primary objectives of the Tec~nology Uti~ization program are 
to increase the return on the national mvestment m aerospace research 
and development by encouraging addition~! uses of the knowledge 
gained in those programs; to ~horten ~he tr~e gap between th~ dis
covery of new knowledge and Its effective widesprea~ ~se i to aid the 
movement of new knowledge across . industry, diSCiplinary, and 
geographical boundaries; and to contribute to ~he d~velopmen~ ?f 
better means of transferring technology from Its pomts of origm 
to its points of potential use. 
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Summary of t·esources requirements 

Fiscal year 
1976 

Transition 
period 

m~~:E~i:&g~~~~~::~f~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $~: ~~l ~~~ ,~~: ~g~ 
TolaL _______________________________________________________________ --7,-00-0,-0-00---2-.0-00~.0-00 

BASIS OF FUND RJ<:QUIREMENTS 

This program supports the establishment and operation of systems 
~nd mechanisms, including an evaluation of program effectiveness, to 
Identify, evaluate, publish, and transfer the technological innovations 
developed in the aeronautics and space programs to the general public. 

Technology Utilization Officers at NASA installations identify new 
technology developed by NASA and its contractors which has poten
tial utility for non-aerospace application and use. New advances iden
tified in such diverse fields as materials research, communications, bio
engineering, and fabrication/manufacturing technology, are evaluated 
and published in NASA Tech Briefs, Compilations, Handbooks, and 
other dissemination media. Special emphasis is being given to in
creased market relevance of the technology and improved distribution 
methods to broaden availability and use. 

In FY 1976, it is planned to broaden the capability to transfer aero
~pace technology to meet technological needs in certain U.S. geograph
Ical areas which have heretofore been difficult to serve. Since the cur
rent six NASA Industrial Application Centers (lAC) (formerly 
known as Regional Dissemination Centers) are somewhat limited geo
g_raph~capy due to trav_el c?st constraints and operational considera
tiOns, It Is proposed to msbtute an "outreach program" that will add 
a number of lAC Divisional offices to the existing lAC network to 
extend technology transfer efforts in a cost effective manner to highly 
i~dustrialized urban areas. This is a major step in developing a na
tiOnal network of technology transfer centers to serve the technological 
needs of U.S. industry as well as State and local governments. These 
Divisional Offices in conjunction with parent Industrial Application 
Centers will provide an operable framework and structure to facilitate 
the use of established and proven transfer mechanisms for selected 
user groups located in strategic geographic areas. 
~n the technology applications effort seven NASA-sponsored Appli

catiOns Teams are supported to assist in defining and solving prob
lems t~rough th~ adaptatio~ of N~SA technology. Public sector prob
lef!-ls, Identified m cooperatiOn with user agencies, are matched with 
existi?g ~erospace technology via the Application Teams, Industrial 
Apphcatwn Centers, and NASA Field Centers. The matching proc
~ss gives rise to specific applications projects designed to adapt mod
Ify, or otherwi_se re-enginee~ existing NASA technology to me~t per
f(!l'm~nce reqmrements specified by Federal, state or local user orga
mz~twns. Currently, over seventy active applications engineering 
proJects are underway. 

. The I_Uajor e~ph~sis of the engineering projects has been placed in 
bwmedlCal apphcatwns in the specific areas of detection, diagnosis and 
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treatment, instrumentation, rehabilitation, and biomedical
1 
~ys;.em~ 

analysis and health planning. In fact, four of the seven App ICa wn _ 
Tea1ns specialize in the biomedical ar~a. The areas of urb.an co~struc _ 
tion, fire safety, enviro~men~al pollutiOn and. transporta:twi~ w1ll coi_ 
t:nue to receive attentiOn via the sponsorship o~ apphcati~ns eng 
~eering projects. In response to identified nee?s m the publ~c .s~c~o~ 

rojects concerned with mine safety and publ~c safety were. Imt.Ia e 
~uring FY 1975 and it is expected that contmued emphasis will be 
placed on these endeavors in FY 1976. . 

Evaluation activities will be continu~d to deter~me prowam effe~ 
tiveness including studies to more precisely determme th.e I_mpact a~ 
effect of such factors as time lag, technology charact~ristic~ and In

dustrial structure on the transfer process. Documen~ation of mstab1~s 
of transfer will be constructed so as to augme.n~ ~nd mcrease the J?U IC 
understanding of technology transfer activities. Other studies to 
analyze and document impacts and benefits of ~A~? A research and 
development programs wi~l be con?ucted assessmg ID!pac~s o~ tech
nology in current industnal practice as. well as the.I~phcat10ns ?f 
aerospace technology on increase~ natiOnal capabilities stated m 
terms of productivity and econom1c growth an~ .change. '_l'hese ac
tivities also will include development of exhi~It materials, con
ference coordination, and development of materml for use by the 
communications media. 

COMMITTEE COMMENT 

The Committee concurs with the NASA request of $7 million for 
this program, an increase of $1.5 m.illion, or 27 per.c~~t, above FY 
1975, in order to expand the mechamsms and the faCilities f?r trans
ferri~g technology developed in NASA programs to the pu~hc ~ector. 
The Committee believes, however, that such a large expansiOn m one 
year must be carefully initiated and controlled .to assure success .and 
avoid the pitfalls of too rapid growth. Accordmgly, the Com~It.tee 
does not a<Yree with the House aCtion which added another $2 milhon 
to the alre~dy planned program expansion, resulting in a proposed 63 
percent increase in one year. . . . 

In the expansion of the network of ~n~t~str1al Apphcat10ns Centers 
through the establishment ot lAC J?Iviswnal offices, NASA s~ould 
rtssure that the selected locations are m areas not now geograi?~ICal!y 
or otherwise realistically accessible to an existing NASA fa.cihty, m 
order to maximize the total area served throughout the natiOn. 

More specifically, in view of the numerous industrial areas of the 
nation that are relatively remote from any NAS~ .Center or tech
nology utilization di~se!llinatio1_1 center, no lAC facihty sho~ld be ~o
cated in an area comCident with the reasonable geographic serviCe 
capability of an established NASA Center. 

TRANSITION PERIOD 

COMMI'ITEE COMMENT 

The Committee noted that the amounts requested for each Research 
and Development program for the transition period to the next fiscal 
year, July 1, 1976 through September 30, 1976, exceeded the quarterly 
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eq.uivalent requested for that program for FY 1976. While the Com
mittee appreciates that the transition period is a one-time occurrence 
and that fund .ava~lability for contr~ct rel!ewals and other require
ments may ordmanly be somewhat higher m the early part of a new 
fiscal year, the Committee also recognizes that it is recommending a 
p~rmanent authorization even though it is only for a three-month pe
riOd. Therefore, to accommodate these factors and in recognition of 
~he aggress~ve program recommended on upper atmospheric research 
m the Physics and Astronomy program, the Committee has made a net 
reduction of $26 million in the total Research and Development re
q_uest, from $730.6 million to $704.6 million. This represents a reduc
tion from approximately 27% of the FY 1976 authorization to an 
a~~mnt more closely approaching a quarterly equivalent, with the ad
dlt~on of $4 million for the upper atmospheric research activity. This 
actiOn parallels that taken by the House, a cut of $30 million, without 
additional funding for the upper atmospheric research effort. 
. ~s .set forth in Section 7 of the bill, the Committee has adopted the 
mdividual program levels requested by NASA as authorization ceil
ings for the transition period, with the exception of the Advanced 
Missions line item. NASA is provided the flexibility to conduct its 
activities on any individual program up to the originally requested 
amount provided the total of all such program amounts does not ex
ceed the reduced total of $704.6 million for Research and Develop
ment. The House also inserted the individual program ceiling amounts 
with the same flexibility in its action on the authorization bill, however, 
the House specified that the Aeronautics and Space Technology pro
gram cannot be reduced to support other programs. The Committee 
cannot concur with this action without further action to save harmless 
the many other high priority programs in this budget. 

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 

The Construction of Facilities authorization recommendation is for 
$93,630,000 of which $11,500,000 is for the transition period, July 1, 
1976-September 30, 1976 . 
. The fiscal year 1976 recommendation for $82,130,000 consists of 6 

hne items, the largest item being one with ten projects for the Space 
Shuttle program estimated to cost $47,220,000. Except for $9,275,000 
in the line item for Facility Planning and Design activities, the recom
mended funds will support facilities projects that are characterized 
by the extent to which they represent the modification of, rehabilita
tion of, or additions to existing facilities as compared with the con
~truction of new facilities thereby maximizing utilization of the 
mve~tment in existing facilities to support changing NASA mission 
reqmrements. 

No individual line item facility projects are scheduled for initiation 
during the transition period. The funding recommended for this 
period, $11,500,000, will support the ongoing type of facility activities, 
more specifically, smaller rehabilitation and modification projects, 
minor construction and/or additions to existing facility projects and 
facility planning and design work. 

The table below identifies each facility item recommended, together 
with the estimated cost thereof, which is followed by a brief descrip
tion of each project and the justification therefor. 
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Summary 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
Item Amount 
1. Modification of 11- by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel, Ames Etesearch Center ____________________________________________ $2,695,000 

[Addition to lunar sample curatorial facility, Lyndon B. Johnson 
Space Center----------------------------------------------- 0] 

2. Addition for composite model and metal finishing shops, Langley 
Etesearch Cente~-------------------------------------------- 1,940,000 

3. Space shuttle facilities at various locations as follows: 
(a) Modifications to launch complex 39, John F. Kennedy 

Space Center _______________________________________ 13,110,000 
(b) Construction of Orbiter processing facility, John F. 

Kennedy Space Center------------------------------ 8, 160, 000 
(c) Modifications for solid rocket booster processing facilities, 

John F: Kennedy Space Center______________________ 5, 240, 000 
(d) Modifications for hypergolic checkout and refurbishment 

facilities, John F. Kennedy Space Center_____________ 6, 940, 000 
(e) Modifications for launch equipment test facilities, John F. 

Kennedy Space Center ______________________________ 1,960,000 
(f) Construction of Orbiter approach and landing test 

facilities, Flight Etesearch Center, and Air Force 
Plant Number 42, Palmdale, California______________ 1, 680, 000 

(g) Construction of Shuttle/Carrier aircraft mating facilities, 
Flight Etesearch Center, and Air Force Plant Number 
42, Palmdale, California____________________________ 3, 890, 000 

(h) Modifications for crew training facilities, Lyndon B. 
Johnson Space Center_______________________________ 830,000 

(i) Modification of the vibration and acoustic test facility, 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center_____________________ 2, 410, 000 

(j) Modifications for solid rocket booster component manu-
facturing and assembly facilities, undesignated loca-
tion----------------------------------------------- 3,000,000 

4. Rehabilitation and modification of facilities at various locations, 
not in excess of $500,000 per project_ _____________ .:. __________ 16, 000, 000 

5. Minor construction of new facilities and additions to existing 
facilities at various locations, not in excess of $250,000 per 
project -----------------------------------------·----------- 5, 000, 000 

6. Facility planning and design not otherwise provided for__________ 9, 275,000 

~'otal--fiscal year 1976---------------------------------- 82,130,000 

TRANSITION PERIOD 
Item Amount 
1. Rehabilitation and modification of facilities at various locations, 

not in excess of $500,000 per project_ _________________________ $7,000, 000 
2. Minor construction of new facilities and additions to existing fa-

cilities at various locations, not in excess of $2fi0,000 per proj-
ect -------------------------------------------------------- 2,000,000 

3. J<'acility planning and design not otherwise provided for_________ 2, 500, 000 

Total ------------------------------------------------- 11,500,000 

1. MoDIFICATION OF 11- nY 11-Foar Tn.\NSONIC WIND TuNNEL, 
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, $2,695,000 

This project involves (1) replacement, on a turn key basis using 
off-the-shelf modules where possible, of the present wind tunnel data 
acquisition system consisting of a flexible, high performance data 
gathering processor, a real time processor, and associated peripheral 
devices; ( 2) enlargement and rehabilitation of the existing wind 
tunnel control room to accommodate the new data system including 
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construction of a new air-conditioned computer room equipped with 
a power conditioning system for the computer equipment and the in
stallation of additional air-conditioning and electrical power for the 
control room equipment; ~nd (3) the general rehabilitation of the 
wind tunnel building, Building N-227A, including elements such as 
restroom facilities, interior partitions, roo£, and the repainting of in~ 
terior and exterior walls. Equipment and construction costs are esti
mated at $2,270,000 and $425,000, respectively. 

This project is designed to increase the operational efficiency of this, 
transonic wind tunnel, a major element of the Ames "Unitary Wind 
Tunnel," by providing for increased data acquisition speed, improved 
data system accuracy, reduced test setup time, increased reliability, 
and decreased maintenance. This tunnel supports experimental in
vestigations on advanced aircraft and missiles for the Department of 
Defense, on commercial transports for the aircraft industry on a re
imbursable basis, and on a broad range of advanced aircraft and aero
space projects for NASA and other government agencies. Due to the 
workload this facility is normally operated 24 hours per day, 6 days 
per week. The existing static data acquisition system and strain gage 
signal conditioning equipment is essentially obsolete with some neces
sary repair parts no longer manufactured. Reliability is deteriorating 
and maintenance requirements are increasing thereby requiring more 
time to achieve test objectives. In addition, the existing dynamic data 
acquisition system does not provide on-line data reduction, a feature 
essential to more safe and efficient conduct of certain wind tunnel in
vestigations. It is estimated that the increased operational efficiency 
to be provided by the proposed data system will permit relatively the 
same test loading as is now being conducted within a given year and in 
addition, will make available some added 600 occupancy hour capa
bility. About 350 hours of the added capability is realized from in
creased data acquisition speed, about 200 hours would be achieved 
from reduced test setup times and improved monitoring and approxi
mately 50 hours from decreased mamtenance requirements. From a 
monetary standpoint the added available hours, if not used, could be 
translated into annual savings of about $600,000 of which $440,000 
would be in electrical power costs. However, with a continued emphasis 
on aeronautics, especially in the transonic speed range, it is believed 
that the increasing demand for experimental investigations in NASA 
transonic facilities will make full use of the added capability. 

AnniTIOX TO LuNAR SAMPLE CuRATORIAL FACILITY, LYNDON B. 
.TonNSON SPACE CENTER~ $0 

This project provided for the construction of a 2-story, 15,000 sq. ft. 
addition to the existing Lunar Curatorial Facility, Building 31. The 
addition included a two-section, ultraclean and highly secure vault at 
the 40 foot level. one section of which would be for storage of pristine 
lunar samples and one for samples that had been investigated. Also, 
small sample processing laboratories for visiting scientists, an equip
ment elevator, support rooms, data storage, and a security alarm system 
would be provided. Utilities would be extended from the existing serv
ice for Building 31. 

47-396 0- 75 - 8 
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CO!tiMITTEE COl\IMENT 

The Committee has been concerned about the adequacy of protection 
afforded to the lunar samples, acquired at a substantial cost to the 
Nation during the Apollo program. It has also reviewed the history of 
facilities provided for the lunar sample program, and it has weighed 
the present request for additional curatorial facilities against alterna
tive approaches, program status, and budgetary requirements in 
general. 

The Committee has some difficulty in accepting the fact that subse
quent to the substantial investment in the Lunar Receiving Labo
ratory, Building 37, NASA is currently converting this building to 
support another function utilizing FY 1975 and anticipated FY 1976 
funds. The question is immediately raised as to why provision for the 
lunar sample activit;Y should not have a priority claim on existing 
facilities. This questiOn has not been answered so as to persuade the 
Committee that the proper order of priorities has been established at 
this Center. 

Against this background, the Committee is deleting this facility 
from the FY 1976 request. In so doing, it is recommending that NASA 
take such interim actions as necessary to assure that the lunar samples 
are appropriately protected, and study alternative measures to the 
facility expansion presented in the FY 1976 budget request. 

NASA should report to the Committee on the interim measures and 
the study of alternatives in a timely fashion, and in no event later than 
October 15, 1975, indicating the actions it has taken and proposes to 
take. 

2. ADDITION FOR CoMrosin~ Mom~L AND ~fETAL FINISHING SnoPS, 
LANGL:r;y RI<~SJ~ARCII CKNTJm, $1,940,000 

This project provides for the construction of a one-story L-shaped 
36,000 sq. ft. building with a high bay ceiling encompassing a 30,000 
sq. ft. composite model shop and a 6,000 sq. ft. metal finishing shop. 
The facility will house fabrication operations for constructing precise 
and complex research test models of wood, ceramics, fiberglass and 
advanced composite materials as well as provide for the chemical 
processing of metals. It will contain a lumber conditioning room, 
storage area, fiberglass spraying and grinding area, clean fabrication 
area, clean room and dust collection area. together with offices for 
about 12 personnel, restrooms, and all necessary utilities. Construction 
costs are estimated at $1,915,000 with the relocation of existing equip-
ment estimated to cost $25,000. . 

This project, to provide shop space to support composite model 
development shop and metal finishing shop operations, \Vill replace 
existing facilities built in 1940-41 which have deteriorated beyond 
economical rehabilitation and which are not sufficiently adaptal)Ie to 
meet current program requirements. The growth of aeronautical re
search activities over the years and the changes in thP designs and 
materials used in the programs have increased the number and size 
of models and equipment to be produced or worked on in these shops. 
Therefore, in addition to the deteriorated conditions, the existing 
space largely improvised over the years is also functionally inadequate. 
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The addition recommended in this project will also permit consolida
tion of scattered shop operations into one shop complex at this Center 
thereby improving efficiency and workload coordination, as well as 
reducing safety hazards and improving the cleanliness and quality 
of the production of these shops. 

3. SPACI'J SHUTI'LE FACII.J:TIES, $47,220,000 

(a) MQdifications to Launch Complex 39, John F. Kennedy Space 
OenteT. $13,110,000.-This project consists of two major elements. 
(1) Completion of the project initiated in fiscal year 1975 involving 
extensive modifications to two high bays in the Vertical Assembly 
Building (VAB), to one mobile launcher, and to Launch Pad A. The 
current project will support the required changes in the environmental 
control, pneumatic, and high pressure gas systems in the V AB, the en
vironmental control, propellant, and pneumatic systems in the mobile 
launcher, and the environmental control, pneumatic, fuel, and high 
pressure gas systems on Pad A. (2) Modifications to the second floor 
and two firing rooms on the third floor of the existing Launch Control 
Center. The second floor will house the central launch processing com
puter system, the one firing room will directl:y supi?ort major integra~ed 
shuttle vehicle checkout and control, and mdividual shuttle veh1ele 
ground support activities, and the second firing room will be used for 
controlling non-direct vehicle systems, including control of the facility 
systems at Lau. nch Complex 39, the Orbiter Processing Facility, and 
the Solid Rocket Booster processing facilities. An area also will be 
provided for management control functions. The work consists of 
removing andjor modifying instrument racks includ.Jng asso~i.ated 
underfloor cables, wireways and receptacles, rearranging partitiOns, 
walls and doors, modifying raised floors for the instrument consoles 
and computer equipment, relocating and installing air-conditionin.g 
equipment and making extensive electrical service changes. Modi
fications to the emergency power system wil1 also be made to sup
port the consoles and air-conditioning system to insure uninterrupted 
operation during a po\ver failure. The chilled water system will also 
be modified to provide adequate equipment cooling in the event ?f 
a power failure. The area adjacent to firing room number 1 will 
be modified to provide an electronically shielded communications 
security work room and equipment room for Department of Defense 
missions. This involves removal of doors and permanent closure of 
wall openings, installation of additional partitioning with eJectro
ma,gnetic shielding for the floors, walls, and ceiling of the rooms, and 
the installation of double entry shielded doors. In addition, the pres
e-nt fire detection and alarm systems wiH be expanded to include a fire 
extinguishing system in each area or room as it is modified. This 
system will provide total freon flooding of areas above ceilings, under 
raised floors and inside racks and consoles, thus permitting continuity 
of operations. 

The first. element of this project is a continuation and extension of 
the fiscal year 1975 project to modify two high ba;Ys in the existing 
V AB, one mobile launcher and Pad A to support mtegration of the 
shuttle elements--orbiter, external tank, and solid rocket boosters----on 
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the mobile launcher in the V AB, the transport of the flight configura
tion to the launch pad and the actual launch operation. While the total 
work requirement was identified in fiscal year 1975, the full authoriza
tion was not granted inasmuch as it appeared that work progress 
would not require all the fundin~ at that time. Accordingly, $10,300,-
000 of the amount recommended m this project is to <:omplete the work 
originally outlined for these three facilities and to provide for the 
escalation in construction costs that has prevailed. The second element 
in this project, for which $2,810,000 is recommended, wiU provide 
funding to modify the Launch Control Center, 01 · · ally built and 
configured for the Apollo pro~ram, to accommodate t e Space Shuttle 
launch processing system. This system will accomplish the electronic 
checkout, monitoring and control functions during prelaunch opera
tions, as well as launch control of the Shuttle svstem during count-
down and through liftoff. • 

(b) O~truction of Orbiter Processing Facility, John F. Kennedy 
Space Oenter, $8;160,000.-This project is a continuation and exten
sion of the fiscal year 1975 Orbiter Processing Facility project which 
provided for the construction of a structure with a 29,100 sq. ft. high 
bay and a 25,000 sq. ft. low bay, and for site work and partial founda
tions for a second high bay. This project provides for construction of 
the 29,100 sq. ft. second high bay structure equipped with two 30-ton 
bridge cranes with a 70-foot hook height. The basic utility systems, 
including water, electrical power and lighting and a deluge fire protec
tion system will also be provided. However, outfitting of the second 
high bay with a special air-conditioning, hydraulic and propellant sys
tem~, and the high pressure gas and fuel systems required to support 
program requirements are not included in this project. Construction 
and equipment costs in this project are estimated at $7,370,000 and 
$790,000, respectively. Outfitting of the second high bay is estimated to 
cost $5-$6 million and will be included in subsequent year budget 
requests. 

The Orbiter Processing Facility will support orbiter safing, mainte
nance, and checkout operations following return from a space mission 
and during preparations for the next flight. The major operations 
include draining and purging of all fuel systems, removal of ord
nance, removal of payloads brought back from space, inspection of 
the vehicle, repair and replacement of damaged components and re
furbishment of the thermal protection system. The hypergolic mod
ules that make up the reaction control system, the orbital maneuvering 
system and components of the auxiliary power unit are removed, 
serviced and checked out in a separate facility and then returned for 
reinstallation in the orbiter. After these operations are completed, the 
payloads for the next mission are inserted and the orbiter undergoes 
integrated system checkout before transfer to the Vertical Assembly 
Buifding for integration and eheckout with the external tank and the 
booster. Shuttle program plans require the use of the two high bays 
in this facility interchangeably; however, certain operations, particu
larly the safing operations, are very hazardous. Others, such as ther
mal protection system refurbishment, are somewhat "dirty" and 
therefore incompatible with the clean environment required for the 
removal and insertion of payloads into the orbiter payload bay. The 
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!acility is being des~gned to handle these complex tasks; however, 
1~1 order to fully tram personnel and to develop the detailed opera
tional procedures required to do these functions safely and efficiently, 
it is necessary to have both high bays available durmg the develop
ment phase of the shuttle program. 

When completed, the first bay is scheduled to receive the orbiter and 
carry out the normal safing, maintenance, and checkout operations as 
well as the payload inspection, insertion, and removal functions. In 
the event these operations are found to be significantly incompatible, 
particularly for the initial developmental missions, the second bay will 
provide the capability to separate these functions until a long term 
solution and/or vehicle maturity evolves. This approach will allow 
sufficient time to train personnel and develop procedures to permit 
each bay to carry out the total processing functions to support the 
more frequent flights projected for 1981 and beyond. The first high 
bay must be operationally ready by the third quarter 1978 to support 
the orbiter flight schedule. The second high bay must be operational 
in the second quarter of 1979 to support the first manned orbital flight 
and the shuttle developmental flights that follo~w. Accordingly, con
struction of the second high bay must start in 1975. Initiating that 
construction in this time frame will preclude the potential interference 
between the construction of the second high bay and operations in the 
first; it will allow for consistency and standardization of facility con
struction thereby optimizing the operation and it provides the most 
economical means of completing the facility. The outfitting of the 
second high bay can be accomplished on a non-interference basis, con
sistent with the schedule, with subsequent year funding. 

(c) Modifications for Solid Rocket Booster Processing Facilities, 
,1 ohn F. K ennei/;y Space 0 enter, $5/J40POO.-This project provides for 
the modification of three existing Air Force Titan III solid rocket 
motor (SRM) facilities at Cape Canaveral to receive, inspect, store 
and assemble space shuttle solid rocket booster (SRB) components 
before movement to the Vertical Assembly Building for stacking 
and integration '"ith the external fuel tank and the orbiter. ( 1) Ap
proximately 10,000 sq. feet of the 230-foot h bay area in the Sohd 
Motor Assembly Building will be modified . removing the Titan 
III stands and providing four new work stands configured to as
semble the forward and aft sections of the SRB. Each of the aft 
work etands will be equipped with four 5-ton hoists for subassembly 
operations. The existing 300-ton bridge crane in the high bay area 
will be modified to adapt it for SRB assembly functions by increas
ing the vertical travel capability from 20' to 80' and by adding a 
S!.'cond 300-ton hoisL and hoist trolley. Appropriate extension of 
electrical and mechanical utilities services will also be accomplished. 
(2) Approximately 14,000 sq. feet of the 140-foot high bay sup
port area in Solid Motor Assembly Building ~wilJ be modified for 
the processing and assembly of smaller components such as nozzles, 
nose cones and parachutes and to provide a work area, tool crib and 
administrative and engineering space. Work in the support area in
volves construction of four subassembly workstands, strengthening of 
floors, modification of utility systems, :lnstalling a new compressed air 
system, extending the fire protection system, and the modifications to 
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provide office space for the administrative and engineering functions. 
(3) Relatively minor modifications with a total estimated cost of 
$330,000 are required in the Missile, Inspection, and Storage Building 
and the Segment Arrival Storage Area to support subassembly and 
storage of the inert SRB components. ( 4) Approximately 8 miles of 
the existing road system will be repaired and upgraded, and 3,000 feet 
of new 24-foot wide roadway will be constructed to provide access be
tween the Titan III facilities and the Vertical Assembly Building. 
Construction and equipment costs are estimated at $3,300,000 and 
$1,940,000, respectively. 

Each SRH is composed of four solid rocket motor (SRM) segments, 
forward and dt skirts, ~ nose cone, tt nozzle, a thrust vector control 
mechanism, separation motors, parachute recovery system, and attach
ment structure. These components wi1l be manufactured in other geo
graphic areas of the country and shipped to the Titan III facility. The 
Sohd Motor Assembly Building will support two major assembly op
erations-first, the forward subassembly section including the nose cap, 
frustrum, parachute pack, forward thrust structure, forward skirt and 
forwar~l SRM segment, !tll of >vhich is about 57 feet long and weighs 
app~o:x;1mately 168 tons; second, the 179 ton aft subassembly section 
cons1stmg of the aft skirt, thrust vector control mechanism, separa
tion rockets, nozzle extension, aft !~ttachment ring, the aft SRM seg
ment, and the nozzle. The assembled sections will be moved by trans
porter over the road systems included in this project to the Vertical 
Assembly Building. The Missile Inspection and Storage Building and 
the Segment Arrival Storage Area will, in addition to inspection and 
storage functions, be used for minor assembly operations. In addition 
to supporting the space shuttle program, 6,000 square feet of the modi
fied Solid Motor Assembly Building high bay area wi11 continue to 
be used to support Air Force programs. The use of these existing facil
ities, with these modifications, is considered to be the most efficient and 
economical >vay of providing support facilities for SRB processing. 

(d) Modifications for Hypergolic Checkout and Refurbishment 
Facilities, John f?. KennedJ.I Space Center, $6,940,000.~This project 
involves modifying five existing buildings~M7-961, l\i£7-1212, M:7-
10~1, ~~7-1410, ~md l\:17-1412-in the fluid test complex to checkout, 
mamtam, refurbish and store the hazardous hypergolic propellant pods 
~1sed on the ?rbiter vehicle .. The,work in Building l\i£7-961, for process
mg the Orbital Maneuvermg System (OMS) and aft Reaction Con
trol System (RCS) modules, and Building Mi-1212. for processing 
the payload bay kit and the forward RCS module, includes refurbish
ing all interior and exterior surfaces, overhead cmnes, and door seals; 
modifying and extending utility systems; removing existing piping 
an~ equipment; instnllation of a ne,,· hypergo1ic piping system nnd as
S?cmted sp.ill drains; and procure~nent and install.ation of compressed 
~ur, and lngh pressure gaseous mtrogen and helmm systems. Build
mg Mi-1061, to accommodate and house launch processing system con
trol consoles, self contained atmospheric protective ensemble support, 
an~ to support administrative and logistics functions, requires relo
<'atwn ?f e:x;isting protot:ype shops to another facility; refurbishment 
of a~ I mt~nor an?. extenor surfaces and the. e:ectio? .of partitions; 
modificatiOn of utihty systems; removal of ex1stmg p1pmg and equip-
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ment; roof replacement; installation o.f a new fire protection system 
and installation of a pneuma,tic system. 

. The w.ork in Buildings Mi-1410 and M7-1412, scheduled to pro
vide environmentally controlled storage for the payload bay kit, for
ward RCS, OMS, and aft RCS modules, includes rehabilitation of 
the utilit.y systems, high bay roof, vertical sliding doors, and interior 
and exterwr surfaces; replacement of the low bay roof; procurement 
and installation of a pneumatic system; modification of the plumbing, 
ventilating and air-conditioning systems; and upgrading of the light
ing. This project will also provide service pads for hypergolic equip
ment, propellant disposal ponds, spill drains and associated gra,vity 
feed piping system, and a 222 sq. yd. concrete apron. 

The orbiter O~fS, RCS, auxiliary power unit systems and the pay
load bay kit use extremely hazardous hypergolic propellants and, 
therefore, special and remote facilities are required for their decon
tamination, maintenance, testing, and storage following a flight and 
prior to reuse. The hypergolic pods will be removed from the orbiter 
in the Orbiter Processing Facility after each flight, and transferred 
to these remote facilities for the sensitive test and refurbishment op
erations including functional integrity checks such as electrical con
tinuity and leak cheeks for each moduie and for the system as a whole. 
In addition, these operations include decontamination of the modules, 
engine pressure and functional checks excluding firings, and verifica
tion and calibration of the OMS/RCS instrumentatiOn and control 
systems. The modifications provided for in this project will convert 
existing facilities to provide the necessary facilities to accomplish 
these functions after which the various modules will be returned to 
the Orbiter Processing Facility for reinstallation on the orbiter 
vehicle. 

COJ\Il\Il'rr:EE COMMENT 

The Committee advocates full funding for a facility project in order 
to promote the maximum efficiency and economy durmg the facility 
acquisition process. Exceptions to 'this approach are recognized when 
good and sufficient reason exists to phase a project such as self-sustain
~ng entities in a. large total dollar, multi-year undertaking. Accord
mgly, t~1e Committee recommends full FY 1976 funding of this project 
to provide Hypergolic Checkout and Refurbishment facilities for the 
shuttle at the Kennedy Space Center, and it does not concur with 
$637,000 deferral in this project made by the House. 

(e) Modifications fm· Lau:nch Equ.ipment Test Facilities, John F'. 
Kennedy Space Center, $1,,960,000.-This project provides for modi
fications to the Supply. Shipping and Receiving Facility, Building 
M7-505, and the adjacent exterior area to provide the capability for 
t~s~ing and modifying critical launch support equipment such as um
lnhcal-type launch accessories, holddown arms and swing arms. The 
work involves modifying a room for a data acquisition and control 
center fo~· acquiring test <lata and for contromng the test operations 
and .consists of the extension of electrical service, air-conditioning 
modifications, procurement and installation of cabling and the 
upgra~ing of existing lighting. The exterior a,rea work involves con
structiOn of a. pile founda,tion and erection of a, 58-foot high test tower; 
installing four existing hydraulic pumps to operate motion simula-
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tors at the base of the tower; construction of heavy f?undation.s for 
the solid rocket booster holddown arms, random motiOn am~ hftoff 
simulatDrs and a pad for the tail service masts; and constru~twn of a 
foundation and a structure to support ~eve}opment and .test1!lg of the 
orbiter emer()'ency egress arm. Supportmg mstrumentatwn lm~s, g~
eous nitrDge~ and. hydraulic piping and electri~al power serviCe ":1ll 
also be provided to these facilities. InstrumentatiOn and control ~q~Ip
ment and steel for the test tower are available from ex1stmg 

inventory. . · .1 b'l' 1 t The orbiter erew access swmg arm, the or~1~er ta1 urn .1 Ica ~as s, 
the external tank gaseous-hydrogen vent um.b~hcal, the o~b1ter environ
mental control and life support system umbilical, the s?hd rocket boos
ter holddown arms and related grou~d supp~rt e.qmpment must be 
developed, tested, and .certifi~d before I~st~l!atwn m the launch ~o~: 
plex to insure launch mtegr1ty and reliability, as well as reusab1hty 
and maintainability throughout the span of the shuttle program. 
These launch accessories are subjected to strmgent forces and loads 
before and during the launch and the equipment must operate fl~w
lessly and precisely to insure a successfullau~ch. There~or~, each s':mg 
arm and umbilical must be separately sub]ect~d to simil~,r loadmgs 
in a test facility, and since the various accessones must sw1~g, r.etract 
and/or fall away from the shuttle vehicle at an exact pomt m the 
countdmvn or at the P!'e?ise m?ment of laur;ch, these motwn.s must ~e 
simulated for the individual 1t~ms to ce~t:fy tha~ .the. eqmP.ment IS 
capable of performing its exactmg task. lh1s famhty .Is des1gn~d to 
provide the capability to carry out the structural testmg and simu-
lation tests involved. . .. 

(f) Construction of Orbiter Approach and Landing Test FfUnltttes, 
Fliqht Research Cente1' and Ai1' Force Plant Number 42, Palmdifle, 
California, $1 ii'BO,OOO.-This project.provid~~ for (1) ~he. construct10r;, 
at Edwards Air Force Base, of 4 a1r-cond1t~oned bmldmgs. approxi
mately 16' x 20' x 10' high to house a miCrowave ~canmng beam 
landing system with two located at each end of the mam runway, a:nd 
each having an uninterruptible P?:ver supply system for.the opera~10n 
of equipment and associated ut1ht1es; (2) the con~t~~cbon, a:t ~hght 
Research Center (FRO), of hazardous storage f~c1hties cons~stmg of 
two remotely located 120' x 200' concr~te slabs w1th ca.tch basm, sump 
pumps, fire protection systems, exP.loswn-proof elec~riCal syste~s for 
lights and pmver, and security fencing f?r the handlmg and stormg of 
hazardous fuels and ground support eqmpment; and, ( 3) the con~tr~c
tion, at Palmdale, California, of !1 4,000 square foot !fiasor;ry bmld~ng 
to house acceptance checkout eqmpment, .c?mplete w1th ra~sed floormg 
for computer installation,~ suspe~qed .ce1lmg, a fire. detectiO~ and pro
tection system, a 100-ton air-condibonmg system with associated cool
ing tower and two 50-ton c~illers to han~le the heat loads from the 
computer equipment, and with a supP.ortmg 1,000-~.VA power .sub
station. This part of this project also mcludes provisiOn. for a miCro
wave transmission system to transmit data between this acceptance 
checkout eq~iprr;ent buil?ing ~t Palmdale an~ the FRO. 

This proJeCt 1s a contmuatwn and e~tenswn of t~~ ~seal year ~975 
project to P.rovide orbiter.horizontal ~Ight ~est faCihtie~. The miCro
wave scanmng beam landmg system IS reqmred to provide the auto-
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matic landing capability for the unpowered orbiter during the flight 
test program which includes verifying the vehicle's stability and con
trol, basic aerodynamics, and automatic landing svstem

1 
and the de

velopment of checkout and fli~ht procedures. This landmg system is 
a vital and necessary system smce there is no "go-around" capability 
for the orbiter as there is with a conventional aircraft. The orbiter 
will provide its own on-board electric and hydraulic power to operate 
the crew cabin systems and the vehicle's control surfaces from a hydra
zinc-fueled auxiliary power unit, hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells, and an 
ammonia coolant system. These hazardous materials require s.eecial 
handling and extra safety measures, and, therefore separate facilities 
are re,qmred to safely store and handle the hazardous fluids and asso
ciated ground support equipment. A computerized checkout and con
trol capability is required to monitor, evaluate, and control preflight 
checkout of each orbiter subsystem-guidance and navigation, com
munication, power, hydraulic, and environmental control-to insure 
flight worthiness. Similar checkout operations will also be conducted 
after the orbiter lands and during the safing and post-flight testing 
that follow. These requirements will be met by modifying and 
installing Apollo program automatic checkout equipment in the fa
cility provided by this project at Palmdale. The facility will be located 
at Palmdale to obtain mutual personnel support from the automatic 
checkout equipment used in orbiter final assembly and to permit 
equipment redundancy between the assembly equipment and the flight 
test equipment. The automatic checkpoint equipment will be con
nected to the FRO via a microwave transmission system. 

CO~LMITTE}~ COMMENT 

The Committee recommends full funding of this I?roject for the 
reason stated in connection with the hypergolic facilities at the Ken
nedy Space Center. Accordingly, the Committee does not agree with 
the $300,000 deferral in this project made by the House. 

(g) Construction of Shu,ttle/Carrier Aircraft Math·tg Facilities, 
Flight Research Center and Ai1' FfYI"ee Plant Nwmbe1' 42, Palmdale, 
California, $3,890,000.-This project is the second phase of the project 
initiated during fiscal year 1975 to provide shuttle orbiter/Boeing 747 
carrier aircraft mating facilities at the NASA Flight Research Center, 
(FRO), and at the orbiter assembly plant at Palmdale, California. 
The project involves (1) construction of a 60-foot wide, 4,300-foot 
long concrete towway from the existing main runway and taxiway 
system at Edwards Air Force Base, to the site of the new mating facili
ties and the shuttle orbiter hangar located about 1200 feet north of 
the nearest occupied facility at the FRO in accordance with established 
safety criteria; (2) the construction of safing facilities consisting of 
a 7,000 sq. yd. concrete pad with associated trenches, utilities, fluid and 
gaseous piping systems, electrical power, hypergolic fuels catch basins, 
and an 11,000 gallon holding tank; (3) construction of the mating/ 
demating facilities at the I~'RC and Palmdale, consisting of structural
steeL cantilevered crane type structures approximately 100 feet high 
with a hoisting device capable of lifting about 225,000 lbs.; and, ( 4) 
extension of existing electrical power, water, sewer and communica-
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tions systems, including provision for a compressed air system, to the 
mating/demating facilities and the hangar. 

The fiscal year 1975 project provided for the towway, the safing 
facilities and the utilities at the FRC, and for the long-lead procure
ment of steel, hoist, and other materials for the mating faci1ities at 
both the FRC and Palmdale. This fiscal year 1976 project provides 
for the completion of the mating/demating fa.cilities at both locations 
and includes fabricating and erecting the steel structure and instal1ing 
the hoist mechanism, movable platforms, elevators, and various piping 
systems to support the safing, deservicing, mating and demating opera
tions at FRC, and includes site preparation, utilities installation, 
foundation work, erection of the steel structure, and installation of 
hoist mechanisms and movable platforms at Palmdale. 

Following the decision to delete the removable air-breathing engines 
from the space shuttle orbiter vehicle, a piggyback arrangement with 
the orbiter mounted on a Boeing 747 aircraft was adopted for atmos
pheric flight testing and for transport of the non-powered orbiter 
vehicle. This arrangement requires facilities for mating/demating 
the orbiter with the Boeing 747 carrier aircraft for the orbiter flight 
test program at the FRC and for movement of the orbiter between 
assembly, recovery, and launch sites. The mating facility will be 
designed to permit disassembly and relocation by air of these struc
tures for use at other sites in support of the shuttle program. Basic 
provision will also be made in this project to accommodate mating 
the shuttle external fuel tank to the carrier aircraft for transport 
should this capability be required in the future. This project will com
plete.the mating/demating requirements at FRC and Palmdale. How
ever, an additional requirement will exist for comparable facilities 
at the Kennedy Space Center launch site. 

(h) Modifications for Crew Troininr; Facilities, Lyndon B. Johrn
son Space Center, $830,000.-This proJect, a continuation of a fiscal 
year 1975 shuttle facilities project, provides for modifications to 
15,200 sq. ft. in the .Mission Simulation and Training Facilitv, Build
ing 5, to house the shuttle mission simulator and its associated high 
and low altitude image generation systems. This work includes 
strenghening the floors for equipment foundations, changes to interior 
walls, extensive modification of the electrical power distribution sys
tem, procurement and installation of a 3,000-KV A substation with 
three transformers and associated switch gear, provision of approxi
mately 4,000 sq. ft. of computer flooring, modification to the air-con
ditioning system, procurement and installation of a sprinkler system, 
provision of special lighting for the visual generation equipment, and 
removal of various items of equipment and structures. · 

.The fiseal year 1975 project provided for the initial modifications to 
this facility to accommodate the orbiter aero-flight simulator, designed 
to provide crew training for orbiter approach and landing testing in 
the. a~I?osphere, and the shuttle missio~ simulator .compu~e:r:, reqmred 
to mihate software development for simulated flight miSSions. This 
proj~ct provides for those further modifications to the same facility 
reqmred to support the shuttle mission simulator itself, which is the 
principal flight crew ground trainer for the shuttle program. This 
simulator will operate in conjunction with the Mission Control Center 
to train ground controllers and flight crews in the operation of all 
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orbiter systems. It will simulate the shuttle flight in launch, ascent 
and abort modes, as well as during all orbital and recovery maneuvers. 
In addition, the crew and payload specialists will train in operating 
the payload manipulator used for capturing or releasing payloads 
during the mission. 

(i) Modification of Vibmtion a1Ul Acoustic Test Facility, Lyndon 
B. Johnson Space Center, $'2,410,000.-This project provides for modi
fying the acoustic reverberant chamber of the Vibration and Acoustic 
Test Facility, Building 49, to increase the sound generation capability 
within the chamber to approximately 169 dB. The work involves pro
curement and installation inside the chamber of 24 acoustic horns and 
20 noise generators, replacement of the interior chamber walls with 
stronger walls below the 30-foot level, and installation of a compressed 
gaseous nitrogen system. The project also includes the erection of 
sound retarding rooms around noisy test equipment within the exist
ing vibration laboratory in order to meet noise criteria applicable to 
the exposure of test personnel. Construction and equipment costs are 
estimated at $1,840,000 and $570,000, respectively. 

This project is complementary to projects in the fiscal year 1973 and 
· fiscal year 1975 facilities programs to upgrade the capability of this 

facility to support the space shuttle program. Those projects included 
a sonic fatigue test cell addition for fatigue. testing on full scale sec
tions of the orbiter, modifying the existing acoustic reverberant cham
ber to provide a 160 dB test capability for the orbiter fuselage sections, 
and rehabilitation of existing amplifiers to increase their efficiency 
and reliabilit.y. The most recent orbiter development data predicts a 
164 to 165 dB exposure for the aft fuselage section, therefore an 
increased acoustic test capability, as provided in this project, is 
required to simulate the flight environment now anticipated for this 
section of the orbiter vehicle. 

(.j) Modification8 joT Solid Rocket Booster Component Manufae
f·u,ring «:nil Assem.blJt Facilities, Vndesignated Looation, $3,000,000.
rhe sohd roeket boosters ( SRB) for the Space Shuttle consist of the 
solid rocket motors (SRM) and the booster components-aft and for
\vard skirts, nose cone, external tank/SRB attachment structures and 
various brackets. The contractor has been selected and work is under
way on the SRM; however, the selection process for the SRB com
ponents contract has not been completed. Since the shuttle schedule 
dictates the availability of this hardware in 1977, funds for the facili
ties are required in fiscal year 1976. 

The proposed SRB components contract anticipates the use of exist
~ng facilities, either government-owned or privately-owned, whichever 
IS most advantage~us, modified as necessary to support ·sRB com
ponent manufacturmg and assembly operations. In the absence of a 
specific facility selection this project description and the cost estimate 
are baselined on a potential facility that could accommodate the work 
requirements. The project would require the modification of approxi
~11atelY. 190,000 sq. ft. of existing manufacturing and assembly space 
mvolv1_ng work such as constructing concrete foundations for tooling, 
~·elocatmg and exte_nding utility systems, modifying the air-condition
:ng sy~tem, relocatmg and rerouting overhead cranes and railings, re
mforcmg cranes and structural trusses, making minor modifications 
to the plant, and rearranging and upgrading the overall lightin~ sys
tem. The project also anticipates the procurement and installatiOn of 
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additional collateral equipment, including a heat treat oven1 a clean
ing booth, J?Umps, and a p~~;int spray bo?th to SUpport t?e m3;nufactnr
ing operations. ConstructiOn ~nd eqUipment costs are estimated at 
$2,700,000 and $300,000, respectively. 

4. REHAlHLITATIOX AXD MOOIFICATIOX 0}' FACILITIES AT VARIOUS 

Loc.\TIOXS, NoT IN Exo:Rs oF $!)00,000 Pt:R Pno.TECT 

FISCAL yEAR 1976 
'fRA:S SITION PERIOD 

$16.000,000 
7;ooo,ooo 

This Construction of Facilities line item provides a lump sum 
amount of $16,000,000 for 51 individua~ facilit:y rehabili~ati?n an~ 
modification projects at various NASA mstallat10ns rangmg m esti
mated cost from $100,000 to $495,000 each and for a group of small 
(under $100,000 each) miscellaneous unidentified projects. The latter 
group accounts for $1,540,000 of the total amount recommended for 
this line item. Approximate]~ forty-~ey~n percent of the recommended 
amount is for >vork on techmcal faCilities, twenty l:?ercen~ ~or general 
purpose buildings, and sixteen percent for ~pgrad~n~ utility ~ystems 
,vith the remainder scheduled for fire protectiOn, bmldmg ex.ten?r an? 
paving and drainage projects. While the budget docu~entatwn Iden~I
fies the larger, individual projects recommende.d herem, the Commit
tee recognizes that the priority of need for ~his type of work at the 
many NASA installations may change durmg the fiscal year and, 
therefore, understands that changes or substitutions in the projects 
rna y be necessary. . . . . . . 

These facility rehabiht.atwn and modificatiOn pro~ects are part of a 
continuing program reqmred to offset the a~cumulativ.e effects of wear 
and deterioration on the NASA plant (with an estimated value of 
about $5.9 billion) to assure the availability and reli~bility ?f these 
facilities and their capabilities to support _N ~~SA fu.n?t.10ns, to Improve 
the capabilitiPs an~ the usefulness of existmg; facilities. to accommo
date new technologies and offset obsolescence, and to achieve more effi
cient ener(ry utilization by updating utility systems and using elements 
thereby r:ducing energy demand. Th~s work is of ~uch a nature and 
magnituc~e that it cann~t be accomph~hed by 1:o_utn~e day-to-da:y fa
cility mamtenanee, and It excludes maJOr rehab1htat10n and m?difica
tion projects estimated to cost more than $500,000 each whiCh are 
presentecl as individual l!n~ ~tems in this ?ection of ~h.e bill. Thi.s l~ne 
Item also excludes new facility construction or additiOns to ex1stmg 
facilities which are provided 'for separately in. ~he bill.. . 

Transition Period--The funds for the transitiOn period will sup
port the initiation of several individual facility rehabili.tati?n an? 
modification projects at various NASA installations rangmg m esti
mated cost from $100,000 to $490,000 each, and provide for a group of 
small miscellaneous unidentified projects under $100,000 each. These 
projects are of the same nature and are required for the same purposes 
as for those projects recommended for fiscal year 1976. 

COMMITTEE COMMENT 

The House cut the NASA request for the transition period $4,750,-
000, from $8,750,000 to $4,000,000. While the Committee is aware that 
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the transition period request significantly exceeded a quarterly equiva
lent of the FY 1976 request, it recognizes that the line item does not 
represent a "level of effort" type activity, but rather it consists of indi
vidual projects with accompanying justifications and cost estimates. 
Further, the Committee recognizes that there is a significant backlog 
of such projects requiring accomplishment, all of which have a bear
ing on the capability of the NASA plant to support its research and 
development programs. Based upon the foregoing, the Committee be
lieves that some additional support above a direct quarterly equivalent 
is warranted for this line item and accordingly, it is recommending $7 
million, a reduction of $1,750,000 in theN ASA request. 

5. MINOR CoNSTRUCTION OF NEw FACILITIES AND ADDITIONS TO ExisT

ING FACILITIES AT VARIOus LocATIONS, NoT IN ExcEss OF $250,000 
P1m Pno.JEC'l' 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

$5,000,000 
2,000,000 

This Construction of Facilities line item provides a lump sum 
amount of ;Jj5,000.000 for 24 individual minor construction and/or 
facility addition projects at the several NASA installations ranging 
in estimated cost from $50,000 to $245,000 each and for a group of 
small (under $50,000 each) miseeUaneons unidentified projects. The 
latter represents $750,000 of the total amount recommended. These 
projects suppmt construction of new freestanding structures or the ':'JX

pansion of existing facilities as opposed to the rehabilitation and modi
fication of existing facilities, without the expansion thereof, as pro
vided :for in item 5 above. Projects of this nature estimated to cost 
more than $2!)0,000 are recommended as individun11y authorized line 
items in the bilL · 

The projects fol' which this authorization is recommended are neces
sitated by changing technology and missions and by ongoing research, 
development, and test activities, and support therefoi. Examples of 
these projects are construction of an underground control room at 
the Ames Research Center to support a static test facility used for 
aeronautical research, particularly V/STOl, research, construction of 
a pre-engineered metal warehouse building for aircraft parts storage 
at the Flight Research Center, and installation of commercial power 
service to the Rosman, N. C. tracking and data acquisition station to 
pmvide a redundant power source to increase reliability and reduce 
operating costs. The Committee r<•cognizes that flexibility in the use 
of these funds is necessary to accommodate changing needs during the 
year and, therefore, authorizes NASA to make changes to and/or sub
stitutions for the specific work items set forth in the budget justifica
tion on a priority-of-need basis. 

Tramition Period-The funds for the transition period will support 
the initiation of several individual minor construction and/or facility 
addition projects ranging in estimated cost from $50,000 to $245,000 
each and a group of small (under $50,000 each) miscellaneous un
identified projects. These projects are of the same nature, i.e., free
standing structures or expansion of existing facilities, and a,re required 
for the same purposes as for those projects recommended for fiscal year 
1976. 
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COMMITI'EE COMMENT 

In its action on the bill, the House cut the NASA request for this 
item from $2,950,000 to $1,250,000, a reduction of $1,700,000. The tran
sition period request for this line item as in the case of that for the 
rehabilitation and modification of facilities substantially exceeded a 
quarterly equivalent of the FY 1976 request. The Committee recog
nizes the individual project nature of this line item and for reasons 
stated previously, believes that there is Justification for some addi
tional funding during the transition period. Accordingly, the Com
mittee is recommending $2 million for this line item, a reduction of 
$950,000 in theN ASA request. 

6. FACIUTY Pr"'\NNING AND DEsmN 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 
TRANSITION PERIOD 

$9,275,000 
2,500,000 

These funds will provide for two gem\ral categories of work. First, 
the regular, continuing, planning alHl design activities for facilities 
projects such as the conduct of studies and investigations, the prepara
tion of preliminary engineering reports, cost estimates, and construc
tion 8chedules for proposed projects, the preparation of final construc
tion contract plans, specifications, schedules and cost estimates .for 
approved projects. and the development and updating of master plans 
for field installations. Secondly, these funds will support facility plan
ning and design activities for large, complex projects or specific pro
grams·which require longer range and more detailed engineering effort. 
Projects of. t.h~s type to be. S~J?porte~ ~I~ fiscal year 1976 are Space 
Shuttle fllcihtles, and the Imtlal fac1hbes to support the Spacelab 
and Shuttle payload programs. 

Tran8ition Per·i{)d-The work program for the transition period will 
be a continuation of that described for the full fiscal year 1976 in 
support of presently anthorized and proposed facilities projects. 

COMMITTEE COMMENT 

FiBcal Year 1.976-The House increased the budget request for this 
item by $'!,500,000, from $9,275,000 to $13,775,000 to provide funds for 
design activities in support of the two aeronautical research facili
ties added to the Constuction of Facilities request. The Committee 
recommends approval of the original request, $9,275,000, in view of 
the fact that it has not induded these aeronautical research facilities 
in the bill. 

Tran-sition Period-The Committee is recommending $2,500,000 for 
Facility Planning and Design for the transition period, a reduction of 
$300,000 in the NASA request. The House approved the full amount 
reqmsted by NASA for this item, $2,800,000. 

COMMITTEE COMMENT 

Aeronautical Re8earch Facilities.-The House added two aeronau
tical research facility projects, Section 1 (b), ( 4) and ( 5) of the House 
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bill, totaling $40,000,000, to the FY 1976 Construction of Facilities 
request. 

The firs~ project, for $12,500,000, consists of the first phase of a three 
phase proJect to upgrade the 40' x 80' subsonic wind tunnel at the 
Ames Research Center ·with a total estim~tted cost ranO'inO' from $57.5 
million to. $72.5 million. This project was not requestelhy NASA in its 
presentatwn to the Office of Management and Budget or to the 
Congress. 

The sec~md project,. for $27,500,000, i!lvolves the .first phase of a two 
phase proJect to prov1de a new transomc research tunnel at the LanO'
l~y H.es~~rch 9e!lter wi~h a to_tal estimated cost ranging from $65 mU
hon to :t)70 nullwn. Th1s proJect also was not incb1ded in the NASA 
FY 1976 budget presentation. 
. _Both of these :facilities have been and still are an integral part o:f a 
Jomt Depar~ment of Defense-NASA study to provide the nation with 
the ~~:ppropn~te research capabilty to maintain its leadership in aero
nautics. Testimony before the Committee indicates that initially DOD 
and NASA agreed on the need :for separate transonic tunnels--the re
search tunnel to be provided by NASA and the development tunnel 
by the DOD. Howe:r~r, furthe:r study, partially dictated by rising 
co.sts for sep~trate f~crhbes and m p~t~ by technology developments in 
•:-md tunnel operab.on, h~ts r~s~lted m agree~ent that both capabili
ties can be achreved m one facihty of a new design and that acquisition 
actions on the separate facilities should be discontinued. 

The Committee fully understands the need for new and upgraded 
fac~li_ti.es to support: fu~ure aeronautical research and development 
activities. However, m vrew of the developments on the transonic tun
nel and the fact_ that neither facility w!ls request~d by NASA in FY 
1976, the Commrttee does not concur w1th the action of the House in 
including these facility projects in the bill at this time. 

H.ESEARCH AND PROGRAM :MANAGEMENT 

SUMMARY 

Fiscal year 1976 

Personnel compensation ................ ------------··--·---
Personnel benefids .• __ ... _ •. ______ .. _. ___ . ______ .. ________ _ 

eL ........... . 
of persons ____ _ 

T things __ . _______________ . ___ .... _________ .. _ 
Rent, communications and utilities ___________________________ _ 
Printing and reproduction ... _. 

f~;~~l~~~~~~~eri~~~-:~~ ::: :_:::::::: ~::::-::-:: ::::::::::: 
ands and structures _________ ---·-------·-· 

Grants, subsidies and contributions ... 
Insurance claims and indemnities __ : ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Total. ____________________________ ... ____ .. _____ .... _ 

Transition period 

Total •. ________ ... _ 

Budget request House action 

Senate 
committee 

a(; lion 

$543, 566, 000 .. -------- --- •• --.------ --·. -· ·-
50, 551, 000 

178,000 ---------------- ... ------- ...... 
17,001,000 ----- -

5~:~~:~g ::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::: 
4,211,000 ----------- ------------·-------

90,1)41,000 -----------
11,733,000 ----------
2,469,000 ---------·-
4~~:~ ------------- --------------- --

7,000 

776, 000, 000 -- .. 776, 000, 000.--- .. 776, 000, ooo 

213,800,000 -- 213,800,000 ---- 213,800,000 

Th~ Research and. Program Management appropriation includes 
fundmg for research m Government laboratories, management of pro-
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grams and other activities of the National Aeronautic~ and Sp_a~e 
Admi~istration. Principally, it is intended to (1) provide the CIVIl 
service staff to conduct in-house research, and to plan, manage, a_nd 
support the Research a~d Develop~ent programs, an~ (2) prov~~e 
other elements o:f operatiOnal capab1hty to the labor~tones ~nd facili
ties such as logistics support (travel a~d transport~ti.on, ~amtenance, 
and operation o:f :facilities), and techmcal and a~mi.mstrabve support. 

Approximately three-four~hs of the appropna~wn :for fiscal year 
1976, or $597,513,000, is reqmred to pay the salanes and re!ated per
sonnel costs of NASA employees d!l~ing th~ fis<:al year. T~1s amount 
will support 24,316 permane!lt ~osition~, of :vhiCh approxu~ately 65 
percent. will be assign~d to smenhfic, engmeermg and supporting tech
nician personnel. Durmg fiscal year 1975 _NASA employment was re·· 
duced an additional 300 below the authorized total, for an overall re
duction of 654. This was the ninth consecutive fiscal year in which 
NASA employment has been reduced with the cumulativ~ effect of 
about a one-third reduction from its peak employment. In view of the 
foregoing the slight increase in program activity in fiscal year 1976 
and the f~ct that a small, but gradually increasing number of N~SA 
technical personnel are being assigned,,on a non-reimbursable bas1s1 to 
assist in the solution of complex, techmcal problems of other agencies, 
no further reduction in the permanent work force is recommended for 
fiscal year 1976. ·while total employment has declined, total personnel 
costs 'have increased primarily du~ to the 5.5 pe~cent _:federal pay 
raise in October 1974 which had an Impact of $19,97.),000 m fiscal year 
1975 and a projected i~pact .of ~2s,qoo,ooo in ~sc:;tl1~76. . 

The-remaining fundmg w1thm this appropr1at10n IS, for C<?~v~mence, 
grouped into the f~nctional bud_g~t cat~gor1es o:f travel, f~cihties serv
ices technical services. and admimstrative support :for whiCh a total of 
$17S,487,000 is recommended. These categori~s show an increase of ap
proximately $5,000,000 above the current estimate for fiscal ye:tr 1975, 
fifty per ceiit of w~i:::h is in_ the :faci~ities services category. This mcrease 
reflects the large mcrease m electric power rates throughout the coun
try, offsetting significant .conservation e~orts m~de by NASA, and t_he 
labor and material cost mcreases experienced m the support service 
contracts at the several NASA installations. 

COMMITTEE COMMENT 

The Committee noted that the request for Research and Progr:tm 
Management :for the Transition Period_was approximately $20 milhon 
higher than the direct quarterly eqmvalen~ of the amount reco:n
mended for the full fiscal year 1976. \Vhi!e this may appear to. be a.sig
nificant unbalancing of the budget reqmrements, ~he Comnntte.e also 
notes the fact that a large workmen's compensatiOn payment IS due 
in the transition quarter and that sele?ted contracts f?r sup:r:ort s~rv
ices, limited to a one-year term, reqmre renewal durmg t~Is p~riOd. 
Accordingly, in .vie>y o:f th~se facto_r~ a~d to assure the availabil1ty of 
sufficient authonzabon while transibonmg to the new fiscal year, the 
Committee is recommending adoption ~f the NA~A .request of $213,-
800,000 for the transition period for th1s appropriatiOns category. 

' 
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COST AND BUDGET DATA 

NASA's budget plan and request for authorization o:f appropria
tions :for fiscal year 1976 is $3,539,000,000, and for the transition period 
to the new fiscal year, July 1, 1976 through September 30, 1976, is 
$958,900,000. This bill, H.R. 4700, as recommended by the Committee, 
authorizes appropriations to the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration for fiscal year 1976 in the amount of $3,544,710,000 
and for the transition period in the amount of $929,900,000. The 
amount for fiscal year 1976 is $5,710,000 more than the Administra
tion's budget request and the amount for the transition period is 
$29,000,000 below the budget request. The differences are explained in 
this report. 

While the requirements of Section 308(a) of the Congressional 
Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 are not mandatory this 
year, estimates for the next five years of NASA budget (obligational) 
authority and outlays are provided for informational purposes with
out the benefit of inputs from the Congressional Budget Office. Fur
ther. since Section 403 of the Congres::;ional Budget and Impoundment 
Control Act of 1974 has not been implemented, the Committee has 
received no data from the Congressional Budget Office pertaining 
to the amounts recommended in this bill and, therefore, is not includ
ing any comparison between this bill and such data. 

[In billions of dollars] 

Budget authority Outlays 

NASA Committee NASA Committee 
estimate estimate estimate estimate 

3.539 3. 545 3.498 3. 503 
• 959 • 930 .905 .902 

3. 625 3.658 3.600 3.620 
3.400 3.430 3.440 3. 470 
3. 010 3.030 3.110 3.134 
2. 550 2.565 2. 715 2. 732 

The above estimates are future year :funding requirements for the 
continuation or completion of the NASA pro~rams (including the 
development of the space shuttle) provided for m the bill. These esti
mates do not provide :for the initiation o:f any new programs or proj
ects after fiscal year 1977, contain no provision for the impact o:f fu
ture inflation, and do not provide for any administrative adjustments 
that may be required. 

The Committee used the NASA estimate as a starting point to pre
pare its estimate. For fiscal year 1976, the Committee made selective 
reductions nnd increases in programs and projects \vith the net result 
of an increase. of $5,710.000. The Committee future vear estimates are 
hig-her than th£> X ASA estimates primarily due to the acceleration of 
activity on the severe storm weather satellite and the advanced earth 
resources survey instrument, and to the Committee's recommendation 
that NASA aggressively pursue the upper atmospheric research pro
g-ram authorized in Section 8 of the bill. The Committee added $7 mil
lion to the fiscal year 1976 request to support the expansion of this 

47-396 0 - 75 • 9 
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latter activitv and additional amounts will be required in subsequent 
vears to support the pro_gra~ anticipated. . the 
· The estimates given m this report are no~ n;n estimate of what . 
NASA bud<ret will be in future years. As existmg programs and PT~· 
;cts'are ph~ed out new programs and proje~ts J_lla:y: be requested. e 
Congress will have an opportunity to e;-ercise Its JUdgment on these 
new pro(rrams and projects when authonty and funds are requested ~o 
proceed ,...with them. 'fhe Committee does expect, however, ~h~t t. e 
lmdgets for fiscal years 1979 and 1980 will approximate $!i.4 bilhon, m 
current year dollars, based upon the concept of a con~tant level ~udget 
adopted by the Congress and the Executive Bran~h m _1972. ~h~s $3.4 
billion cmi.cept through this decade has been outlmed ~n de~ail m th.e 
Committee's presentation to the Renate. Budget_ Committee m connec-
tion with the fiscal year 1976 concurrent resolution. . . 

There are no funds authorized in this bill for financial assistance to 
State and local governments. 

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES 

The Committee considered four legislative amendments in its action 
on this NASA authorization bill. . . . 

Section 6 authorizes the National Aer~m~ubcs and Space_ Admmis
tration, when so provided in an appropriatiOn act, to ~nter m~o a con
tract (or contracts) for tracking and data relay satelh~e se_rvices. The 
House, in its action on the fiscal year: 197? N AS~ _authonzatwn r~quest, 
insPrted a provision in SPction 6 of It~ bill reqmrmg that any suca c<?n
tract include a provision under which the go~·~r~ment J_llay acqmre 
title, upon tprmination of t~e co~1tract, to facihbes, eqmpment, and 
spacecraft which were acqmred m the performance of the contrn;ct 
under terms and conditions agreed upon m the contract. _The Com~mt
tee believed that this additional language unnecessar~ly restrame? 
~ ARA's negotiation freedom in contracting for the servic~ and that~ It 
is inconsist~nt ''"ith a dual purpose (N AS t\ and coml_llercml) sa~elhtP 
which might be proposed to provide ~hE ,esired ~e~vic_P. Acc~rdmgly, 
the Committee did not include an eqmvalent provisiOn m_ SectiOn 6. 

Section 7 authorizes funds for the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration for thP transition rwriod, .July 1. 1976 throu~h 
September !iO, Hl76, th~ purl?oses f~n·_ ':·hich are discussed elsewhere_m 
this report in conjunction with activities for fiscal year 1976._ The b1ll, 
S. 57!i, specifiPd total amounts only for the thrt>~ appropn~t~o.ns cate
gories-Research and Development, Construction of ~acihti~~' and 
Research and Program Management. The CommitteC', m addition to 
redncino- the amorints proposed for rC'search and deveiorment and the 
constru~"tion of facilities, deleted the Advanced Misswns program 
in R&D and insertPd individual ceilinQ"s for the progra~s and ~r
tivities fnndPd undt>r thPSP two categories consistPnt 'nth Rectwn 
1 of tlw bill pertaining to the ~~~thorizatio~ for fiscal year 1976. 
The Honse adoptNl a similar prOYlSIOn prerlndmg however any reduc
tion in the amount specified for the Aeronautical RPsearch and_ T~rh
nology Program, and authorizing funds for the AdvanePd Missions 
program. . 

Tlw CommittPe deletP<l RPction 8 of S. 573 whiCh would have autho
rized total amounts for rach appropriations category for NASA for 
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fiscal year 1977. Since separate legislative action will be undertaken on 
the fiscal year 1977 authorization request, no action is necessary at this 
time. There is no provision for fiscal year 1977 authorization in the 
House bill. 

The Committee added a new Section 8 to the bill amending the N a· 
tional Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as amended, through the 
addition of a Title IV entitled, Upper Atmospheric Research, which 
would authorize and direct the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration to develop and carry out a comprehensive program of 
research, technology and monitoring of the phenomena of the upper 
atmosphere. It is the view of the Committee that NASA is singularly 
equipped with the capabilities to initiate, coordinate and carry out the 
program necessary to acquire the data to :r,>rovide the understanding 
for intelligent informed decisions on activities that may or may not 
have an adverse impact upon the upper atmosphere. The Committee 
believes that there is no coordinated and aggressive program now un
derway to provide the necessary data and it is the intent of this 
amendment to place responsibility for positive action on a significant 
national need for scientific data. It would not assign NASA any regu
latory responsibility related to product usage and control. A hearing 
was held on this matter on ,January 29, 1975, and subsequently a bill 
addressing this need, S. 851, was introduced in the Senate on .February 
26, 1975, and referred to this Committee. This amendment incorporates 
the substance of R. 851. There is no equivalent provision in the House 
bill. (Additional background on this amendment appears under Com
mittee Comment on the Physics and Astronomy Program.) 

CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW 

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing 
Rules of the Senate changes in existing law made by the bill are shown 
as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black 
brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law in which no 
change is proposed is shown in roman) : 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958 
Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 426) 

* * * * * * * 
TITLE IV-UPPER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH 

PuuPosg AND Poucr 

"SEc. 401. (a) The purpose of this title is to authorize and direct the 
Administration to develop and carry out a comprehensive program of 
research, technology and monitoring of the phenomena of the upper 
atmosphere so as to provide for an understanding of and to maintain 
the chemical and physical integrity of the Earth's upper atmosphere. 

" (b) The Congress declares that it is the policy of the United States 
to undertake an im;mediate and appropriate research, technology, and 
monitoring program that will provirk for understanding the physics 
and chemistry of the Earth's upper atmosphere. 
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"DEFINITIONS 

"SEc. 402. For the purpose of this title the term 'upper atmosphere' 
means that portion of the Earth's se·nsible atmosphere above the 
troposphere. 

"PROGRAM AUTHORIZED 

"SEc. 403. (a:) In order to carry out the purposes of this title the 
Adrninistration in cooperation with other Federal agencies shall initi
ate and carry out a program of research, technology, 1nmdtoring and 
other appropriate acHvities directed to under'standing the physics and 
chemist'J'Y of the upper at1nosphere. 

" (b) In carrying out the provisions of thi8 title the Admini8tra-
tion shal7r-

" ( 1) arrange for participation by the scientific and engineering 
community, of both the Nation's industrial organizations and in
stitutions of higher education, in planning and carrying out ap
propriate research, in developing necessary technology and in 
making necessary obserrations a.nd measurements; 

"(2) provide, by way of grant, contract, scholarships or other 
arrangements, to the 'irULi1JVtnum extent practicable and consistent 
with other laws, for the ·widest practicable and appropriate par
ticipation of the scientific and engineering comn11unity in the pro
gram authorized by this title ; and 

"(3) make all results of the program authorized by thi8 title 
available to the appropriate regulatory agencies and provide for 
the widest pra·cticable dissemination of such results. 

"INTERNATIONAL OOOPERATJON 

"SEc. 1,01,. In carrying out the p1•ovisions of this title, the Admini8-
tration, sttbieet to the direction of the President and after consultation 
·with the Seeretary of State, shall malce MJery effort to enli8t the SUJJ

port and cooperation of appropriate scienti8ts a.nd engineers of other 
co·untries and international organizations. 

"REPORT 

"SEc. 405. Th-e Administration shall submit to the President, an
nually, for tran.<Jrnitta" to the Congress, a report on the activities being 
cw·ried out pursuant to this title, together with a description of ac
compli8hments achieved in the implementation of this title." 

TABULATION OF VOTES CAST IN COMMITTEE 

Pnrsun.nt to Section 133 (b) of the Leg-islative Reorganization Act 
of 1946 as amended, the following roll call vote is reported. During the 
CommittPe's m~trk-up of S. 573, a motion was mn.de by the Senator 
from Arizona (Mr. Goldwater), and seconded by the Senator from 
X evada ( 1\lr. I .. a.xn.lt), that the Committee adopt the amendments to 
S. 57;j recommended by the Chairman; that the Committee amend 
H.R. lJ-700 by striking- everything after the enacting- clause and sub
stitute therefor· tlw amendNl S(mate Rill, S. 57:j; and that the Com-
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mittee report H.R. 4:700 as amended to the Senate. The roll call vote 
on the motion was unanimous as follows : 

Mr. Moss-Chairman 
Mr. Symington 
Mr. Stennis 
Mr. Cannon 
l\Ir. Ford 
Mr. Bumpers 

YEAS-10 
Mr. Goldwater 
Mr. Domenici 
Mr. La.xalt 
Mr. Garn 

SPACE BUDGETS OF OTHER AGENCIES 

(The following table, the source for which is the Office of Manage
ment and Budget, shows new obligational authoritv of all Government 
ag-encies:) ·· 

SPACE ACTIVITIES OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT-HISTORICAL SUMMARY AND 1976 BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS 
FEBRUARY 1975' 

[In millions of dollars (may not add due to rounding)) 

NASA Depart· 
ment of Com· Agri- Total 

______ T_o_ta_l _s_pa_c_e•_o_e_fe_ns_e __ E_RD_A ___ m_er_ce __ ln_te_rio_r __ cu_ltu_re ___ Ns_F __ space 

1955............. 56.9 
1958.............. 72.7 
1957............. 78.2 
1958.... .. .. . . . .. 117.3 
1959............. 305.4 
1960............. 523.6 
1961............. 964.0 
1962......... ••• • I, 824. 9 
1963 .....•....... 3, 673.0 
1954............. 5, 099. 7 
1965...... •.••• .• 5, 249.7 
1966 .•........... 5,174.9 
1967.... ... ... .. . 4, 967.6 
1968............. 4, 588.8 
1969.. ........... 3,990.9 
1970 ............. 3, 745.8 
1971...... ..... .. 3, 311.2 
1972.. ........... 3, 306.6 
1973 ••••.....••.• 3, 406.2 
~;?d·L·:·········· '3, 036.9 

fg75 estimate. • 3, 228. 8 
1976 estimate. • 3, 536. 6 

56.9 
72.7 
78.2 

117.3 
235.4 
461.5 
926.0 

1, 796.8 
3,626.0 
5, 046.3 
5,167.6 
5, 094.5 
4, 862.2 
4, 452.5 
3, 822.0 
3, 547.0 
3, 101.3 
3, 071.0 
3, 093.2 
2, 758.5 

2, 920.3 
3, 222.4 

3.0 
30.3 
71.0 

205.6 
489.5 
560.9 
813.9 

1, 298.2 
1, 549.9 
1, 599.3 
I, 573.9 
1, 688.8 
I, 663.6 
1, 921.8 
2, 013.0 
1, 678.4 
I, 512.3 
1, 407.0 
1, 623.0 
1, 766.0 

2, 011.0 
2,191.0 

.. ~,, .••••• , ~······:;····:•••••:·:· ••..• il• 
186.8 26. 5 - ...... ····-········· u 
183.6 29.3 •........... 2.8 
145.1 2s.1 o.2 ···o:s· 3.2 
118. 0 20.0 . 2 . 7 1. 9 
102.8 8.0 1.1 .8 2.4 
94.8 27.4 1.9 .8 2.4 
55, 2 31. 3 5. 8 1. 6 2. 8 
54. 2 39. 7 10. 3 I. 9 2. 6 
41.7 60. 2 9. 0 3. I 1.8 

40.2 
43.8 

64.6 
73.7 

8.3 
8. 3 

3.9 
5.8 

2.0 
2.4 

' Historical amounts are estimates based on best data available. 

59.9 
117.3 
178.5 
347.9 
759.2 

1, 065.8 
1, 808.2 
3,294.8 
5, 434.5 
6, 861.4 
6, 985.5 
6, 999.8 
&, 741.5 
6, 551.4 
5, 975.8 
5, 340.5 
4, 740.9 
4, 574.7 
4, 824.8 
4,640.3 

5,050.3 
5, 547.4 

'. E.x~ludes amounts fo~ airc~aft tech~ology in 1959 and succeeding years. Amounts for NASA-NACA aircraft and space 
act1v1tles not separately Identifiable pnor to 1959, 

3 Adjusted for net offsetting reteipts. 

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS 

The follow~ng do~uments constitute the departmental data received 
by the Committee wtth reference to the provisions of this bill. 

:SATIONAJJ AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADl\UNISTRATION, 

Hon. NELSON A. RocKEFELLER, 
President of the Senate, 
Washington, D.O. 

lV ashington, D.O., February 3,1975. 

DEAR 'MR. PRESIDENT: Submitted herewith is a draft of a bill "To 
authorize appropriations to the National .Aeronautics and Spac~ Ad-
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ministration for research and development, construction of facilities, 
and research and program management, and for other purposes," to
gether with the sectional analysis thereof. It is submitted to the Presi
dent of the Senate pursuant to Rule VII of the standing rules of the 
Senate. 

Section 4 of the Act of June 15, 1959, 73 Stat. 73 (42 U.S.C. 2460), 
provides that no appropriation may be made to the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration unless previously authorized by leg
islation. It is a purpose of the enclosed bill to provide such requisite 
authorization in the amounts and for the purposes recommended by the 
President in the Budget of the United States Government for fiscal 
year 1976. For that fiscal year, the bill would authorize appropriations 
totaling $3,539,000,000 to be made to the National Aerommtics and 
Space Administration as follows: 

( 1) for "Research and development" amounts totaling 
$2,678,380,000; 

( 2) for "Construction of facilities" amounts totaling $84,620,000; 
and 

( 3) for "Research and program management," $776,000,000. 
In addition, the bill would authorize appropriations totaling $958,-

900,000, to be available ,July 1, 1976, the beginning of the three-month 
transition period between fiscal year 1976 and fiscal year 1977, the 
latter of which will begin October 1, 1976, under the provisions of the 
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, 88 Stat. 297. The bill would also 
authorize appropriations totaling $3,625,000,000, to be available 
October 1, 1976, i.e., in fiscal year 1977. 

The·enclosed draft bill follows generally the format of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Admimstration Authorization Act, 1975 
(Public Law 93-:H6). Ho·wever, the bill differs in substance from the 
prior Act in several respects. First, subsections 1 (a), 1 (b), and 1 (c), 
which would provide the authorization to appropriate for the three 
NASA appropriations, differ in the dollar amounts and the line items 
for which authorization to appropriate is requested. 

Second, as authorized in subsection 1 (g) of the prior Act, funds 
appropriated pursuant to subsections 1 (a) and 1 (c) may be used for 
facility projects involving minor construction and additions to exist
ing facilities as well as facility rehabilitation and modifi.cation proj
ects, with a per project limit o:f $10,000 and $25,000, respectively. In 
recognition of the increases in construction costs which have been 
experienced since these limits were initially established, the bill in
creases these amounts to $25,000 and $50,000, respectively, to maintain 
the orerating flexibility that was originally intended. . 

Third, section 2 of the bill has been modified. In addition to 
authorizing an upward variation of 10 per centum in the amounts 
perscrihed in the "Construction of facilities" line items, in the dis
cretion of the Administrator or his designee, to meet unusual cost 
variations, section 2 would also authorize an upward variation of 25 
per centum in such line items to meet such cost variations, but under 
this added authority the upward variations could not exceed 10 per 
centum unless NASA submits a report to the Committee on Science 
and Technology of the House of Representatives and the Committee 
on Aeronautical and Space Sciences of the Senate on the circum-
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~tances of such action. This authority has been necessitated by widen
mg fluctuation~ in the costs of c~mstruction rrojects. 

Fourth! sect10n 6 o:f the prior Act, whiCh amended the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 and is therefore permanent law 
has been omitted. ' ' ' 
, . Fif~h, section 6 ~f ~he bill would a~thorize NASA, when so pro-

' Ided m an appr~pr1at10~ Act, to enter mto a contract for tracking and 
data rela:y satellite. services. Such seryi.c~s will gr~S;t~y improve our 
earth-<:rbital tr~ckmg: and data acqms1tlon capabilities and, at the 
s~me tn!le, perm1~ closmg o:f most of_t~~ ground stations in our present 
worldwide ~rackmg and dat~ acqms1t10n network now dedicated to 
spac~cra:ft m near-ear_th orbit. Section 6 was enacted in a slightlv 
modified form as section 7 of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Ad~inistration Authorization Act, 1975. 

Sixth,, a~ not~d above, in addition to providing authorization of 
appropnat10ns m the amounts re~ommended by the President in his 
Budget for ~sc.al year 1976, ~he hill also would provide authorization 
for appropnat10ns to be available in the three-month period between 
fiscal ~ear~ 1976 and 197~, ~nd in fiscal year 1977. The additional 
auth~mza~wn o~ appropnahons for these fiscal periods would be 
rroyid~d Ill sections 7 and 8 of the bill. It is specified that all of the 
hmita.twns and other provisions of the bill applicable to amounts an
pr?pnated pursuant to section 1 shall apply also to amounts appro
priated pursuant to sections 7 and 8. 

Fina~ly, the last s~ction of the draft bill, section 9, has been changed 
to provid~ that the bill, upon e~a~tment, m!1Y be cited as the "National 
Aeronautics and Space Admunstration Authorization Act. 1976" 
rather "1975". · ' 

Where r~quired by section 102(2) (C) of the National Environ
!llental Pohcy Act of 1~69 (42 U.~.C. 4332(2) (C)), environmental 
Impact statements covermg: NASA mstallations and the programs to 
be funded P'?rsuant to the bi~l have been furnished to the Committee 
on Aeronautical and Space SCiences. 

The National Aeronal!tics and Space Administration recommends 
that the enclose~ draft bill be enacted. The Office of Management and 
Budget has advJsed.that such enactment would be in accord with the 
program of the President. 

Sincerely, 

Two enclosures. 

JAMES C. FLETCHER, 

Administrator. 

A b!ll to authorize appropriations to the National Aeronautics and Space Ad· 
mmistration for research and development, construction of facilities and 
research and program management, and for other purposes. ' 

JJ.e it enacted by the. Se;utte and House of Representatives of the 
UmtedJitates of Amenc~ zn Oongres8 f'Ss.embled, That t~ere is hereby 
auth~ri.zed t? be appropriated to the National Aeronautics and Space 
AdmmistratlOn : 

(a) For "Research and development," for the following nrograms: 
( 1) Space Shuttle, $1,206,000,000; ~ 
(2) Space flight operations. $207100,000 · 
(3) Advanced missions, $1,500,000; ' ' 
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( 4) Physics and astronomy, $155,800,000; 
( 5) Lunar and planetary exploration, $259,900,000; 
( 6) Launch vehicle procurement, $166,900,000; 
(7) Space applications, $175,030,000; 
( 8) Aeronautical research and t<>chnology, $175,350,000; 
(9) Space and nuclear research and technology, $74,900,000; 

( 10) Energy technology applications, $5,900,000; 
( 11) Tracking and data acquisition, $243,000,000; 
(12) Technology utilization, $7,000,000; 

(b) For "Construction of facilities," including land ucquisition, as 
follows: 

(1) Modification of 11- by 11- :foot transonic wind tunnel, Ames 
Research Center, $2,695,000; 

(2) Addition to lunar sample curatorial facility, Lyndon B. 
,Johnson Space Center, $2,490,000; 

(3) Addition for composite model and metal finishing shops, 
Langley Research Center, $1,940,000; 

( 4) Space shuttle facilities at various locations as follows: 
(A) Modifications to launch complex 39, John F. Ken

nedy Space Center, $13,110,000; 
(B) Construction of Orbiter processing facility, John F. 

Kennedy Space Center, $8,160,000; 
(C) Modifications for solid rocket booster processing fa

cilities, ,John F. Kennedy Space Center, $5,240,000; 
(D) Modifications for hypergolic checkout and refurbish

ment facilities, John F. Kennedy Space Center, $6,940,000; 
(E) Modifications for launch equipment test facilities, ,John 

F. Kennedy Space Center, $1,960,000; 
(F) Construction of Orbiter approach and landing test 

facilities, Flight Research Center, and Air Force Plant No. 
42, Palmdale, California, $1,680,000; 

(G) Construction of Shuttle/Carrier aircraft mating fa
cilities, Flight Research Center, and Air Force Plant No. 42, 
Palmdale, California, $3,890,000; 

(H) Modifications for crew training facilities, Lyndon B. 
,Johnson Space Center, $830,000; 

(I) Modification of the vibration and acoustic test fa.cility, 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, $2,410,000; 

(.T) Modifications for solid rocket booster component man
ufacturing and assembly facilities, (Location to be desig
nated), $3,000,000; 

( 5) Rehabilitation and modification of facilities at various lo-
cations, not in excess of $.1)00,000 per project, $16,000,000; 

( 6) Minor construction of new facilities and additions to exist
ing facilities at various locations, not in excess of $250,000 per 
project, $5,000,000; 

(7) Facility planning and design not otherwise provided for, 
$9,275,000. 

(c) For "Research and program management," $776,000,000, aml 
such additional or supplemental amounts as may be necessary for in· 
creases in salary, pay, retirement, or other employee benefits auth
orized by law. 
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. (d) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1 (g) appropria
tions for."Research and development".ll.lli;Y be used (1) f~r any items 
of a. capital nature (other than acqUISition of land) which may be 
requtred at locations other than installations of the Administration 
fo~ the performance of x:es~reh. and dev~lopment contracts, and (2) 
fo1 grants ~o n~mprofit mstitutwns of htgher education, or to non
profit orgamzatwns whose primary J?Urpose is the conduct of scientific 
r~earch, f?r purchase or constructiOn of additional research facili
ties; and title t~ ~uch facilities shall be vested in the United States 
unless t~e Admmistrator determines that the national program of 
~eronauttcal and sp~ce ~cti_vities will best be served by vesting title 
m any such grantee mst1t1:1t.wn or organizat~o~. Each such grant shall 
be made u_nder s11:ch conditions as the Admm1strator shall determine 
to be reqmred to msure that the United States will receive therefrom 
benefit adequa~e to justify the making of that grant. None of the 
funds appropriat~d for "Research and development" pursuant to this 
~ct may be used m accordance with this subsection for the construc
twn of any ~ajor facility, the estimated cost of which, including 
c~llate~al eqmpmen~, exceeds $250,000, unless the Administrator or 
his designee ~as notified the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
and the President of the Senate and the Committee on Science and 
TechnoloJp' of the House ?f Representatives and the Committee on 
Aerona.utlcal and Space Sciences of the Senate of the nature location 
and estimated cost of such facility. ' ' 

(e) '~hen so s~.ecified in an appropriation Act, (1) any amount 
approp~I~te,~ for 'Res~arch ~nd dev~lopment" or for "Construction 
of faCil!bes may remam av~ulable w1~~~ut fiscal year limitation, and 
(2) mamtenance and operatiOn of facthties, and support services con
tract~, may be el!te~ed into und~r the "Research and program manage
me!!:t . appropna~!On fo~ periOds not in excess of twelve months 
begmmng at any t~me dunng the fiscal year. 

(f) Appropnatn:r:s made pu~ua~t to subsecti.on 1(c) may be used, 
but not to exceed $3o,OOO, for scientific consultatwns or extraordinary 
e~penses upon. the approval or authority of the Administrator and 
h1s determmatwn shall be final and conclusive upon the accounting 
officers of the Government. 

(g) Of .the funds appropriated pursuant to subsections 1 (a) and 
1 (c), not m excess of $25,000 for ea~h project, including collateral 
89mpment7 ~ay be .u~d for constructiOn of new facilities and addi
~wns t? ex1stmg famhti~s, and not in excess of $50,000 for each project, 
mcl~dmg coll~~~al eqmpment, may be used for rehabilitation or modi
ficat10n of fac1!1ties: Provided_, That of the funds appropriated pursu
~nt to. subsectiOn 1 (a)'· not m excess of $250,000 for each project, 
mcluding collateral eqmpment, may be used for any of the foregoing 
for unforeseen programmatic needs. 

SEc .. 2. A~thorization is hereby granted whereby any of the amounts 
1(b)cr1bed m paragraphs ( 1) through ( 6), inclusive, of subsection 

(1) .in the discretion of the Administrator or his designee, may 
be varied up":ard 10 per centum, or 

(2) foll~wmg a re.port by the Administrator or his designee to 
the Committee on Sc1ence and Technology of the House of Repre-
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sentatives and the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences 
of the Senate on the circumstances of such action, may be varied 
upward 25 per centum, 

to meet unusual cost variations, but the total cost of all work author
ized under such paragraphs shall not exceed the total of the amounts 
specified in such paragraphs. 

SEc. 3. Not to exceed one-half of 1 per centum of the funds ap
propriated pur~uant to s~b~~ction 1 (a) h~re?f may be transferred to 
the "ConstructiOn of faCihtms" appropriatiOn, and, when so trans
ferred, together with $10,000,000 of the funds approvriated pursuant 
to subsection 1 (b) hereof (other than funds app_ropnated pursna!lt to 
parao-raph (7) of such subsection) shall be available for expenditure 
to co~struct expand, or modify laboratories and other installations 
at anv location (including locations speci~ed in subsection 1 (b)), if 
( 1) the Administrator determines such actiOn to. be necessary beca.u~e 
of changes in .the .national ~rogr~m of aeronautical and space activi
ties or new scientific or engmeermg developments, and (2) he deter
mines that deferral of such action until the enactment of the next 
Authorization Act would be inconsistent with the interest of t~1e 
Nation in aeronautical and space activities. The funds so m~~e avail
able may be expended to acquire, co!lstruct, c~mvert1 rehabilitate,. <:r 
install permanent or temporary public :V?":'ks, mcludu;1g land acqUISI
tion, site preparation, appurter~ances, utihties, an~ eqmpment. No por
tion of such sums may be obligated fo_r expenditure. or expe_nded to 
construct, expand, or modify laboratories and other mst~ll:;ttwns un
less (A) a period of thir~y days has passed after the Admimstrator or 
his designee has transmitted to the Speaker of the House of Repre
sentatives and to the President of the Senate and to the Committee on 
Science and Technology of the House ~~ Representatives and t~ the 
Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences of the Sena:te a written 
report containina a full and complete statement concermng ( 1) the 
uature of such c~nstruction, expansion or mo~ification,, (2) the cost 
thereof including the cost of any real estate actiOn pertammg thereto, 
and ( 3) the reason why such construction, expansion, or ~odification 
is necessary in the national interest, or (B) each such commit~e~ before 
the expiration of such period has transm~tted to the A~~mstrator 
written notice to the effect that such committee has no ObJectiOn to the 
proposed action. . . . . . 

SEc. 4. N otwithstandmg any other proviSIOn of thls Act-
(1) no amount appropriated pursuant to this Act may be u.se~ 

for any program deleted by the Cong~ss from r~quests as origi
nally made to either the House Committee on SCience and Tech
nology or the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space 
Sciences, 

(2) no amounts appropriated pursuant to this Act may.be used 
for any program in excess of the amount actually authorized for 
that particular program b.J sections 1 (a) and. 1 (c), and 

(3) no amount approprmted pursuant to this Act may be used 
for any program which has not been presented to or requested 
of either such committee, . 

unless (A) a period of thirtv days has passed after the receipt by the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of the 
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Senate and each such committee of notice given by the Administrator 
or his designee containing a full and complete statement of the action 
proposed to be taken and the facts and circumstances relied upon in 
support of such proposed action, or (B) each such committee before 
the expiration of such period has transmitted to the Administrator 
written notice to the effect that such committee has no objection to the 
proposed action. 

SEc. 5. It is the sense of the Congress that it is in the national 
interest that consideration be given to geographical distribution of 
Federal research funds whenever feasible, and that the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration should explore ways and means of 
distributing its research and development funds whenever feasible. 

SEc. 6. The National Aeronautics and SJ?ace Administration is 
authorized, when so provided in an appropriation Act, to enter into 
a contract for tracking and data relay satellite services. Such services 
shall be furnished to the National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion in accordance with applicable authorization and appropriation 
Acts. The Government shall incur no costs under such contract prior 
to the furnishing of such services except that the contract may vrovide 
for the payment for contingent liability of the Government whwh may 
accrue in the event the Government should decide for its convenience 
to terminate the contract before the end of the period of the contract. 
Facilities which may be required in the performance of the contract 
may be constructed on Government-owned lands if there is included in 
the contract a provision under which the Government may acquire 
title to the facilities, under terms and conditions agreed upon in the 
contract, upon termination of the contract. The Admmistrator shall in 
January of each year report to the Committee on Science and Tech
nology and the Committee on Appropriations of the House of Repre
sentatives and the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences and 
the Committee on A:epropriations of the Senate the projected aggre
gate contingent liab1hty of the Government under termination pro
visions of any contract authorized in this section through the next 
fiscal year. The authority of the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration to enter into and to maintain the contract authorized 
hereunder shall remain in effect as long as provision therefor is in
cluded in Acts authorizing appropriations to theN ational Aeronautics 
a.nd Space Administration for subsequent fiscal years. 

SEc. 7. In addition to the amounts authorized to be appropriated 
under Section 1 of this Act, there is hereby authorized to be ap
propriated to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
to be available no earlier than J ulv 1, 1976: 

(a) For "Research and development," $730,600,000; 
(b) For "Construction of facilities," $14,500,000; 
(c) For "Research and program management," $213,800,000, 

and such additional or supplemental amounts as may be necessary 
for increases in salary, pay, retirement, or other employee benefits 
authorized bv la"w. · 

All of the limitations and other provisions of this Act which are appli
cable to amounts appropriated pursuant to subsections (a), (b) and 
(c) of Section 1 of this Act shall apply also to amounts appropriated 
pursuant to subsections (a), (b) and (c), respectively~ of this section. 
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SEC. 8. In addition to the amounts authorized to be appropriated 
under Sections 1 and 7 of this Act, there is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
to be available no earlier than October 1. 1976: 

(a) For "Research and development," $2,702,900,000; 
(b) For "Construction of facilities," $146,100,000; 
(c) For "Research and program management," $776,000,000, 

and such additional or supplemental amounts as may be necessary 
for increases in salary, pay, retirement, or other employee benefits 
authorized bv law. 

AU of tht' limitat.ions and other provisions of this Act which are ap
plicable to amounts appropriated pursuant to subsections (a), (b) and 
(c) of Section 1 of this Act shall apply also to amounts appropriated 
pursuant to subsections (a), (b) and (c), respectively, of this section. 

Sr;c. 9. This Act mav be cited as the. "National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration ~.(uthorization Act, 1976". 

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS 

Section 1. Subsections (a), (b), and (c) authorizes to he appro
priated to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
funds, in the total amount of $3,544,710,000, as follows: (a) for 
"Research and development,'' a total of 11 program line items aggre
gating the sum of $2,686,580,000; (b) for "Construction of facilities," 
a total of 6 line items aggregating the sum of $82,130,000; and, 
(c) for "Research and program management," $776,000,000. Subsec
tion ( \l) also authorizes to be appropriated such additional or sup
plemental amounts as may be necessary for increases in salary, pay, 
retirement, or other employee benefits authorized by law. 

S1tbsection 1 (d) authorizes the use of appropriations for "Research 
and development" without regard to the provisions of subsection 1 (g) 
for : ( 1) items of a capital nature (other than the acquisition of land) 
required at locations other than NASA installations for the perform
ance of research nnd development contracts; and (2) grants to non
profit institutions of higher education, or to nonprofit ~organizations 
whose primary purpose is the conduct of scientific research, for pur
chase or construction of additional research facilities. Title to such 
facilities shall be vested in the United States unless the Adminis
trator determines thnt the national program of aeronautical and space 
activities will best be served by vesting title in any such grantee 
institution or organization. Moreover, each such ,grant shall be made 
nnder such conditions as the Administrator shnll find ne.cessary to 
insure that the lJnited States will receive benefit therefrom adequate. 
to justify the making of that grant. . 

In either case no funds may be used for the constructiOn of a 
facility in accordance with the subsection the estimated cost of whi~h, 
includin,g collateral equipment, exceeds $250,000, ~nless the Admm
istmtor notifies the Speaker of the House, the President of the Se1~ate 
and the specified committees of the Congress of the nature, locatiOn. 
and estimated cost of such facility. 

Subsection 7 (e) provides that, when so specifierl in an appropria
tion Act. (1) any amount appropriated for "Research and develop-
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m~nt" or for "CoJ?St~uc~ion of facilities" may remain available 
Without fiscal year limitatiOn, and (2) contracts for maintenance and 
operation of facilities and support services may be entered into under 
the '~Research and program managell_len~" appropriation for periods 
not m excess of twelve months begmmng at any time during the 
fiscal year. 

Subsection 1 (f) authorizes the use of not to exceed $35,000 of the 
"ResearcJ: and program. management" _appropriation for scientific 
cons.ultatiOns o.r extraordmary expenses, mcluding representation and 
offiCial entertammen~ ex;penses, upon the authority of the Adminis
trator, whose determmatlon shall be final and conclusive. 

Subseation 1 (g) provides that of the funds appropriated for "Re
sear?h and develop:nent" and "~esea~ch an~ program management," 
not m excess of $2D,000 per proJect ( mcludmg collateral equipment) 
II_lay be used for construction of new, or additions to existing, facili
ties, and not in excess of $50,000 per project (including collateral 
equipment) may be used for rehabilitation or modification of existing 
facilities; however, of the funds appropriated for "Research and 
development," not in excess of $250,000 per project (including col
lateral equipment) ma~ be used for construction of new facilities or 
additions to, or rehabilitation or modification of, existing facilities 
required for unforeseen programmatic needs. 

Section 2. Section 2 authorizies upward variations of the sums 
authorized for the "Construction of facilities" line items (other than 
facility planning and design) of 10 per centum in the discretion of 
the Administrator or his designee, or 25 per centum following a 
report by the Administrator or his designee to the Committee on 
Science and Technology of the House of Representatives and the 
Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences of the Senate on the 
circumstances of such action, for the purpose of meeting unusual cost 
variations. However, the tot,al cost of all work authorized under these 
line items may not exceed the total sum authorized for "Construc
tion of facilities" under subsection 1 (b), paragraphs ( 1) through ( 5). 

Section ."J provides that not more than one-half of 1 per centum 
of the funds appropriated for "Research and development" may be 
transferred to the "Construction of facilities" appropriation and, 
when so transferred, together with $10,000,000 of the funds appro
priated for "Construction of facilities," shall be available for the 
construction of facilities and land acquisition at any location if (1) 
the Administrator determines that such action is n<>,cessarv because 
of changes in the space program or new scientific or en-gineering 
developments, and (2) that deferral of such action until the next 
authorization Act is enacted would be inconsistent with the inte.rest 
of the Nation in aeronautical and space activities. However, no such 
funds may be obligated until 30 days have passed after the Admin
istrator or his designee has transmitted to the Speaker of the House, 
the President of the Senate and the specified committees of Congress 
a written report containing a description of the project, its cost, and 
the reason why such project is necessary in the national interest, or 
each such committee before the expiration of such SO-day period has 
notified the Administrator that no objection to the proposed action 
will be made. 
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Section 4. Section 4 provides that, notwithstanding n.ny other provi
sion of this Act-

(1) no amount appropriated pursuant to this Act may be u~e~ 
for any prograr!l deleted by the Congr.ess from ,r~quest.s as origi
nally made to either the Hou~ Committee on Sc~ence and Tech
nology or the Senate Committee on AeronaubcoJ and Space 
Sciences; 

(2) no amount appropriated pursuant to this Act may.be used 
for: any program in excess of the ar:rount actually authorized for 
that particular program by subsectrons 1 (a) and 1 (c) ; and, 

(3) no amount appropnated pursuant to this Aet may be used 
for any program which has not been presented to or requested of 
either such committee, . 

unless (A) a period of 30 days has passed after the rece1pt by the 
Speaker of the Ho.use, the Presiden~ ~f the Senate. and e.ach such co~
mittee of notice given by the Admnustrator. or h1s designee contam
ing a full and complete statement o~ the actr<?n proposed to be taken 
and the facts and circumstances rehed upon m support of such pro
posed action, or (B) each such co~m.ittee be for~ the exp.iration of such 
period has transmitted to the ~df!Imistrator written not_Ice to the effect 
that such committee has no obJectiOn to the proposed action. . . . 

Secti()n 5. Section 5 expresses the sense of the Congress tha~ It 1s .m 
the national interest that consideration be given to ~eographiCal dis
tribution of Federal research funds whenever feasible and that the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration should explore ways 
and means of distributing its research and development funds when
ever feasible. 

Section 6. Section 6 authorizes the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administrativn, when so provided in an appropriation Act, to en~er 
into a contract (or contracts) for tracking and data relay satellite 
services. The Government would incur no costs under such contract 
prior to the furnishing of such ser:vices ex?eP~· ~hat the contract could 
provide for the payment for contmgent hab1hty of the G?vernmept 
which may accrue in the event the Government sh~uld. decide for Its 
convenience to terminate the contract before the exp1rat10n of the con
tract period. Such tracking and data relay satellite services would be 
furnished to the Administration in accordance with applicable author
ization and appropriation Acts. It is envisaged that facilities. may be 
required to be provided under su.ch a contract in ?rder to provid~ ~u~h 
services. The bill ,would authorize the construction of such faCilities 
on Government-owned land if thert> is included in the contract a pro
vision under which the United States may, in accordance with terms 
and conditions agreed upon in the contract, acquire title to the fac~li
~ies upon contract ter~ination. In January of ea?h year tJit; Admm
Jstrator would he reqmred to report to the Comnnttee on Science and 
Technology and the Committee on Appropriatio_ns of the House ~f 
Representatives and the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sci
ences and the Committee on Appropriations of the Senate the pro
jected aggregnte contingent.lia~ility, th~~ugh the next fiscal year, of 
the Government under terwmatwn provisiOns of any contract author-
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ized under this section. It is sp~cified that the authority of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration to enter into and maintain the 
contract (or contracts) authorized in this section shall remain in effect 
as long as provision therefor is induded in acts authorizing appropria
tions to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for sub
sequent fiscal years. 

Section 7. Section 7 authorizes to be appropriated to the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration funds, in addition to those 
amounts authorized under Section 1. necessary to cover the three
month transition period between the close of fiscal year 1976 on 
.J unc 30, 197~, a~1d the beginni_ng of fiscal year 1977 on October 1, 1976. 
The appropriations so authonzed are in the total amount of $929,900,-
000 as follows: (a) for "Research and development," $704,600,000 (b) 
for "Construction of facilities," $11,500,000 and, (c) for "Research 
and program management," $213,800,000. Such amounts become avail
able no earlier than July 1, 1976. Subsection (c) also authorizes to be 
appropriated such additional or supplemental amounts as may be nec
essary for increases in salary, pay, retirement, or other employee bene
fits authorized by law. AU of the limitations and other provisions of 
the Act applicable to amounts appropriated pursuant to subsections 
(a), (b) and (c) of Section 1 also apply to amounts appropriated pur
suant to subsections (a), (b) and (c), respectively, of this section. 

Seeti()n 8. Section 8 amends the National Aeronautics and Space Act 
of 1958, as amended, by the addition of a title IV, U\Jper Atmospheric 
Research. This title authorizes and directs the N atwnal Aeronautics 
itnd Space Administration to develop and carry out a comprehensive 
})rogram of research, technology and monitoring of the phenomena of 
the upper atmosphere so as to provide for an understanding of and to 
maintain the chemical and physical integrity of the earth's upper at
mosphere. In carrying out the program authorized by this title the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration shall (a) arrange for 
participation by the scientific and engineering eomrnunity of both 
industrial organizations and institutions of higher t•ducation, (b) pro
vide, by way of grant, contract, scholarship or other arrangements for 
the widest practicable and appropriate participation by the scientific 
and engineering community, and (c) make all results of the program 
available to appropriate regulatory agencies and provide for the wid
est possible dissemination of results. Title IV requires the National 
Aer~nautics and Space Admi~1istration, subject to the direction of the 
Prestdent and after consultation with the Secretarv of State. to make 
every effort to enlist the support and cooperation 'of appropriate sci
entists and engineers of other countries and international organiza
tions. Finally, the title requires the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration to submit to the President, for transmittal to the Con
gress, an annual report on the activities being carried out together with 
a description of accomplishments achieved in the implementation of 
the title. 

Section 9. Section 9 provides that the Act may be cited as the "Na
tienal Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization Act, 
1976". 
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94TH CoNGRESS} HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES { 
1st Session 

REPORT 
No. 94-63 

AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATIONS TO THE NATIONAL 
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

MARCH 14, 1974.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the 
State of the Union and ordered to be printed 

Mr. TEAGUE, from the Committee on Science and Technology, 
submitted the :following 

REPORT 
[To accompany H.R. 4700] 

The Committee on Science and Astronautics, to whom was referred 
the bill (H.R. 4700) to authorize appropriations to the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration for research and development, con
struction of facilities, and research and program management, and 
for other purposes, having considered the same, report :favorably 
thereon without amendment and recommend that the bill do pass. 

PURPOSE OF THE BILL 

The purpose of the biJl is to authorize appropriations to the N a
tiona} Aeronautics and Space Administration for fiscal year 1976, and 
transition period, as follows : 

• Authorization 

Programs Page Nos. 
Fiscal year Transition 

1976 period 

Research and development __ $2,68~ 180,000 I $700, f~, 000 I 19, lil Construction of facilities ____ 125, 693, 000 8, 050, 000 137, 171 
Research and program man-agernent ________________ 

776, 000, 000 213, 800, 000 167, 171 
Total _______________ 

3, 585, 873, ooo 1 922,450,000 
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